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Start tofinish, the British colony of Hong Kong had existedfor 156 years. It was said of ir

long ago that by its acquisition that the Victorians had cut a notch in the body o.f China,

as a woodsman cuts a notch in a great oak he is presently going to felt. But the oak has

never fallen, and actually Hong Kong no longer feels an alien mark upon the coast of
China: it has been notch there too long, it is too Chinese itself, and íts return to the great

presence, however ominous or bewildering the circumstances, seems only natural.

- Jan Morris
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Preface

The hoisting of flags seconds after the midnight on 1 July 7997, was a watershed. Under

British Common Law, Hong Kong had been the world's freest and one of the richest

capitalist cities in the world. Hong Kong had now become a Special Administrative

Region (SAR) of the People's Republic of China. This city is now under the wing of the

lumbering giant of Communism only now emerging as an economic powerhouse; a

nation much less developed, and much less free. Thus the question has been simple - will

Hong Kong remain the same? Will Hong Kong's prosperity and stability under capitalism

be maintained? Will the People's Republic, busy with its own march toward capitalism,

leave the world's freest economy alone or, better still, emulate it? Or will Beijing, still

determined to stifle dissent and maintain control, slowly damage the fundamental factors

that have assured Hong Kong's success to date: the free flow of information, a neutral

regulatory environment, a high-quality civil service, an equitable legal system, and a

highly developed financial market? Maintaining these factors will take enormous skill

and exertion, as the barriers are lowered between Hong Kong and the mainland, which

functions according to sharply different principles and dynamics.

The objectives of the thesis is to map out the direction of Beijing's Hong Kong policy

and to identifu the features of Hong Kong SAR under the formula of 'one country, two

systems'. It examines the factors that affected the relationship between the PRC and

Hong Kong in the period leading to the retum of Hong Kong to China, and demonstrates

that over the years, despite turbulence in China, Beijing has continually taken a pragmatic

position with respect to the special status of Hong Kong. In the post-handover,

circumstances sulrounding the SAR further indicate Beijing's persistence and sincerity.

This is due to both political and economic interests. The thesis also argues that this

position is a function of the changing, and in some ways, the declining significance of

Hong Kong both to Beijing and to the international community in the light of Beijing's

changed relationships with the outside world over the last decades. In the light of the

intensifuing trend of the globalization, this is going to bring a new challenge to the future

Hong Kong-Beijing relationship.
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lntroduction

Hong Kong's fairy tale has always interested both East and West in so many ways and

it's an often-quoted success story in the contemporary intemational economy. Prior to the

arrival of the British, Hong Kong was a small fishing community in the South China Sea.

To the fatuous and pretentious Qing Empire, Hong Kong was nothing but a tiny port

which was "even hardly to find in the map."l As for the British, on the other hand, they

also believed that they had seized a paltry prize. Lord Palmerston, the British Foreign

Secretary, who had his eye on larger territories for the Empire's Asian outpost, dismissed

Hong Kong as "a barren rock with hardly a house upon it . . . that will never be a part of
trade."Z However, both China's estimation and Britain's doubt were misplaced. In the

century and a half since Hong Kong became the stage for the clash of two great empires,

it emerged as a bastion of commerce that has fueled China's development and enriched

Western traders.

Historically, Hong Kong was a symbol of China's troubled history. Britain annexed the

island of Hong Kong under the 1842 Treaty of Nanking,3 af\er it defeated China in the

Opium War of 1839-42. Subsequent conflict arising from attempts to open Canton to

foreign trade resulted in an Anglo-French expedition against Peking in 1858. The 1860

I Jiantun Xu, Hong Kong Memoirs (Hong Kong: Oxford University Press, 1993): section l, 16.t Alvin Rabushka, The New China, Comparative Economic Development in Mqinland China, Taiwan, and
Hong Kong (San Francisco: Pacific Research Institute for Public Policy, 1987): 148; John Flowerdew,The
Final Years of British Hong Kong, the Discourse of Colonial ll/ithdrawal (New York: St. Martin's Press,
1998);8.

'Article 3 of the Sino-British Treaty of Nanking,2g August 1842, Consotidared Treaty Series, vol. 103,
467.
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Treaty of Pekinga ended this conflict, and forced China to cede the Kowloon Peninsula,

opposite the island of Hong Kong, to Britain. In 1898, Britain, taking advantage of
China's weakness, forced it to "lease" a much larger area north of the Kowloon

Peninsula, which later became know as the "New Territories."s The "lease" was for a

period of ninety-nine years to 30 June 1997.

The three treaties through which Britain established its rule over Hong Kong were

considered by the Chinese as "unequal treaties". Both the Nationalist and Communists in

power always maintained that the three treaties concluded by the Qing Dynasty (1644-

1911) were signed under pressure, and thus unjust. Overall, the Chinese saw Britain's

rule in Hong Kong as a challenge to Chinese imperial dignity.

China's opportunity to seek a diplomatic resolution to the problem of foreign

encroachment came at the 1919 Paris Peace Congress after World War I. But the appeals

at Versailles never received serious consideration.6 The Chinese delegation expressed its

disappointment at the conference's outcome by refusing to sign the Treaty of Versailles.

In Beijing, The May Fourth MovementT focused and organized, Chinese nationalist

sentiment, and its effects on China's struggle against imperialism were to be profound.

In 1941, Hong Kong fell to the Japanese. In 1945,the British reclaimed Hong Kong and

re-established a full colonial Govemment. Although during this period and immediately

thereafter, Nationalist diplomatic efforts forced Britain to promise to reconsider the Hong

Kong question, the Nationalist government did not have enough power to recover all the

colonial territories because of the subsequent Civil War.

After the end of the Japanese occupation, the global political and economic structure, and

Hong Kong's role in it, shifted dramatically, and was fundamentally changed by the

o Article 6 of the Convention of Friendship between China and Great Britain,24 October 1860,
Con.solidated Treaty Series, vol. 123: l3-4.
5 Convention between China and Great Britain respecting An Extension of Hong Kong Territory, 9 June
1898, Consolidated treaty Series, vol. I 86, 3 I 0- I I .
6 Xu, Hong Kong Memoirs, section l, 82.

' On 4 May 1919, student marched in protest, sparking a powerful anti-imperialist, pro-modemization
social movement that eventually would penetrate all elements of Chinese society.
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establishment of the People's Republic of china. For thirty years after 1949, efforts to
establish a state socialist economy in the PRC changed the relationship of Hong Kong to
the mainland' and had major social and cultural repercussions within Hong Kong and its
hinterland' rn 1979, with reform policies on the mainland, Hong Kong,s relationships tothe mainland changed yet again. However, it was not until the Sino-British Joint
Declaration in 1984, that adiplomatic resolution to the Hong Kong question was found. It
announced that British colonial rule would draw to an end when china resumed its
sovereignty over Hong Kong on I July 1997.

The peaceful handover of Hong Kong is considered a source of national proud for all of
china' This was not' however, the case in Hong Kong itserf. Many peopre in Hong Kong
had fled from communism and political terror, especially during the period of the
cultural Revolution' Distrust of the communist regime, the cultural gap between
generations and ideological differences created negative attitudes. while the end of
British colonial rule corrected a historical injustice, the wholesale transfer of citizens of a
relatively advanced society to a relatively backward one was an entirely different matter.

Most attention prior to the transfer focused on political developments since the majority
of observers' particularly among the western media, expressed deep concerns about
whether the future Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR) would be
granted the authority by Beijing to exercise political rights and freedoms. Five years after
handover' Hong Kong is still being closely watched by the whole world. while much of
the underlying unease has not dissipated, the general consensus is that Beijing has lived
up to its promise not to interfere with the developments and policies of the HKSAR,
especially on the political front.s

8 A local opinion survey held in early August 2000, for exampre, revealed that 46 percent of therespondents were satisfìed with the centLl såvernment's handling'orHong Kong affairs,ïr,il" only 35percent express dissarisfacrio¡: 
^:"." 

(ing Fao, r r Augusr zooóî È".r¡.r, in May, the European unionExternal Affairs commissioner chris pattJn - rhe rasr g;";;;ãiìro ,".r¡rory - déscribed Hong Kong as"on of the freest societies in Asia." It indicated that tñe-'one ";;";;, two systems, framework ..remainsintact and is generally working well.,' See Uig f oo, 19 May 2000.
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Since the establishment of the HKSAR, the Chinese govemment has been very careful to

keep out of local affairs. Senior Chinese officials, who had played prominent roles in

Hong Kong affairs in the past, were retired to make sure that the first Chief Executive of

the I{KSAR, C. H. Tung, could be his own man, or at least be seen to be so. The Hong

Kong branch of the New China News Agency, which was the second power center in the

territory during British rule, had its functions cut. Also, Chinese officials in Hong Kong

and Beijing have adopted a profile so low as to be self-effacing. The People's Liberation

Army (PLA) garrison in Hong Kong has been almost invisible. The Leftist press, which

was anti-government during colonial rule, has become pro-goverrìment stalwarts.

The reelection of the leader of the Democratic Party, Martin Lee, who is most consistent

critic of China's policies towards Hong Kong, further attests to this situation. Mr. Lee's

reelection was achieved with a clear majority of votes and his Party gained a majority of

seats among the elected members of the Legislative Council (LegCo). Moreover,

concerns about freedom ofthe press and expression, and the rights to organize have eased

since the transfer. All in all, the central government has taken strenuous efforts to bolster

the authority of the HKSAR government. This is considered critical to maintaining the

credibility of the HKSAR and the one China and two systems policy of Beijing.

In fact, while the political transition has been unexpectedly smooth, many are less

sanguine about the deep economic downturn and the efficacy and appropriateness of

certain responses from the goverrunent. This relates to the problems and prospects for

economic transformation, and the political and legal developments related to institutional

reforms. First, Hong Kong's unanticipated vulnerability to the Asian financial crisis has

been linked to both external and intemal factors. These relate to the structural problems

in Hong Kong's economy including the pegging of its currency, the Hong Kong dollar, to

the U.S. dollar, the over-reliance on real estate and related investments, the exiting of the

manufacturing sector to mainland, and concerns about the development of human

resources and high-technology.
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Second, integration between Hong Kong and mainland has become deeper and broader.

While the opportunities arising out of this integration are enorrnous, it would be wrong to

ignore the associated dangers. Closer links means less insulation and greater

susceptibility to starts and stops in Beijing's economic reforms, struggles between

mainland cities and provinces over development priorities and strategies, and continued

uncertainties about doing business with the mainland. Although operating under different

systems, Hong Kong's economy is inextricably linked to China's and this will have

substantial implications for Hong Kong. For instance, Hong Kong's role will be affected

since further opening of the mainland market means that China's imports and exports will

be able to enter mainland ports directly instead of through Hong Kong. It is estimated that

40 percent of Hong Kong's total re-exports are made up of China's imports and exports

through Hong Kong.e China's entry into the 'WTO in December 2001 also opens more

direct opportunities and relationships with the outside world.

Hong Kong's international status is also being challenged. The derogatory term of
FILTHK (Failed in London, Try Hong Kong) has been replaced with FIHKTS (Failed in

Hong Kong, Try Shanghai) as many westerners, Overseas Born Chinese (OBCs), and

local Hong Kong business people flock towards the mainland cities for jobs and

opportunities. Hong Kong's continued usefulness to Beijing will depend on its ability to

out compete Shanghai, Shenzhen or any other of the emerging mainland cities on the

Chinese coast as a valuable service center.

Third, Hong Kong's current institutions, which were in existence long before the

handover, are worlds apart from their counterpart or equivalent operating systems on the

mainland. Even though they served the colony well, they are not ideal for facilitating

closer political and social integration with the mainland. Some institutions, like the legal

system, are admittedly critical to the maintenance of Hong Kong's competitive edge as a

regional financial center. But Hong Kong's preference for the status quo constrains it

from developing a dynamic forward-looking outlook. It also potentially undermines its

' China's IITO Accession,HongKong Trade Development Council.



ability to cope with new challenges.lO Clearly, the HKSAR needs to find ways to

establish a workable and efficient political framework whereby the people of Hong Kong

will gradually learn to govern themselves. A high degree of autonomy does not mean

independence. Sensitivity and balance is still required to mange the reality of sovereign

China and the implementation of 'two systems'.

Beijing faces enormous pressure to honor its long-standing promise to maintain Hong

Kong's social stability and economic prosperity. Maintaining its existing efficiency and

competitiveness is no easy task, and failure to honor this promise could have disastrous

consequences for Beijing. China's own investments in Hong Kong will suffer. Foreign

investments in Hong Kong, including those from Britain, Japan and the United States,

would shrink. More importantly, Beijing's hope to reunite with Taiwan will evaporate. In

other words, China's credibility and interest are on the line. Failure to honor its promise

will bankrupt the credibility of the Chinese leadership in the eyes of the international

community.

In a sense, the Hong Kong question was never completely settled, neither in 1984 by the

Sino-British Joint Declaration, nor in 1997 at the time of transition. Many problems still

remain or are waiting to emerge. So far, the "big" concerns about democracy, political

legitimacy, Hong Kong's autonomy, human rights, and the rule of law relating to the

handover have either not materialized or have faded into the background. Instead, much

more grounded and grassroots issues have emerged.

Overall, the circumstances in the post-colonial transition indicate that the biggest

challenge to the future HKSAR is not keeping apart from China, but keeping ahead of it.

However, how far Hong Kong can go from this point and to what extent Beijing will be

willing to accommodate Hong Kong remain to be seen.

The thesis consists of four chapters. Chapter one focuses on the period between the

establishment of the People's Republic of China in 1949, through the Cultural

'o Robert F. Ash, Hong Kong In Transition: The Handover Years (New York: St. Martin Press,2000): 132.
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Revolution, to the end of the 1970s. The chapter discusses the tense atmosphere over

Beijing's emergent diplomacy and ideology, and the turbulence engendered over the

years. It compares Beijing's normal foreign policy and the flexibility of Beijing's official

position with regard to the Hong Kong question. Subsequently, the discussion takes a

close look at Hong Kong's function in building trade relations between China and the

West. This further helps to understand the nature of Beijing's Hong Kong policy.

Chapter two focuses from the initial rise of Hong Kong question in 1979 to the Sino-

British Joint Declaration announcement in 1984. The chapter emphasizes changing

priorities of Beijing from revolution to modernization. It discusses the ideological shift

within the leadership and Hong Kong's leading role in the successful economic opening

up of mainland. Moreover, Beijing and London's position with regard to the Hong Kong

question is examined and the original idea of the 'one country, two systems' policy

discussed as well. Finally, the chapter discusses Beijing's policy limitations and

flexibilities in the Sino-British confrontations over sovereignty and Hong Kong's future

administration.

Chapter three focuses upon the thirteen years of Hong Kong's transition from 1984 to

1997. It examines the politics behind the drafting of the Basic Law. By analyzing this

process, and the Basic Law itself, it demonstrates the real nature of Hong Kong's special

status. The chapter then concentrates on the politics of Sino-British diplomacy, and both

Beijing's and London's foreign policy before and after the Tiananmen incident and the

collapse of the Soviet Union and Communist Eastern Europe. The chapter finally

discusses the motivation behind Beijing's policy, and emphasizes that Hong Kong's

peaceful transition was a key factor serving Beijing's political and economic interests.

Chapter four looks at the post-handover period, and presents an overview of critical

developments surrounding the handover of Hong Kong to Chinese rule. First, the chapter

examines that over five years of governing HKSAR, even though Beijing confronts a

dilemma in certain matters under its existing policy towards the SAR, Beijing's ruling

strategy so far has been faired pretty well due to the positive influences from the internal

7



and external political environment. Then, the chapter turns to the economic and social

areas, and indicates problems in Hong Kong legal system by analyzing the issues of

corruption, unfair competition, illegal action in cross border activities, and the weakness

of the legal environment. Obstacles facing Hong Kong's future autonomy will be

discussed here as well. It emphasizes the coming problems of further integration with the

mainland that threatens Hong Kong's business environment and social stability. Lastly,

the chapter looks at the influence of the world economic environment by comparing

Hong Kong's current economic situation with its competitors in Asian. It identifies a

series of negative consequences for Hong Kong's economic situation, and along with

political uncertainty, the result is likely to be less confidence within the business

community about the future. It also briefly discusses the situation in Singapore, Taiwan,

and mainland's coastal cities, especially Shanghai and Shenzhen. The chapter concludes

that if Hong Kong's 'international character' and the advantages that result from its

international status erode and weaken, while others are urged to catch up with Hong

Kong, then gradually Hong Kong will be dwarfed and will look similar to other Chinese

coastal major cities.

The conclusion highlights Beijing's capacity for compromise throughout the history of its

policy toward Hong Kong, and the considerable difficulty this capacity confronts due to

the changing situation for both parties, especially Hong Kong.



Chapter 1

Crown Colony Forever?

The birth of the People's Republic of China (PRC) in 1949 brought to the country a new

political era with immediate and significant implications for Hong Kong. As the new

regime came to power through a remarkable military victory, the Communist Party's goal

was to establish a strong central goverrìment over alargely unified China. As a result, the

new government was in a far more advantageous position than its predecessors to seek a

resolution to Hong Kong's status.

This capability was fuither buttressed by the virulent opposition to imperialism and

colonialism that had accumulated among the Chinese over decades. As seen from

Beijing, the unequal treaties were vestiges of a brutal foreign imperialism that the

Chinese were obliged to destroy if they were to achieve the national autonomy that was a

central goal of the revolution. Under these circumstances, the colony's position might

have seemed precarious. A product of unequal treaties and a blatant monument to British

colonialism, Hong Kong represented much that the Chinese revolution claimed to

oppose, and it certainly challenged Beijing's own stated principles on regaining its

territorial integrity. Yet alongside the PRC, Hong Kong not only continued to surive as a

British Crown colony, but also flourished.

Beijing's Official Position on Hong Kong Question,1949-1979

The confìguration of the international system in 1949 was, to say the least, not propitious

for accommodating Communist China into international society. By 1949, political,

ideological and strategic clashes between the two superpowers had crystallized after two

years of intense Cold War and the division of Europe. World politics was highly

dichotomized. Immediately before the establishment of the PRC in October 1949, the

prolonged first Berlin Crisis, the creation of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization

9



(I{ATO), and the end of the American nuclear monopoly with the explosion of the first

Soviet atom bomb occurred. Tensions in the rigidly divided world pre-empted any

possibility of the New China as a Communist state being accommodated into an

American- dominated international society. Given the nature of the Chinese revolution,

the ideological constraints were too great to ignore for both China and the United

States.' ' Chinu, in other words, was caught in a systemic framework already created

within which it had to make its choice.

To show China's socialist colors, naturally, Beijing was compelled to join the socialist

camp. Driven by the perception of outside threats to the revolutionary regime, the

nation's security was the primary concem throughout the Mao Tse Tung era. Diplomacy,

the balance of power and military strength were used as important instruments to contain

perceived threats to Chinese security. Beijing's foreign policy was to be based on

peaceful principles: equality, mutual benefit and mutual respect for territorial sovereignty

and integrity. The Common Program, an interim Chinese constitution adopted by the

Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC) in September 1949,

reiterated these principles and stressed the incompatibility of imperialism with the new

Chinese goveñìment.l2 The Communists also thought their course was to continue the

national liberation movement of fighting colonialism and imperialism, dating from the

Opium War of 1839. As Mao argued, the Communist party was leading the struggle

against the foreign powers, and its "primary and foremost task being the national

revolution to overthrow imperialism", particular British and American imperialism.l3 It

was with the goals of regime survival, national security, and the preservation and

rr The victory in the three-year civil war (1946-9) was regarded as a victory over the Communists main
rival, Chiang Kai-shek's nationalist party. During the war, Chiang was supported by the United States with
both military equipment and financial aid. This support was interpreted by the Chinese Communists as yet
another Western imperialist invasion, not unlike that of the Opium War in the mid-nineteenth century.
Those recent factors in 1949 were to color Chinese perceptions and foreign policy, particularly toward the
United States, for years to come.

't Anbao Wang, Hong Kong, 1997, The Politics of Transition (London: Lynne Rienner Publishers, Inc.,
1995):22; Articles 11,54,55. The full text of the Common Program can be found in Albert P. Blaustein,
ed., Fundamental Legal Documents of Communist China (N. J.: South Hackensack, 1962):96-103.tt Zedong Mao, "The Chinese Revolution and the Chinese Communist Pafi," Selected llorks of Mao
Zedong (Beijing: Foreign Languages Press, 1965), vol.2:3ll-18.
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enhancement of its ideology that China entered the Korean War and supported the

revolutionary struggle in Vietnam. I a

Beijing in the 1950s regarded Great Britain as a power belonging to the reactionary camp

headed by the United States. In a foreign policy comment in 1949, Mao asserted:

The U.S. and British governments belong to the type in which the bourgeoisie,
and this class alone, exercise dictatorship over the people. Contrary in all
respects to the people's government, this type of government practices so-
called democracy for the bourgeoisie but is dictatorial toward the people.r5

To the Communists, Britain was an old imperialist power that had taken the lead in

encroaching upon China. Since the Opium War, the United Kingdom had involved itself

in a series of aggressive actions: the Anglo-French intervention in 1856, the suppression

of the Boxers, and hostility towards the Chinese Nationalist revolution in the 1920s.16

These stereotyped actions formed the popular image of Britain in the minds of the

ordinary Chinese people. For the Communists, repulsing "British imperialism" was a

matter of principle.

Beijing's rhetorical position on the Hong Kong question was clearly based on this

principle, but it practice was different. It virulently insisted that the unequal treaties that

handed Hong Kong to British would have to be abrogated. However, Beijing made no

public demands for negotiations with the British over Hong Kong, nor took any steps that

might stir up conflict within the colony or between the colony and the mainland.

la The nature of the Vietnam War was clear to China at the time. ln 1949, when the Communist Party came
to power in China, Washington feared that Vietnam would become the next Asian domino. That was one
reason for Truman administration's 1950 decision to give aid to the French who were fighting the
Vietnamese Nationalist (and Communist-led by Ho Chi Minh) Vietminh. Even though China did not send
troops to Vietnam as it did in the Korean War, there were unceasing amount of food and military supplies
to support the Communist in Vietnam over the 1950s and 1960s. When the Vietminh army defeated French
forces in I954, the French were compelled to accede to the creation of a Communist Vietnam north of the
ITth parallel while leaving a non-Communist entity south of that line. The settlement was signed at Geneva
Switzerland. China as one of the representatives, with Great Britain, the United States, and the Soviet
Union, attended the conference. See Nguyen Cao Ky, How LI/e Lost the Vietnam ll/ar (New York: Rowman
&Littlefi eld Publ ishers, lnc., 2002).
tt Zed,ong Mao, "Why It ls Necessary to Discuss the White Paper" Selected l4/orks of Mao Zedong (Beijing;
Foreign Language Press, 1974), vol.4:445.
'o William Tung, China and the Foreign Powers: The lmpact of and Reaction to [,)nequal Treaties (New
York: Oceana Publications, 1970): 135-142.
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Passionate opposition to imperialism and principled advocacy of equality, sovereignty

and territorial integrity became the mainstays of Chinese foreign policy. While these

principles were repeated often, their real meaning and their specific relevance to the

Hong Kong question were left vague.

Beijing had no clear policy regarding the resolution of Hong Kong's status, nor was there

any indication that the Party and government policy makers devoted substantial attention

to the issue. When challenged, Beijing officials responded by restating well-know

principles concerning Hong Kong's status, but avoided any hint of likely confrontation

over the issue. In early 1963, for example, the Communist Party of the United States

criticized Beijing for acquiescing to British imperialism by allowing Hong Kong to

remain in British hands. In March, a sharply-worded editorial in People's Daily

responded, explaining that Hong Kong's colonial status was created by nineteenth

century imperialists who forced Qing offrcials to sign unequal treaties. The editorial

insisted on the PRC's unilateral right to resolve the Hong Kong question, but indicated

that it would maintain a conservative approach towards the colony. In further defense of

Chinese policy, the editorial argued that allowing the British to remain in Hong Kong

should not be interpreted as compromising China's territorial integrity:

At the time the People's Republic of China was inaugurated our government
declared that it would examine the treaties concluded by previous Chinese
governments with foreign governments, treaties that had been left over from
history, and would recognize, abrogate, revise or renegotiate them according
to their respective contents... With regard to outstanding issues, which are a
legacy from the past, we have always held that, when conditions are ripe, they
should be settled peacefully through negotiations and that, pending a
seftlement, the status quo should be maintained. Within this category are the
questions of Hong Kong, Kowloon and Macao.

Anyone with a discerning eye can see at once that your sole intention is to
prove that the Chinese are cowards. To be frank, there is no need for the
Chinese people to prove their courage and staunchness in combating
imperialism by making a show of force on the question of Hong Kong and
Macao.lT

ti People's Daily, S March 1963, quoted in Jerome Alan Cohen and Hungdah Chiu, People's Chinq and
Internationsl Law: A DocumentaryStudy(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1974):380-8 l.
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As Sino-Soviet relations worsened in the early 1960s, the Soviets attempted to embarrass

the Chinese over Hong Kong. They charged Beijing not only with failing to expel the

British from Hong Kong, but with "peacefully collaborating with British and American

capital in Hong Kong" and'Jointly exploiting the working people."ls In September 1964,

a meeting in Moscow of the World Youth Forum affronted the Chinese deliberately by

including Hong Kong and Macao in a resolution on the elimination of colonies in Asia.

Beijing was quick to brush off such criticism. In response to the Youth Forum resolution,

Xinhua News Agency accused the Soviet Union of "interfering in the internal affairs of

China and encroaching on its sovereignty," and reiterated the PRC's intention to recover

Hong Kong and Macao "at an appropriate time."le

In 1973, Beijing was pressured again to explain its position on Hong Kong and Macao.

The United Nations Special Committee on Colonialism had included the two territories

on its list of remaining colonies, and U.N. Ambassador Huang Hua presented a letter to

the committee to explain why they should be omitted:

As is know to all, the question of Hong Kong and Macao belong to the
category of question resulting from the series of unequal treaties left over by
history, treaties which the imperialists imposed on China.

Hong Kong and Macao are part of Chinese territory occupied by the British
and Portuguese authorities. The settlement of the questions of Hong Kong and
Macao is entirely within China's sovereign right and does not at all fall under
the ordinary category of colonial tenitories...

With regards to the questions of Hong Kong and Macao, the Chinese
Government has consistently held that they should be settled in an appropriate
way when conditions are ripe. The United Nations has no right to discuss these
questions.20

The statements demonstrate Beijing's insistence that international society recognize the

fundamental principle of Chinese sovereignty over Hong Kong. However, Beijing chose

not to argue this point in legal terms, because any attempt to present such an argument

t8 South Chino Morning Post, l3 December 1962; TASS,5 May 1964, in Dennis J. Doolin, Territorial
Claims in the Sino-Soviet Conflict (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1965): 4l .

'o Xinhua News Agency, 25 September 1964, quoted in Cohen and Chiu, People's Chinø and International
Latv: A Documentary Sludy,38l-82.
'n Ibid., 384.
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would have amounted to a tacit acceptance of the original validity of the treaties.

Beijing's consistent position was that unequal treaties, simply because of the

circumstances under which they were signed, were never valid. While this approach in

principle allowed Beijing officials to demand the return of Hong Kong at any time,

regardless of the 1997 deadline, it also gave them a justification to ignore that deadline

and postpone resolution of Hong Kong's status indefinitely. Indeed, official Chinese

statements after 1949 made no reference to a planned recovery of Hong Kong.

Beijing's pragmatic approach towards Hong Kong in 1950s was reportedly based on

"planning on a long term basis and full utilization." This meant that, on the one hand, no

measures should be taken to affect Hong Kong's status in the foreseeable future, while on

the other hand, full advantage should be taken of the colony's benefits to the mainland. In

support of this approach, Mao is reported to have said in 1959: "We had better not

recover Hong Kong in the near future. There is no hurry. Hong Kong is of use to us at

present."2l Indeed, the Communists recognized the value of Hong Kong even before the

founding of the PRC. Following their victory in the Chinese civil war, Beijing deferred

the recovery of Hong Kong because of its practical benefits to the young PRC while

Beijing was under hostile containment imposed by western powers.

Beijing's position towards Hong Kong, first, as in other foreign policy areas, was

influenced by its desire for representation in the United Nations and regime recognition

in the intemational community. It was eager to show its willingness to act "responsibly."

Beijing had been anxious not to allow the British presence in Hong Kong to stand in the

way of the development of Sino-British relations. It further recognized that any disruptive

actions toward the colony taken for the sake of asserting Chinese sovereignty would only

bring condemnation from the West and damage more important foreign policy goals.

Meanwhile, in order to break through the embargo, maintain contacts with the outside

world, obtain the necessary information and materials from the global community, and

eam precious hard currency, Beijing needed a "window" like Hong Kong that served also

'' gishi niandai [The Seventies], no. l2 (l December 1982): 27-30, in Foreign Broadcast lnformation
Service (FBIS), Daily Report: China,6 December 1982,W2.
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as a bridgehead for actions against the West. Prime Minister ZhouBnlai spoke of this in

1951 with the director of the Hong Kong branch of the Xinhua News Agency about the

future of Hong Kong. He argued that the decision not to recover Hong Kong was not

based on the 'narrow thinking of territory and sovereignty principles'; rather it was based

on the international, strategic consideration that 'it would be better to let Britain keep

Hong Kong [for some time], so that we can fully utilize the differences between the

United States and Britain [in terms of China policy] to enlarge our united front to fight

against the diplomatic isolation and economic sanctions imposed on China by the western

camp led by the United States'.22

Based on these considerations, Beijing's officials were extremely reluctant to make

public its claims to the colony, and no matter how justified they believed them to be. The

most specific pronouncements came only when the Chinese responded to third parties. As

a "question left over from history," the Hong Kong issue was a particularly thorny one,

and the Communist government after 1949 preferred to leave it alone.

Maintaining Relations with the West

After branding China as an aggressor state in the Korean conflict, the United Nations

imposed an embargo on strategic exports in May 1957.23 NATO and Japan formed the

China Committee within the Consultative Coordinating Committee (COCOM) to impose

stricter limits on Western trade with China and North Korea than that imposed on other

Soviet-bloc countries.2o The United States, the primary initiator of the embargo,

established a more draconian embargo of both strategic and non-strategic goods to

t' Jiatun Xu. Hong Kong Memoir,s (Hong Kong: Oxford University Press, I 993): 472-47 5 .tt Lawrence C. Reardon, The Reluctont Dragon, Crisis Cycles in Chinese Foreign Economic Poticy (IJS:
University of Washington Press, 2002): 51.
2o Michael Mastanduno, "The Management of Alliance Export Control Policy: American Leadership and
the Politics of COCOM", in Controlling East-\4/est Trade and Technologt Transfer (Durham, N.C.: Duke
University Press, 1988): 244-45; Hughes, T.J., and D.E.T. Luard, The Economic Development of
Communist China, 1949-1960 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1959): 156; Oliver M Lee, "U.S.
Foreign Policy toward China: from Economic Warfare to Summit Diplomacy" in Arthur Allan Stahnke
(ed.), China's Trade (London: Chatto and Windus, 1967):42-46.
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China.2s To guarantee the embargo's effectiveness, the United States linked trade

restriction compliance to the Marshall Plan funds received by fourteen Western allies.26

Although these restrictions affected China's economic foreign policy, Hong Kong and

China did maintain trading links during and after the Korean War. Subsequently, China

developed substantial and sustained relations, political and diplomatic as well as

economic and commercial, with members of intemational society. Indeed, because of the

existence of Hong Kong, Beijing had broken through the U.N. embargo even before the

restrictions were partially lifted in the mid - to late 1950s.

The economic blockade of mainland directly threatened the welfare of Hong Kong.27

While accepting the need for an embargo on strategic goods, Britain was reluctant to go

all the way and impose a total ban on trade between the British territories and the

mainland. The objection of traders were to be expected but others also complained that

American export control lists with regards to China were more comprehensive than the

trade prohibition for the Soviet Union. There was also the very real concern that any

British challenge to Beijing could lead to the suspension of food exports to a Hong Kong

faced with feeding yet more new refugees every day and the even greater risk of possible

Chinese military action. Because of its precarious position in Hong Kong, the British

government did not fully plug all the trading loopholes, including the transshipment of
goods through Hong Kong. The Chinese used British pounds as their unit of account and

to a ceftain extent as their unit of payment for foreign trade with non-socialist states. The

Chinese also used London to conduct their large-scale commercial shipping business, to

market their commodities on the intemational market, and to obtain international

insurance.

Nevertheless, the British govemment faced its own periods of consternation when

explaining its trade policies towards China. Ministers were obliged to make statements

t' Burton Kaufinan, "Eisenhower's Foreign Economic Policy with Respect to East Asia", in Warren I.
Cohen and Akira Iriye (eds.), Great Powers (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1978); 105.
26 Simei Qing, "Eisenhower's Administration and Changes in Western Embargo Policy against China,
1954-1958", in Cohen and lriye (eds.), Great Powers (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1978): 126.tt Roger Buckley, Hong Kong: The Road to t997 (UK: Cambridge University Press, 1997):31-53;Jurgen
Domes, and Yuming Shaw (eds.) Hong Kong A Chinese and International Concern (Boulder & London:
Westview Press, 1988): I 14.
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that only reinforced the dilemma of tuming a blind eye to Hong Kong's trade, while

having almost simultaneously to announce U.N. casualty figures, in Korea. The Truman

Administration had little sympathy for Hong Kong's plight. It regarded the territory as

acting against the interests of the United States and the United Nations in failing to

prevent trade with China. State Department offices in East Asia had long stressed that

any effective trade embargo on China would require full British cooperation. The

American Consul General in Shanghai in February 1949 had warned his superiors that

British agreement "would have to include Hong Kong" and feared that trades would

acquire invoices in Hong Kong that might circumvent American controls.2s It was not,

however, only Britain that appeared to be dragging its feet. Japan was equally eager to

maintain substantial trading links with any new Chinese regime in 1949, since north

China was traditionally an important source of soybeans and the costs could be offset by

the sale of Japanese steel products.2e

From the beginning of the PRC, the Beijing leadership attempted to diversifu its foreign

economic relations. Even before the imposition of the economic embargo, Chen Yun

suggested in August 1949 that the Chinese take advantage of the "contradictions between

imperialist countries: if you do not want to do business with us, [others] will." Chen Yun

later argued that any embargo could be circumvented by funneling trade through Hong

Kong, Taijing, Dalian, and Manzhouli, as well as by finding foreign business people to

sell Chinese goods indirectly.3O In the early 1950s, Beijing officials sidestepped U.N.

restrictions by exerting greater centralized control over Chinese organizations already

based in Hong Kong. On 28 June 1951, the Central Finance and Economy Commission

issued a directive outlining the following emergency steps to deal with the restrictions

and the embargo:

Trade work should be refused on southern China. The Finance and Economy
Commissions in southern China should organize the relevant departments to

28 It would not be too difficult to falsifo documentation to make it appear that goods for export to the West
had originated in the colony rather than being merely offìoaded there for transshipment.
2e Buckley, Hong Kong: The Road to 1997,46.
to Zhian Zhang, "Luelun Chen Yu duiwai kaifang de jingii sixiang" [A brief account of Chen Yun's
thinking on opening to the outsidel, in Jiamu Zhu (ed.), Chen Yun (Hong Kong: Oxford Universify Press,
1953): 526-27.
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organize business people to use Hong Kong as a springboard to engage in a lot
more small-scale trading. Many small sales will add up to large volume. We
must strengthen the commodity exchange system and make sure that no gaps
exist. We must strengthen our work against smuggling and prevent the illegal
exports... The settlement of export exchange accounts temporarily will not be
changed.

ln the financial sector, we will temporarily cease the issuance of new
purchasing cerlificates when trading with European capitalist countries. As for
certificates already issued, we must adopt different methods according the
different circumstances. We must change the previous methods of issuing new
purchasing certificates in conducting trade with Hong Kong. Further notice on
the actual measures will be issued by the bank. These plans of the Central
Finance and Economy Commission are extremely timely and necessary to
break the American imperialist embargo and expand trade with capitalist
countries while guaranteeing the safety of our funds-31

The Chinese govenìment subsequently encouraged the Western Europeans and Japanese

to "defect" from any concerted Western embargo by "dangling the supposedly unlimited

prospect of expanded trade." Unsuccessful in their attempt to influence U.S. policy

toward China, the British government unilaterally rejected the U.S.-imposed embargo on

strategic and non-strategic goods on May 2gth,lg57, and the Japanese officially relaxed

the embargo in the same year on July 10th.32

ln 1949, China's economy was reconstructed according to a policy of self-reliance plus

economic aid from the Soviet Union. At the end of the 1950s, the Soviet cut off their aid.

The lack of financial support and the failure of the Great Leap Forward forced the

mainland to revise its economic and trade relationships with the rest of the world by

shifting its close economic links with the Soviet Union to Western countries and Japan.

For example, the use of foreign capital and investment was a touchy subject in "New

China." The 1949 revolution had "liberated China from the control of the world's

'monopoly capital"'; even the establishment of joint ventures with the Soviets had

t' "Guanyu meidi caozong lianheguo dahui feitonguo dui women shixing jinyun'an hou dui gexíang
gongzou de zhishi" [Directive on various tasks following the American imperialists manipulating the UN
General Assembly's illegally adopting the embargo action against China], issued by the Central Finance
and Economy Commission on 28 June 195 l, in Weizhong Fang (ed.), Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo Jingji
Dashiji, 1949-1980 [People's Republic of China's Economy Summary, 1949-1980] (Beijing: Foreign
Language Press, I 986): 50.t' Rosemary Foot, "The Search for a Modus Vivendi: Anglo-American Relations and China Policy in the
Eisenhower Era", in Cohen and Iriye (eds.), Great Powers (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1978):
t43-63.
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touched off nationalist demonstrations in 1950. Yet facing the extreme costs of economic

development, Zhou Enlai believed that foreign capital and investment was crucial. [n

January 1957, Zhot stated that "in principle" it was fine to borrow capital from Western

countries, as long as it was done on an "equitable basis." Accordingly, Zhou and ZhuDe,

Director of the General Political Department, began to lay the groundwork for

introducing foreign capital and investment into China and Zhu once argued that China

must fully utilize the two export bases of Hong Kong and Macao. According to him,

Hong Kong and Macao were free ports, which allowed for frequent commodity

transactions among countries. China could use the two as springboards to get out

commodities transshipped to every place in the world.33

Unable to realize his 'four modernizations' strate gy3a, Zhou indirectly lobbied for an

import substitution strategy by continually emphasizing China's technological

backwardness. After the Ninth Party Congress, Zhou called for balanced growth between

domestic economic and military industrial development. Zhou thus kept the door to the

outside world somewhat ajar and continually argued against a complete autarkic

approach, including directly criticizing of "closed doorism" in 1970.3s After repaying its

foreign debt and completing its economic readjustment by 1965, China could afford to

f,rnance new import substitution projects. While COCOM regulations prohibited

advanced technology and equipment imports, the technology control regimes did not

restrict desperately needed midlevel technology or surreptitious procurement through

Hong Kong or other third parties.3ó

33 Xiangli Wang, "Zhu De jingji sixiangxuexi biji" [Study notes on Zhu De's economic thinking (part2)),
Dang dai wen xian [Contemporary Documents], December 1989,44-48.

'o Four modernizations are in agriculture, industry, science and technology, and national defense.

" On one case, Zhou Enlai ironically pointed out that China could make a hydrogen bomb, but could not
produce a semiconductor. Even though Mao had directed that China develop its own color television
production in 1969, three years later Chinese research and production units still had not produced one.
Zhou suggested a very limited import substitute strategy to import electronics equipment to improve one
sector crucial to military modernization - radio. At least one other import substitution tumkey project was
ordered. See Fang (ed.), People's Republic of China's Economy Summary, 1949-1980.
36 Kenneth Lieberthal, and Michel Oksenberg, Policy Making in China: Leaders, Structures and Processes
(N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1988): 195.
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Even China's adoption of a self-reliance strategy in its economic development should not

be readily taken as evidence of isolationism. Indeed, the adoption of selÊreliance in

developing its economy was not entirely its own choice. The Western trade embargo and

the sudden withdrawal of Soviet aid in the late 1950s were at least partially responsible.

Fufthermore, self-reliance, the Chinese always insisted, did not in any way rule out the

participation of a foreign economy in China's economic construction. External assistance

was regarded as a necessary complement to the self-reliance strategy. In fact, this was the

entire rationale behind China's expanding trade with the West, even at the height of its

self-reliance period during the Cultural Revolution.

These are evident in the wider picture of China's foreign trade. In 1952 alone, the value

of China's exports had surpassed that of China's exports just before the Second World

War. By 1954-55, China's imports and exports surpassed China's pre-Communist peak

levels in 1928 and 1929 in absolute value.37 The value of China's foreign trade grew

rapidly and almost without interruption from 1950 to 1959. Between 1952 and 1959, its

imports and exports more than doubled.3s According to Chinese statistics, exports from

China increased from $0.552 billion in 1950 to S2.26l billion in 1959, while imports to

China grew from $0.583 billion to $2.12 billion (see Table 1.1). The average annual

growth rate of China's foreign trade in 1950-52 was 30.8 percent, and from 1953 to 7957,

9.8 percent.3e In 7959, its foreign trade 'grew much more rapidly than world trade, trade

of all underdeveloped countries, or trade of all Asian countries as a group'.40

37 Alexander Eckstein, Communist China's Economic GrowÍh and Foreign Trade: Implications.for [J.5.
Policy (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1966): 94, 319.
38 Fenghwa Mah, The Foreign Trade of Mainland China (Edinbtrrgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1972):
t6.
39 -," Zhongguo duiwai jingji maoyi nianjian, 1989 [Yearbook of China's Foreign Economíc Relations and
Trade, 19891,299-302.
oo Eckstein, Communist China's Economic Growth and Foreign Trade: Implications for lJ.S. Policy,93.
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Table 1.1 China's Foreign Trade, 1950-59 (in miltion U.S. dollars)

Exports 552 757 823 1022

Imports 583 1198 l1l8 1346

Total

19s0 1951

Source: Zhongguo duiwai jingji maoyi nianjian [Yearbook of China's Foreign Economic Relations and
Tradel, 1989,299.

I 135 l9s5 1941 2368
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Table 1.2 China's Trade with Western Europe,1960-66 (in million U.S. dollars)

r960

640.4

Source: Kapur, H., Distanl Neighbors: China and Europe (London: Printer, 1990): 62.

Of particular significance is China's trade with Westem Europe, which continually

increased from $161 million in 1950 to $651 million in 1959.at Sino-British trade, for

example, increased substantially from 1949 to 1959, although there were frequent

fluctuations (see Figure 1.1). From 1960s, to 1966, China traded with a total of seventeen
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o' Of the total in 1950, China's export was $83.95 million, and its import, 977.09 million. Of the total in
1959, China's export was $20lmillion, and import, $450 million. See Zhikai Dong & Ii Shen, Guoji
shichang de jianxin qibu IA difficult staft to get into the International Market] (Beijing: Foreign Language
Press: 1999): 177.
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Western European countries (see Table 1.2).42 In 1964, China's trade with non-

communist countries was such that the Economist Intelligence Unit in London sponsored

a publication entitled The Foreign Trade of Communist China: Its Impact on the Free

World.a3

Although the U.S. officially continued its Cold War economic containment policies of
China unfil7972, Alexander Eckstein concluded in 1966:

The U.N. embargo is practically of no economic significance, for China has
been and is currently able to obtain virtually all the goods she needs from other
countries at no significant additional cost. Therefore, the embargo has only a
symbolic meaning.aa

Beijing thus was successful in gradually implementing its two-pronged approach to

develop economic relations with both the socialist and capitalist economies. It must be

remembered that Beijing did not, and could not, have full diplomatic relations with most

of its trading partners in Westem Europe. Nor did Beijing have even a semi-official

resident trade mission in many of those countries. Viewed against this background, the

implications of such a development were significant.

Beginning in the early 1950s, Hong Kong became an important location for contacts,

particularly concerning trade, with Western and other Asian countries. Its excellent

communications infrastructure, relatively modern and westernized environment, and easy

access to the world made Hong Kong a convenient location for a variety of activities,

which included external propaganda, intelligence gathering, business negotiations and

informal diplomatic contacts. Beijing highly valued the benefits it derived from Hong

Kong's status as a British colony.

a2 Seventeen countries are Austria, Belgium, Luxembourg, Denmark, Finland, France, Greece, Ireland,
Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, the Switzerland, the United Kingdom and West
Germany. See Kapur, H., Distant Neighbors: China and Europe (London: Printer, 1990):62.
a3 Pauline Lewin, The Foreign Trade of Communist China: Its Impact on the Free Lltorld (London: Printer,
1964): 19.
oo Lee, "U.S. Trade Policy toward China: From Economic Warfare to Summit Diplomacy," 49-51.
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Economically, Hong Kong became increasingly valuable to China. In the 1950, its

existence helped procure certain strategic materials, which were smuggled into China

despite the Westem embargoes.os In the early days, local residents' remittances to

relatives on the mainland provided valuable foreign exchange. During the famine caused

by the failure of the Great Leap Forward in the late 1950s and early 1960s, food parcels

and other support from the people of Hong Kong were a vital lifeline for many on

mainland. Hong Kong's economic takeoff in the late 1960s and early 1970s greatly

enhanced its value, particularly since Hong Kong resumed its pre-I950 role as China's

main entrepot.46 Once Beijing embarked on its program of 'four modernizations' in the

1970s, Hong Kong became the principle channel through which China acquired modern

technology, management skills and capital.

Table 1.3 China's Trade with HK and Soviet Union, 1949-66 (in billion US dollars)

¡i:i:J'åo,i 
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Source: Shu Cuang Zhang, Economic Cold llar, America's Embargo Against China and the Sino-soviet
Alliance, 1949- 1963 (California: Stanford University Press, 2001): 282,294; China Today: Foreign Trade,
vol.2 (Beijing: Dangdai zhongguo Press, 1992):370; Hong Kong governmen4 Census and Statistics
Department; China Review of Overseas Trade (1949-1966).

However, one should be careful not to overemphasize the economic motives behind

Beijing' policy. Chinese earnings from Hong Kong did not begin to grow significantly

until the late 1950s, well after Beijing's policy on Hong Kong had been established. Also,

a5 Yunwing Sung, The Chinø-Hong Kong Connection: The Key to China's Open Door Policy (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, l99l): 5.
a6 Tepei Yu, "Economic Links among Hong Kong, PRC and ROC: With Special Reference to Trade" ín
Jurgen Domes and Yuming Shaw (eds.), Hong Kong: A Chinese and International Concern Boulder and
London (Hong Kong: Swindon Book Co., 1988): I l4-15.
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as a matter of fact, China's foreign trade at the time played a role not as a leading but as a

balancing sector of the economy. In quantitative terms, both the volume and the value of

the foreign trade constituted only a small percentage of the national economy.at The

Chinese economy was essentially self-sufficient in nature. Besides the Soviet Union and

the European Eastern-bloc countries dominated China's foreign trade during most of the

1950s (see Table 1.3). Therefore, it was other considerations, particularly foreign policy

concerns that provided sufficiently compelling reasons to insure Hong Kong's safety.

Colonialism without Serious Challenge

Several incidents indicated there have been tense moments in Hong Kong and Beijing

relations since 1949. These brought to the fore the question of Hong Kong's position as a

British colony and the implicit Chinese acceptance of the status quo. Each of these

confrontations reveals both sides of Beijing's policy: a principled opposition to the

usurpation of Chinese sovereignty and a practical willingness to accept circumstances as

they exist - indeed, to avoid moves that might appear to challenge the British position in

the colony. Under the tacit consent of Beijing, Hong Kong under British rule continued to

prosper, and paradoxically, this was considered beneficial to Chinese interests.

If previous Chinese governments had lacked military might to take Hong Kong by force,

this was not an important constraint for the Communist government in 1949. The

communist victory in 1949 provided the best opportunity any Chinese government ever

had to recover Hong Kong. The PLA, through weary and overextended by the time it

reached Canton, nevertheless had just completed a convincing military victory and was

riding a wave of unprecedented nationalist sentiment. The foreign "imperialists" and their

"running dogs," the Kuomintang (KMT) forces led by Chiang Kai-shek, were being

forced out of China. A military occupation of Hong Kong would have deemed an

appropriate step for a new government committed to reestablishing China's territorial

a7 Foreign trade did not account for a large part of the Chinese economy for the first thirry years of the
PRC. As in most large, continental countries, the amount of commerce with other nations was small
relative to domestic economic activity. During the 1950s and 1960s, the total value of foreign trade was
only about 2 percent of the gross nationalproduct (GNP). In the 1970s trade grew rapidly but in 1979 still
amounted to only about 6 percent of GNP. See China review of Overseas Trade (1949-1966).
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integrity. In addition, the rapid British capitulation to Japanese troops in 1941had shown

that the colony was not easily defensible. In addition, the Chinese could have just cut off

crucial supplies to the colony, including food and water. In a conversation with the U.S.

Consul General in Beijing in August 1949, a member of the Chinese Democratic League

observed that the Communists "were filled with conf,rdence after their 'victory' in

Shanghai" and predicated that they would attack Hong Kong immediately after securing

Canton.as

Nevertheless, British forces, supported by reinforcements that had been brought in

against the possibility of attack, were never tested. As early as August 1949 it became

evident that Beijing did not intend any military moves against the colony. Beijing did not

activate internal propaganda organs against the Hong Kong or British governments.ae

Qiao Guanhua, the Communist spokesman in the colony, explained that the Hong Kong

question could only be settled at the "highest level," indicating that military actions

would be avoided and that a diplomatic approach to the colony would be adopted. In late

September 7949, the director of China's Institute of Social Sciences told the U.S. Consul

General in Shanghai that Hong Kong's position could be considered safe, since it had

been announced that all treaties signed before the Nationalists came to the power would,

at least for the time being, be honored.s0

Despite fears, the arrived of PLA troops at the Hong Kong border in mid-October 1949

was a quite affair. Karl S. Rankin, U.S. Consul General in the colony, recorded the

events:

While the occupation of Canton passed off as peacefully as could have been
expected, developments along the Hong Kong frontier were even more
gratifying to the British authorities. Only a handful of Nationalist soldiers
sought refuge in the colony while regular Communist troops apparently did
not approach closer than twenfy-five miles from the frontier. Communist
guerrilla units occupied the Chinese border posts but caused no trouble... at

aB Foreign Relations of the United State.s, vol.7 (1949): 55.
oo tbid., 481 .
to ¡bid., 538.
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In 1952, a fire destroyed several thousand squatter shacks on Hong Kong Island.

Communist newspapers accused the British of intentionally setting the blaze and refusing

to fight it in order to clear land for extension of the nearby airport.s2A "comfort mission"

was planned to deliver money to the territory collected in Canton on behalf of the

homeless victims. Plans were also announced to gather materials related to political

persecution in Hong Kong. When the Hong Kong govemment refused entry to the

comfort mission from Canton, it ended up with a riot of over 5000 people who had come

to greet the mission at the train station. Hong Kong authorities later closed the

Communist Hong Kong newspaper, Da Gong Bao, and put several editors and publishers

on trial for sedition after they published Beijing's version of the incident, which was

critical of the Hong Kong government.53

Beijing reaction to the riot was strong. Beijing accused the British of persecution,

particularly by denying political and economic rights to Hong Kong's Chinese residents.

The People's Daily said that British heads would be smashed and Lianhe Bao asserted:

"Hong Kong will one day be liberated from the savage and despotic rule of the

imperialists."S4 A }y'ray 1952 Foreign Ministry statement further charged that there had

been a number of f,rres of suspicious origin in poverty-stricken areas of the colony, after

which the British imperialists had refused to aid victims, or allow them to receive outside

assistance. For these and other atrocities, the statement concluded, the British government

would be held fully responsible.ss Nevertheless, these statements appear to have been

intended only for propaganda purposes. Their position stated, Beijing was willing to let

tensions dissipate, and their threats had no real effect in Hong Kong.

the close of October no regular Communist formations had appeared at the
frontier, and all was quiet.5l

tt rbid., 57r.
t'Xiongg,ongyu zhongguo: li.shi wenjian ziliao huibian IHong Kong and China: A Collection of Historical
Documents and Materialsl (Hong Kong: Wide Angle Press, l98l):226-27 .

" Garry Catron, China and Hong Kong, t945-1967 (Ph. D. Dissertation, Harvard University, 197 l): ll5-
16.

'o Ibid., n8.
tt Ibid., 22i-28.
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Since 1949, Beijing had complained of Hong Kong's immigration restrictions, which

used a quota system to control entry from China. Beijing considered it unreasonable. It

denied Chinese citizens the free right of travel in an area that was held in principle to be

Chinese territory, in part, because it was thought illogical that such limits were necessary

since few Chinese in the mainland would truly desire to leave the motherland and live

under British domination. In 1956, the Hong Kong government dropped the quota system

due to pressure from Beijing. However, soon swamped by a huge number of immigrants,

and unable to gain Beijing's assistance in slowing the flow, the Hong Kong authorities

re-imposed the quotas later in the same year.s6 Beijing strongly criticized this unilateral

action. Prime Minister Zhou Enlai stated publicly that the British should not interfere

with normal international traffic and that Hong Kong residents were being denied their

rights. Nevertheless, Zhou's reference to the international border conceded, rather than

challenged, British control over the tenitory. Beijing also rejected the possibility of
pressuring the Hong Kong government from within the colony and warned residents there

to refrain from causing disruption over the issue. According to Da Gong Bao, it was the

duty of Oversea Chinese, as well as Hong Kong and Macao residents, that "while

maintaining their own legitimate rights and interests they must not take part in the

political strife of the counties of their domicile, but must respect the local customs and

law."57 In 1962, after China's failed Great Leap Forward, the territory was again

overwhelmed by a huge influx of refugees. It was halted only after Beijing recognized the

increasing economic and social pressure on the territory, and brought in its own restricted

policy. Later, the Hong Kong government would again limit the influx of immigrants into

the colony.58

Hong Kong's intemal peace was disrupted by violent rioting on October l0th, 1956; the

anniversary of the 191I Revolution that is celebrated by the KMT as China's National

Day. Attacks were mounted on Communist organizations, offices and schools. Beijing

accused the KMT in collusion with the British under American direction as the cause of

'o Cury Catron, "Hong Kong and Chinese Foreign Policy, 1955- 1960", China Quarterly, no.5l (July-Sept.
1972):407-8.t' lbid., qú.
tt Ibid.
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the rioting.se A People's Daily editorial on October 24th,1956, criticized the Hong Kong

government's handling of the rioting, and issued a stern waming:

The Chinese people will not stand quietly by and disregard the safety of the
Chinese who live in Hong Kong and Kowloon. We are not prepared to tolerate
the use of Hong Kong and Kowloon as a base for acts of sabotage against
China... We demand Hong Kong authorities to immediately change such
attitude which we cannot bear, thoroughly to take measures regarding this
riotous affair, strictly punish criminal head of KMT agents and indeed to take
care of the life and security of the Chinese residents.60

When Zhou Enlai met later with Hong Kong Govemor Sir Alexander Grantham in

Beijing, Zhou reportedly promised that British rule in the colony would not be challenged

as long as three conditions were met: Hong Kong did not serve as military base for

foreign anti-Chinese forces, a reference to the U.S. Seventh Fleet; the Hong Kong

govemment would prevent subversive acts against the PRC, and Hong Kong authorities

would guarantee the safety of Chinese officials working in the colony.6l

In 1957, as the British government announced its intent to move 7000 people from their

homes in order to clear land for construction of a resettlement estate near the airport, the

Chinese Foreign Minister complained to the British government that the residents were

unwilling to move and were not given adequate compensation. Furtherrnore, Beijing

strongly criticized the British attempt [o "deny the Chinese government its legitimate

rights to protect from infringement the legitimate interests of the Chinese residents of

Hong Kong and Kowloon."62 Beijing demanded that fair compensation be paid and that

no more forced evictions be carried out.63The issue ended there, however. No attempt

was made to support internal opposition to the relocation plan, and the Hong Kong

authorities continued with their construction project. Beijing later would restate its claim

5e Suspicions of Britain's anti-PRC intentions had been raised a year earlier, when an airplane carrying a
delegation of PRC officials to a major international conference exploded after takeoff from Hong Kong's
airport. The bomb's apparent target was Chinese Premier ZhouEnlai, who turned out not to have been on
the flight, and the main suspect in the case fled to Taiwan. Beijing roundly criticized the Hong Kong
administration for allowing the sabotage to take place.
uo J. P. Jain, China in lhorld Politics: A Study of Sino-British Relations, Ig4g-1975 (New Delhi: Radiant
Publíshers, 1976):'17 5.
u' gishi niandai [The Seventies], in FBIS,6 December 1982,W2.
o' Catron,"Hong Kong and Chinese Foreign Policy," 414-15.
o' Catron, China and Hong Kong, ll5.
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of responsibility for Hong Kong's Chinese residents, but it never demonstrated any

intention to act on that claim.

In a similar case in 1962, the residents in the Kowloon V/alled City organized in

opposition to moving to a resettlement estate, and requested Beijing's support.6a In

response, Beijing issued two formal protests that called the demolition plan "intolerable"

and"a grave violation of China's sovereignty."6s They accused the British of an "utterly

truculent and vicious attitude" and reasserted an old claim, "The Walled City of Kowloon

is Chinese territory and within China's jurisdiction, and this has been so along in

history."66 Nevertheless, before taking a public stance, Beijing summoned the British

local office in Beijing and urged Hong Kong authorities to reconsider the relocation

plans. It indicated that Beijing was apparently anxious to settle the matter quickly and

quietly.

In 1967, while the mainland was in the midst of its Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution,

the territory experienced seven months of associated rioting and disorder. Initially, riots

only flared up in Macao. 'While damaging the authority of the Portuguese administration

there, there were no clear indications from Beijing that Hong Kong was to be a target of

the movement. It was a demonstration by several thousand discontented workers in the

tenitory that the Hong Kong leftists seized upon as opportunity to tum labor demands

into political demands and began to call publicly for an end to British oppression.

Inspired by the developments across the border, they organized the Committee of Hong

Kong-Kowloon Chinese Compatriots of all Circles for the Struggle against Persecution

by the British Authorities in Hong Kong. The resulting strikes and demonstrations

involved 60,000 workers.6T Massive rallies were held in major Chinese cities to show

support for the anti-British struggle. Even food shipments to the colony were stopped and

caused a serious food shortage. Sino-British relations reached a low point, as Beijing

oo Peter Wesley-Smith, Unequal Treaty 1898-t997: China, Great Britain and Hong Kong (Hong Kong:
Oxford University Press, 1980): 128.
u5 Xinhua News Agency, 17 January 1963, quoted in Cohen and Chiu, People's China and Inrernational
LØy: A Docttmentary Study (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1974): 378.
uu Catron, China and Hong Kong,237 .
ut John Young, "China's Role in Two Hong Kong Disturbances: A Scenario for the Future?" Journal of
Oriental Studies, no.2 (1981): 158-75.
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order a British diplomat out of the country in May, and in August announced that no

personnel of the British local office could leave China without permission. Statements in

People's Daily suggested that the time had finally come for the Chinese masses to

confront and defeat British colonialism in Hong Kong.

Nevertheless, Beijing soon retreated from this position. Official statements emphasized

that any anti-British movements would be carried out by the Hong Kong residents

themselves, not by their mainland compatriots. No liberating force would be sent to the

colony. After initial expressions of support, Beijing statements called for the Hong

Kong's leftists to focus their energies on organizing and educating local residents instead

of attacking the Hong Kong government; an indication that the conditions for recovery of
the colony were not yet considered ripe. Finally, the mainland's supplies to Hong Kong

retumed back to normal.

Accordingly, as early as October 1966, Zhou Enlai warned that the Cultural Revolution

in Hong Kong was to be peaceful and was not meant to liberate the colony.os Zhol, *as

most worried that the Cultural Revolution would severely disrupt the economic life of
Hong Kong. The most direct concern was the month-long, biannual Guangzhou Trade

Fair, which the mainland depended on for the export Chinese goods as well as their trade

connection with Hong Kong. They thus took a series of steps to ensure that the Fair,

Hong Kong, and the Ministry of Foreign Trade would remain relatively untouched by the

chaos of the Cultural Revolution. Mao ZedongandZhou Enlai were advocates of keeping

Hong Kong's protest limited.

A proposal to send specially trained Red Guards to Hong Kong was reportedly opposed

by Zhou and the Defense Minister Lin Biao. Chinese troops at the Hong Kong border on

several occasions clashed with groups of Red Guards who attempted to force their way

into the colony in order to stage demonstrations there, and authorities in Canton

reportedly wamed that anyone caught attempting to cross the border would be arrested

t" Catron, Hong Kong and China,292.
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and punished.6e Responding to calls in July 1967 for the armed take-over of Hong Kong,

Zhou countered that such actions would not serve the long-term interests of China.

Although such a military take-over did not occur, pro-Communist revolutionaries in

Hong Kong incited widespread demonstrations in the British colony that were

encouraged by mainland Chinese newspapers from June to September 1967. By January

1968, Zhou argued that these measures had also been a mistake.T0 The initiative for the

disturbances came from within Hong Kong, even though the extreme leftist members in

China sought to challenge the British authority in Hong Kong, The leadership in Beijing

tried to limit the disruption, and supported the British administration in Hong Kong.

Despite impact of the Cultural Revolution on Hong Kong, relations between Beijing and

Britain in the territory of Hong Kong, as well as their relationship overall were

cooperative and peaceful. On several occasions after 1949, Beijing officials expressed in

clear terms their opposition to British colonialism in Hong Kong and criticized certain

policies adopted by the British govemment. Nevertheless, Beijing adopted an

accommodative approach toward Hong Kong. Beijing was determined to reassure the

British that the colony's status was not threatened. This continued to be true in spite of
Hong Kong's extreme vulnerability to the mainland. Moreover, Beijing consistently

asked Britain not to allow Hong Kong to become a "base for subversion," in exchange for

the cooperation of Beijing in maintaining the status quo. As a matter of fact, Hong

Kong's survival during this period depended first of all on tacit Sino-British cooperation

that secured a high degree of internal political and social stability in Hong Kong.

The consequent intemrption of all western trade with China transformed the colony's

functions. The embargo on trade with China gravely damaged Hong Kong. Hong Kong's

total trade dropped during the rest ofthe decade and did not recover to 1951 levels until

lg60.7t In particular, Hong Kong's total exports to China (predominantly re-exports as

opposed to domestic exports) shrank drastically from a high of HK$ I,604 million in 195 1

6e Far Eastet'n Economic Review Yearbook (1968): 161 .

'o lbid.,2ll.t' Ibid., 656-659.
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to only HK$114 million in 1959.72 On the other hand, Hong Kong's imports from China

did not vary much over the 1950s because Hong Kong had to rely on the mainland for

foodstuffs and other materials as its population expanded. These imports by Hong Kong

turned out to be a main source of foreign exchange for the beleaguered Communist

regime. Later on, this situation forced Hong Kong's business community (only l\Yo of
the colony's exports were produced locally) to manufacture for export. Thus the territory

developed internal industries taking advantage oflocal and regional resources in order to

continue to grow. Indeed the small size of the domestic market gave them no other

option.73 Nevertheless, the deterioration of Hong Kong's entrepot position meant initial

hardship for its economy and provided the impetus for large-scale industrialization.

This early phase of industrialization in Hong Kong was both induced and facilitated by

events on the mainland. Besides its impact on Hong Kong's trade, the earlier change of
political power resulted in large-scale labor emigration from the mainland to Hong Kong.

As the mainland experienced devastating forced industrialization in the 1950s, followed

by the ideological purges of the 1960s and 1970s, Hong Kong's population expanded

rapidly from 1.86 million at the end of 1949 fo 2.55 million in 1955 and 3.13 million in

1960.74 Refugees greatly increased the demand for social services in Hong Kong while at

the same time providing cheap labor for manufacturing. The immigrants were in the

textiles and clothing industry, which brought with them the necessary capital, machinery,

and business network. These factors of production, together with the labor force, gave

Hong Kong its base for industrialization.

Given the lack of natural resources and the limited domestic market, industrialization in

Hong Kong had to be based on the import of raw materials and the export of
manufactured goods. However, it is important to recognize that Hong Kong is unique

among developing countries in that the govemment employed no active industrial policy

or developmental strategy to aid or direct industrialization. Despite this, and possibly

" rbid.,659.
73 Mark Roberti, The Fatl of Hong Kong, China's Triumph and Britain's Betrøyal(New York: John Wiley
& Sons, lnc.,1996):26.
'o Horg Kong Yearbook, l960s.
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because of it, changes took place with relative ease and smoothness, without high

adjustment costs such as unemployment. Meanwhile, from the standpoint of economic

policy, its internal market was "too small to offer a solid base for economic expansion.

Therefore, the government erected no tariff wall or other protectionism devices to shield

Hong Kong's domestic industries from oversea competition."T5 Such flexibility was an

essential feature of the Hong Kong economy, and the most commonly cited reason for the

extraordinary performance of this was the government's laissez faire economic policy.

Beijing's officials fully supported Hong Kong's economic development. In the early

1960s, amidst economic crisis on the mainland, Zhou Enlai ordered supplies to Hong

Kong to be maintained, because "guaranteeing supplies to Hong Kong is in fact a

political task."76 During a speech to the National Foreign Trade Planning Conference of
27 January 1977,Beijing's support was again emphasized: "Every capable area must take

some responsibility to supply Hong Kong. There cannot be any backtracking. This is an

area of growing importance. Supplying Hong Kong is indeed a political responsibility."

Beijing thus implored every province, city, and department to fulfill China's trade

obligations to Hong Kong.77 According to Alex H. Choi, besides the colonial nature of
its governmentTs, China was another pillar supporting Hong Kong's low cost structure

during the time. Up to the early 7970s, China supplied food and consumer goods to Hong

Kong at below world market process. Combined with the rise of price levels for Hong

tt Alvin Rabushka, The New China, Comparative Economic Development in Mqinland China, Taiwqn and
long Kong (San Francisco: Pacific Research Institute for Public Policy, 1987): 149.

'o gishi niandai [The Seventies], in FBIS,6 December 1982,W3.
t7 Xiannian Li, Li Xiannian lun caizheng jinrong maoyi [Li Xiannian's discussions on finance and trade]
1950-1991 (Beijing: Zhongguo CaizhengJingji Chubanshe, 1992), vols. land 2.tt As for fiscal policy, the government was quite conservative in budgeting and ran surpluses for most years
in history. Two reasons explain it. First, the colonial nature of the government had prescribed that it had to
be particularly frugal in order to avoid incurring financial burdens on the United Kingdom. This had led to
fiscal conservatism and restrained government expenditures. Second, even if fiscal policy is used as a
macro-stabilization instrument, its effect on aggregate demand is expected to be much smaller in Hong
Kong than elsewhere. This is because the extremely open nature of the Hong Kong economy and the very
high marginal propensity to import hold down the size of the government expenditure multiplier, possibly
to a value close to zero. In other words, even if the government wanted to intervene at the macroeconomic
level, it did not have many effective policy instruments to do so.
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Kong's industrial exports due to the general inflationary tendency of the world market in

the 1960s, China enabled Hong Kong manufacturers to make increasing profits.Te

All in all, Hong Kong's post-war economic takeoff was shaped by a few crucial factors,

foremost among them China. This factor-defined Hong Kong's main economic activities

first as a trading port and then as a manufacturing center. A second crucial factor was

Hong Kong's domestic institutions, which allowed for relatively noninterventionist

government policies and a flexible economic structure. Finally, the China factor

engendered economic opportunities and the domestic institutions enabled these

opportunities to be profitably exploited. Underneath, however, was regional political and

social stability. As a result, Hong Kong achieved its dramatic growth during the 1960s

and 1970s, eventually developing into one of the world's major centers of trade and

finance. V/hen summarizing the foundation of Hong Kong's successful economy, John

Griffith, the former Attorney General of Hong Kong, stated:

It is the predictability and continuity of the economic and financial
environment taken together with the political and social stability given by
strict adherence to the Rule of Law - so that arbitrary decisions or
unconstítutional changes are not just unlikely but impossible - which have
been essential elements in creating the climate for success. It is that the Rule
of Law has played an ínestimable parl in creating among outsides the trust and
confidence in Hong Kong upon which the economic miracle has been and is
totally dependent. Without it, Hong Kong could not be what it is today.80

However, everyone seemed to ignore the fact that Hong Kong really was a "borrowed

place" where people lived on a "borrowed time"8l. By the late of 1970s, the scene had

given Beijing the impression that it held the initiative over Hong Kong. It had no reason

to disturb the goose that so obligingly laid bigger and bigger golden eggs. The British

also showed no intent to change the status quo. Because Beijing regarded the 'unequal

treaties' as invalid, many thought that Beijing might choose to ignore this particular

appointment in history. Some even indulged in the comforting thought that Beijing might

allow the status quo to continue for as long as it proved advantageous to it. In the 1970s,

to Ale* H. Choi, "State-business relations and industrial restructuring," Ngo Tak Wing (ed.), Hong Kong's
History State and Society under Colonial Rule (London and New York: Routledge, 1999): 152.
tn Cited in David Lethbridge (ed.), The Business Environment in Hong Kong (Hong Kong: Oxford
University Press, 1984): 235.
8r Richard Hughes, Hong Kong: Borrowed place, horrowed time (London: Deutsch, 1968).
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Hong Kong gave the false impression that it would continue as a Crown colony for as

long as anyone cared to look ahead.
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Chapter 2

Joint Declaration: Putting an End to Colonial Rule

At the conclusion of the 1970s, Beijing's foreign policy experienced a fundamental

change. With the launching of China's modernization program and its policy of opening

up to the international economy, a new perspective was introduced in Beijing's

relationship with the world. This had enorrnous implications for Beijing's relationship

with Hong Kong. As a'window' or a'bridge' to the outside world, Hong Kong increased

in value to Beijing at precisely the moment the colony's future status was brought into

serious doubt. The initialing of the Sino-British Joint Declaration in 1984 signified that

Hong Kong had entered into a new historical stage. However, the Declaration was more

than a mere extension of Beijing's existing Hong Kong policy; it was a novel solution to

an unusual problem of domestic and foreign politics.

Changing Priorities

The emergence of Deng Xiaoping as China's paramount leader in 1978 was clear break

from the Mao era in its national priorities and behavior toward the rest of the world

community. Under Mao, the regime emphasized revolutionary objectives: dramatic and

sweeping social reform in the domestic arena and survival as a communist nation within

the international capitalist world. This period had been characterized by an emphasis on

revolutionary ideology, hostility to the Western-controlled international norms and

extreme sensitivity to outside threats.

Deng's modernization program not only brought about a tremendous increase in social

wealth and an improvement in people's living standards, but also moved the Chinese

leadership and nation beyond a nanow and single-minded preoccupation with the concept

of world revolution. Beijing no longer viewed the international system as invariably

hostile. By then, the PRC had a solid standing in the United Nations, where it had played
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an increasingly active role since 197I. The normalization of relations with the United

States in 1916 was even more profound as the U.S. removed its objections to China's

participation in the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank.82 Followed by the

signing of a long-term trade agreement with the Japanese on February 1978,83 the

Europeans signed long-term trade agreements with China in 1978 and subsequently

extended MFN status to China in 1980.84 The French signed a $13.6 billion agreement in

December 1978, and British signed a $14 billion agreement in March 7g7g.8s While their

governments were relatively restrained from China fever, western businesspeople

swarmed into Beijing with unrealistic visions of inflated profit margins.

As the world became increasingly interdependent, particularly in terms of economic

integration, Beijing's leaders believed that emphasis should be given to economic

modernization rather than to ideology. National security was considered as not only

related to political and strategic issues, but also to economic development. In a 1978

speech, Deng claimed, "only if we make our country a modem, powerful socialist state

can we more effectively consolidate the socialist system and cope with foreign aggression

and subversion."36

This new priority inspired China's Open Door policy, because it required greater contacts

with capitalist nations that were in a position to help China achieve its goal of economic

modernization. Politically, closer relations were established with other countries,

especially the industrialized nations. In addition, closer ties and membership were

initiated vis-à-vis leading international organizations (the World Bank, IMF, Asian

Development Bank, and the European Community). Economically, China embarked on a

tt John L.Davie and Dean W. Carver, "China's Intemational Trade and Finance," China under rhe Fotu.
Modernizations: Selected Papers Submitted to the Joint Economic Committee, U.S. Congress (Washington,
D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1982):2-24.t' Nai-Ruenn Chen, "China's Capital Construction: Current Retrenchment and Prospects for Foreign
Participation," China under the Four Modernizations: Selected Papers Submitted to the ,Joint Economic
Comntittee, U.S. Congress (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1982):61 .
8a Shouchun Wang, Zhongguo duiwai jingji maoyi de xinfazhañ [The New Developments of China's
Foreign Economic Tradel (Beijing: Duiwai maoyijiaoyu chubanshe, 1986): 105.t' Chen, "China's Capital Construction: Current Retrenchment and Prospects for Foreign Participation," 61.
86 Deng Xiaoping, "speech at the Opening Ceremony of the National Conference on Science", l8 March
1918, Selected lIlorks of Deng Xiaoping (Beijing: Foreign Language Press, 1994): 102.
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program of increasing its foreign trade and investment with all regions of the world by

reducing tariff and other barriers to imports and providing assurances of stable operating

conditions and better legal protection of property rights. Within the country, the Chinese

government initiated measures to accelerate development. In 1979 four Special Economic

Zones (SEZs) were established in Shenzhen, Zhuhai, Xiamen, and Shantou.8T These

zones enjoyed a significant degree of economic autonomy in connection with taking

initiatives to promote investment and technology inflows. A major goal of the SEZs was

to create a favorable climate for foreign investment. The creation of SEZs and the

introduction of a range of more flexible policies to some fourteen coastal cities in the

early 1980s created a completely new situation. The open door policy, in turn, enabled

Chinese decision makers to be more flexible in dealing with sensitive issues such as

economic relations and foreign investment.ss

Even before China initiated its open door policy, Hong Kong was an important source of
Chinese hard currency. The economic ties linking China and Hong Kong were quite

strong, but limited. The relationship was an asymmetric one: Hong Kong was open to

Chinese exports and investment, but China was closed to exports and investment from

Hong Kong.se After 1978, China offered a great opportunity for two-way economic

cooperation. The SEZs around Hong Kong, as well as kinship and geographical

connections, made each the other's main trading and investment partner. Three of

China's four newly established SEZs were adjacent to Hong Kong and Macao for the

purpose of absorbing investment from those regions.eO Of all the foreign investment in

the Shenzhen SEZ, for example, 91 percent would come from Hong Kong investors

alone. By August 1981, the Shenzhen SEZ had signed 814 contacts with foreign

v At¡o, Economy Report, Hong Kong: Government Printer, June 1990.t'Even when opportunities arose after the PRC's return to the United Nation in l9ll, China's use of
international finance in its national economic developmentwas still extremely limited in mostof the 1970s.
It prudently avoided any long-term or even medium-term indebtedness. lt was till September 1979 that
China formally opened its door to international finance. Standing Committee of the People's Congress
approved China's first joint-venture law in July 1979. See Yongjin Zhang,China in International Society
since 1949, Alienation and Beyond (London: St Antony's College, 1998):210.
8e Yunwing Sung, "Sub-regional Economic Integration: Hong Kong, Taiwan, South China and Beyond,"
Edward K.Y. Chen, and Peter Drysdale (eds.), Corporate Links and Foreign Direct Investment in Asia and
Pacific (Australia: HarperEducational, I 995): 59.
oo Wang, Hong Kong t997: the Politics of Transition,32.
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investors, with total pledged investments of HK$2,760 million (US$465 million).

According to a report in the Asian Wall Journal Weekly, in January 1982 foreign

investment in Shenzhen was US$1,570.5 million, and most of this capital was from Hong

Kong Chinese businesspeople.el The Hong Kong market also became increasingly

important to China as a source of badly needed hard currency. China's trade surplus with

Hong Kong provided significant gains, increasing rapidly from HK$7,637 million in

1976 to HK$l8,542 million in 1981 .e2 CIearly, Hong Kong's relationship with China

deepened and quickened during the economic reform period. The Colony's own exports

to the PRC leaped upward (an average annual rate of over 100 percent for 1978-1984).

Even more important Hong Kong once again became an entrepot for China as well as for

many other countries.

It was apparent from the inception of Deng's economic plans that Hong Kong could

expect to be involved. Recognizing the benefits that Hong Kong had provided Chinese

development in the past, Beijing expected the colony to continue to play a key role. In

1978 the State Council established its own Hong Kong and Macao Affairs Office,

organizationally distinct from the previous one under the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

Since then, the newly established Hong Kong and Macao Affairs Office undertook the

primary task of working on Hong Kong policy. In November 7978, the Chinese vice-

minister of Foreign Affairs confirmed that Hong Kong and Macao were "of interest" to

the PRC in its modemization drive and would continue to receive the mainland's support.

In Hong Kong a month later, Foreign Trade Minister Li Qiang asked for the territory's

assistance in the four modernizations, calling its role "significant" and suggesting that the

mainland could learn much from studying Hong Kong.e3 In March 1980, Wang Kuang,

director of NCNA's Hong Kong branch (which served as the PRC's unofficial embassy

in the colony), called for greater contact between Hong Kong and the mainland in order

to aid PRC modemization.ea A similar message was delivered to Sir Phillip Haddon-

o' Y.C. Jao, "Hong Kong's Role in Financing China's Modernization," in A. J. Youngson (ed.), China and
Hong Kong: The Economic Nexus (Hong Kong: Oxford Universify Press, 1983): 51.
ot lbid.
e3 South China Morning Post,30 March 1978, I, in FBIS,20 December 1978, A26.
oo NCNA,l0 March 1980, in FBIS,14 March 1980, E6.
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Cave, Hong Kong's financial secretary, during his visit to the mainland in 1980,e5 and to

numerous Hong Kong businessmen in the following months.

Sino-Hong Kong trade, tourism, and finance boomed, while greatly expanded official and

human contacts began to bring two different societies into at least an approximate

understanding of each other's behavior and beliefs. Under Hong Kong Governor Sir

Murray Maclehose's administration, the Hong Kong government improved relations

with the Xinhua News Agency and for the first time the Govemor gave public blessing to

the Xinhua News Agency's presence at the PRC's national day celebration in October

1978, which marked a new era of cooperation, and even friendliness.e6

By the end of the 1970s, a blooming relationship between the mainland and territory had

developed. However, the issue of Hong Kong's future status and China's claim to

sovereignty could no longer be avoided publicly. The "Hong Kong question" finally

appeared on Beijing's agenda, just as it began to exploit the colony's potential to assist in

modemization.

The Blueprint for the Future HKSAR

The year 1979 proved to be crucial in Hong Kong's history. Beijing intended to use

Governor Maclehose's official visit to Beijing in March at the invitation of Foreign

Trade Minister Li to improve Sino-Hong Kong relations generally and, in particular, to

enhance Hong Kong's contribution to the mainland's program of four modernizations.

Maclehose had an additional pu{pose, however. In the late 7970s, influential

businesspeople began to exert pressure on the Hong Kong government to renew the lease

on the New Territories. The normal term of a mortgage on land in Hong Kong was fifteen

years, so by the early 1980s, real estate developers hesitated to venture into the New

Territories when there was no assurance that the lease would be renewed beyond 1997.

Thus Maclehose wanted to use the occasion to find out Beijing's real design for Hong

Kong's future. In a private conversation, then Vice Premier Deng Xiaoping told

es South China Morning Post, 12 May 1980, l,in FBIS, 14 December 1980, 83.
ou lbid.
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Maclehose that Beijing would announce its intention to recover Hong Kong if the issue

was raised publicly. It appears, however, that Beijing had not yet considered the matter in

detail. Publicly, Deng simply asked Maclehose to tell investors in Hong Kong that they

should "put their hearts at ease."97

Though national reunification was one of Beijing government's top public policy goals,

Taiwan was the center attention for Beijing at the end of 1970s.e8 Beijing officials

avoided the issue of Hong Kong's future, at times insisting that Hong Kong would be

recovered only after Taiwan.ee When Deng returned to power in 1978, Deng proposed a

policy of 'one country, two systems' as a means too reuniff Taiwan with the mainland.

This policy was officially announced by the Standing Committee of the National People's

Congress of China in an open letter to Taiwan on January I, lg7g.'00 The proposal for

'one country, two systems' was formulated in recognition of the changing domestic and

international situation. Freed from the Maoist ideological straight jacket, Deng and his

colleagues recognized that it was virtually impossible to incorporate Taiwan into the

framework of socialism; differences in political, economic, and social life had become so

great that neither the ruling elites nor the Taiwanese masses would accept a socialist

system for the purpose of unification. What Beijing intend to achieve was to bring

Taiwan under Chinese sovereignty as held by the Communist government, while

allowing Taiwan to become a special administrative region to practice its own capitalist

system.

Beijing concentrated that year on its "peace offer" for unification with Taiwan, inevitably

linked with Hong Kong. In the opening speech when meeting with Maclehose, Deng

explained that China had consistently claimed sovereignty over the territory, but it

e7 Pang-Kwong Li, Hong Kong from Brilain to China: Potitical Cleavages, Electoral Dynamics and
Institutional Changes (Hong Kong: Lingnan University Press): 39-42.
ot Since The Nationalists fled to Taiwan in 1949, there had been two governments claiming to represent and
to govern China. As the Nationalist and the Communist governments represented two different ideologies,
the two governments accused each other. The relationship between the rwo governments over the straits
was frozen and there were no formal and informal contacts between them in 1970s.
oo Jurgen Domes and Yuming Shaw, Hong Kong: A Chinese and International Concerr (Boulder and
London: Westview Press, 1988): 88.
t00 South China Morning Post, I January 1979, l, in FBIS,26 March lg7g, A6.
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recognized its special status. There were eighteen years left and discussions could be held

before then. Whatever the political solution, investment would not be affected. He

compared it to Taiwan where he said the retum to Chinese sovereignty would not change

the social system or the living standards there. Hong Kong would also be a special case.

China needs Hong Kong, and a flexible policy, such as he had outlined, would help

socialist construction. According to Deng:

It has been our consistent view that the PRC has sovereignty over Hong Kong
while Hong Kong also has its own special position. A negotiated settlement of
the Hong Kong question in the future should be based on the premise that the
tenitory is part of China. However, we will treat Hong Kong as a special
region. For a considerable length of time, Hong Kong may continue to practice
its capitalist system while we practice our socialist system.r0l

Unexpectedly, Deng gave no detailed response to Maclehose when the Governor raised

the question of the Crown leases, only acknowledging that talks would have to take place

to discuss Hong Kong's future status, though he did not say when. Later in May, the

Chinese Vice-Foreign Minister Song Zhiguang reiterated the official position that "Hong

Kong is part of China" and "when the lease expires, an appropriate attitude would be

adopted in settling the question"l02

Premier Hua Guofeng, before leaving for a trip to Europe in October, told a press

conference:

China's position with regard to the Xianggang [Hong Kong] question has been
very clear. When Vice-premier Deng Xiaoping met with the Governor of
Xianggang, he reiterated our attitude. Currently, our relations with the United
Kingdom and the British authorities in Xianggang are quite good. As to
questions relating to Xianggang, Jiulong [Kowloon] and the New Territories,
we think that a good way of setting the question can be sought through
consultations. But I think regardless of how the matter is settled, we will take
notice ofthe interests ofthe investors there.l03

'o' NCNA, l0 March 1979, ín FBIS, 6 November 1979,P.3.

'02 Joseph Y.S. Cheng, Hong Kong in Search of ø Future (Hong Kong: Oxford University Press, 1984):
246.

'o3 Be¡ing Review 22, no. 41 (12 October 1979): l1 .
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In a visit to London a year later, Foreign Minister Huang Hua assured the British that

they need not worry about Hong Kong's future and stressed that the questions of Hong

Kong, Kowloon and the New Territories could be settled through negotiations.r0a

The same message appeared in a November 1980 interview given by Zhao Guanqi,

director of the State Council's Bureau of Govemment Offices Administration, to a Hong

Kong journal. Zhao said the Hong Kong problem should be solved slowly through

consultations. He emphasized that Hong Kong had made great contributions to the

mainland and that it would benefit all concerned if the status quo were maintained. "Our

government recognizes that whatever solution is arrived at for the future of Hong Kong,

it must not materially change the livelihood of the people of Hong Kong..."Indeed, any

instability that may visit Hong Kong will be detrimental to us too."l05

In April 1981, Deng provided similar assurances. He told British Foreign Secretary Lord

Carrington that China's stated policy towards Hong Kong's status would not change, and

he called for greater economic cooperation between China and Britain.'06 In July, Deng

told Louis Chao, chairman and president of the Hong Kong newspaper Ming Bao, that

China's three goals were to fight hegemonism and safeguard world peace, unify the

country, and work for economic construction. He stressed that the third goal took

precedence over the other two; an indication that Hong Kong's future status would be

resolved in a manner consistent with its provision of economic benefit to the mainland.l0T

As Kevin Lane argued, these statements from Beijing amounted to little more than a

reiteration of long held principles regarding the Hong Kong question. They suggested

that even by mid-1981, Beijing had not developed a detailed plan for Hong Kong's

future.lOs Though the term was not yet used formally, the concept of the 'one country,

two systems' that developed toward the end of the 1981 applied only to Taiwan.

'oo NCNA,7 October 1980, in FBIS,19 December 1980,425.
tos South China Morning Post, 17 November 1980, I , in FBIS, l9 December 1980. E6-7 .

"o Be¡ing Review24,no.l5 (13 April l98l): 8.
to' NCNA,I B July 1981, in FBIS,2z July 198 r, 85.
r08 Kevin P. Lane, Sovereignty and the Status Quo (Boulder and London: Westview Press, 1990): 88.
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However, by the end of 1981 it had become clear that despite fleshing out the details of
their proposals on Taiwan, China's leaders had made little progress. Beijing accordingly

tumed to the Hong Kong issue. By June 1982,the conclusion seems to have been reached

that Hong Kong, as well as Macao, should be returned to Chinese sovereignty "not in the

distant future," and that in order to facilitate a solution, the principle of 'one country, two

systems' should be applied, which would mean a continuation of the market economy

and a'capitalist' society in Hong Kong with the British colony remaining a free port.'0e

Besides economic concems, Beijing's decision to put Hong Kong in the model of 'one

country, two systems' policy had wider implications. First, it relates to the Taiwan issue.

Response from Taiwan towards the policy of 'one country, two systems' had been

negative, as Taiwan officials perceived it as an unequal arrangement in which the

Communist government would become the ultimate sovereign. The Taiwan leaders also

distrusted the Communists real willingness to give genuine autonomy and freedom to the

Taiwan government to govern its internal affairs.

The practice of 'one country, systems' in Hong Kong was to be used as a referent

example to convince Taiwan to reuniff with the mainland. As far as Beijing was

concerned, the success of 'one country, two systems' policy in Hong Kong would arouse

nationalism in Taiwan to achieve the historic mission of national reunifìcation. Hong

Kong would be a testing ground and provide lessons for Taiwan to learn. As such, the

reunification of Hong Kong was an opportunity for Beijing to demonstrate the effects and

benefits of 'one country, two systems' to Taiwan.

Second, there is another way of understanding the concept of 'one country, two systems'.

This is to read it in the light of the history of Beijing's Hong Kong policy. This policy

can be summed up by the dictum of "planning on a long term basis and full utilization",

as discussed in chapter one. This policy consistently withstood the urge to settle accounts

with the colonial power, the mocking by the Soviet Union, and the nationalist excesses of

the Great Cultural Revolution. It could be expected to last longer if there were no expiry

'oo Domes and Shaw, Hong Kong: A Chinese and Internarional Concern,80.
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date to the lease of the New Territories in 1997. Seen in this light, the formula of 'one

country, two systems' is an ingenious tool to meet the historic necessity of taking over

Hong Kong in 1997 while retaining the utility of Hong Kong as an asset for the

modernization efforts of China. In one word, the essence of 'one country, two systems' is

pragmatism.llo

In sum, the idea of 'one country two systems' was first developed as a proposal to solve

the problem of national unification with Taiwan. It turned out that Hong Kong became

the f,rrst test case for its workability. The test began with the concept itself. It allowed for

the co-existence within a unitary state of two different systems, one socialist and the

other capitalist. Such an allowance was supposed to alleviate the fears of many people

that Hong Kong's way of life would be destroyed once China resumed its sovereignty

over the territory. However, most important to Beijing, the 'one country, two systems'

would allow Hong Kong to function much as it has in the past, thereby preserving the

numerous benefits it provided the mainland. With the blueprint for Hong Kong's future

well designed in mind, Beijing was ready to move further. In September 7982, British

Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher was invited to China, and the Sino-British negotiation

process formally started.

Sovereignty vs. Prosperify and Stabilify

When the first round of talks over Hong Kong's future took place, the question of
sovereignty became the most contentious issue. Beijing's position was summarized in the

slogan "recover sovereignty, preserve prosperity." Beijing resolutely stated its intention

to regain sovereignty over all three areas of the colony; Hong Kong, Kowloon, and the

New Territories. It promised that after sovereignty was resumed, it would preserve the

economic prosperity of Hong Kong. The policy of 'one country, two systems' would

allow capitalism to flourish under the red flag. According to Deng:

"o John Wang, Hong Kong in Chinq: the Challenge of Transition (Hong Kong: Time Academic Press,
1999):24.
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The Chinese government cannot but resume the exercise of sovereignty over
the whole Hong Kong area inl997. Upon such resumption, the Chinese
government will take into full consideration the territory's special
circumstances and adopt special policies in order to continue to maintain the
prosperity of Hong Kong. In this connection, China's basic guideline is to
resume the exercise of sovereignty over Hong Kong while maintaining its
prosperity. These are two pafts of an inseparable whole. In preserving Hong
Kong's prosperity, China hopes to get Britain's cooperation. Fundamentally
speaking, the territory's ability to maintain its prosperity depends on the
adoption of policies suited to Hong Kong's circumstances upon China's
resuming the exercise of sovereignty over and administration of Hong
Kong.lll

However, Margaret Thatcher, fresh from victory in the Falklands, insisted that the treaties

signed between the Qing government and Britain were still legal and valid. The British

govefftment was prepared to negotiate only the renewal of the lease on the New

Territories; the sovereignty of Hong Kong Island and the Kowloon peninsula were not

negotiable. In addition Thatcher stressed that Britain had a moral obligation to the people

of Hong Kong, and that anything less than British Administration would be followed by a

flight of capital and economic collapse. Colin Moynihan, Secretary of the Foreign Affairs

Committee of the British Conservative Party, later reiterated that "the British role in

Hong Kong is the key to its economic stability", and that in order to "maintain Hong

Kong's stability, Britain cannot give up its right of administration over Hong

Kong."rr2An article published, in The Economist asserted that there were only two

altematives for Beijing. It could either resume sovereignty and suffer a depression in

Hong Kong, or ask the British to stay in order to assure the prosperity of Hong Kong.l13

As both sides refused to yield, the negotiations were deadlocked before they started.

Sovereignty was a very sensitive issue for Beijing, not just because it was an important

principle of Chinese foreign policy. It was also an issue of Chinese nationalism. At the

time, Beijing's sensitivity to the sovereignty issue was further provoked by Britain's

initial hard line, and Britain's blaming of Beijing for its failure to respect the international

treaties it had signed.l'o Deng was reported as angrily condemning Britain for wanting to

ttt NCNA,30 September 1982,in FBIS,8 December 1982,Wlg.
"t Colin Moynihan's interview with HU Bao, l4 September 1983, see "Britain's Argument is Untenable",
Beijing Review, vol.26, no.4l(10 October 1983).

""'Hong Kong's Future: That Ring of confidence is fading", The Economist, 12March 1983,52-53.
"o Gerals Segal, The Fate of Hong Korg (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1993), Part I .
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continue its hold on Chinese territory, and said that China would recover all territories of
Hong Kong by 1997, peacefully or otherwise.lrs

Indeed, there were a series of reasons that played important roles in determining Beijing's

tough stance over Hong Kong. First of all, not surprisingly, China categorically

denounced the British proposal of 'divided sovereignty' as inconsistent with the legal

meaning of the term.l '6 Jin Fu, a prominent Chinese legal scholar, wïote:

Sovereignfy as a legal concept is indivisible in itself. What is sovereignty? lt is
the inherent right of a state, which manifests itself intemally as supreme
authority, namely, the exclusive jurisdiction of à state over its territory and,
extemally, as the right of independence, namely, the complete independent
exercise of the right by a state in international relations free flom any outside
interference. What is administration? lt means administrative power, the
power of a state to rule in its territory. It is a concrete expression of
sovereignty. The concept of sovereignty naturally embraces administration.
Since the two are indivisible, there can be no question of exchanging one for
the other. I r7

The Xinhua News Agency published a statement in support of this view: "If
administrative powers remain in the British hands, how can China be said to have

recovered sovereignty? In what sovereign state in the world is administrative power in

the hands of foreigners?"118 From this official statement, in conjunction with what Deng

had said on the issue, it was crystal clear that Beijing had little room for compromise and

it would not make any concessions on sovereignty.

Second, in fact, any concessions on sovereignty would bring great political damage to

those who made them. Prior to the Sino-British negotiations, Deng was on the verge of
consolidating his leading position in China. He had to balance different factions within

the party, particularly between the reformers and the more conservative leaders. Deng

himself had a reputation of being highly flexible, but he often seemed to exercise this

I r5 Buckley, Hong Kong: The Road to t gg7, I10.
"o The British proposed that the settlement of Hong Kong should be based on the model of 'divided
sovereignty' - Chinese sovereignty and British administration. This means that China would resume
so_vereignty over Hong Kong but the Britísh would continue to administer the region.

"t Jin Fu, "China's Recovery of Hong Kong Area Fully Accords with International Law", Betjing Review,
vol.26, no. 39 (26 September 1983): 17.
tt' NCNA,2l September 1983, in FBIS,l6 September 1983, El.
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flexibility within certain limits.rreAn¡hing that went beyond these limits would become

unacceptable to him. To remain firm in China's position on recovering sovereignty would

add to Deng's national prestige and further consolidate his authority. Had he failed to

stick to this policy, his position could have been challenged by others.

Third, to the Chinese leaders, sovereignty also included the right to exercise authority

within its own jurisdiction, and they were thus extremely sensitive to the possibility that

this power over Hong Kong could be reduced after 1997. Beijing rejected any

affangement that would make it possible for the British to retain undue influence in the

territory. Beijing also demonstrated repeatedly its intense fear that Hong Kong might

become a base for subversion. At the very least, in Beijing's view, sovereignty included

the right to eliminate any threats to the central government.

Fourth, the issue of sovereignty was not only applicable to Hong Kong and Macao, but

also had great relevance to the question of Taiwan and, potentially, Tibet and other

national minority regions in the Chinese state. Beijing considered that any compromise

on its position over sovereignty could have a domino effect. Any concession on principle

over the Hong Kong issue could carry forward to later negotiations on Taiwan and

weaken Beijing's bargaining position.

Finally, in international law, the essence of divided sovereignty was that sovereignty

could be separated and shared between states. This was indeed a new concept for the

interstate system, since the modern concept of sovereignty meant supreme and absolute

power within a state. However, a state that lacked the military capability to defend its

sovereignty might accept the arrangement of divided sovereignty. China in the early

1980s had the military power to take over and to defend the territories, and was,

therefore, not likely to accept any divided sovereignty arrangement proposed by Britain.

Overall, given these reasons, Beijing's insistence and concerns, politically and even

perhaps morally, it was unlikely that London in 1982 could threaten any compulsory

"o Wang, Hong Kong, 1997: the Politics of Transition Chapters 2,3.
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sanction. In fact, the British colony's postwar future was always under a cloud. Hong

Kong was a "borrowed time, borrowed place, with borrowed people," and with a

perpetually uncertain future.l20 V/hen Sino-British negotiations started, Britain had lost

its great 19th century's power to set Hong Kong free as it did with its other former

colonies, which fÏnally became independent territories. With Hong Kong, however, the

last thing that Britain hoped for was to maintain stability and prosperity, and to leave the

territory with honor and dignity. As the clock ran out on British rule, in contrast, Beijing

was ready to take Hong Kong back.

One card, which it had been suggested, should have been played to greater advantage was

the mustering of international support for Britain's positions in the negotiations. The fact

that the Chinese bristled at any hint of such ganging up, denouncing it as

'internationalization' of a purely bilateral issue, may be taken as evidence of Chinese

susceptibility to such pressure. Certainly the United States, Japan and Western countries

had considerable interests in Hong Kong that they were willing and anxious to protect.

But many of them also had bilateral problems of their own with Beijing, and these

problems would have been affected both what by they said and the way it was received.

In this, as in other areas, unwelcome international pressure may have had some effect

upon the attitude of Beijing's government.

Often, internal forces shape the tenor of foreign relation in decisive -ays.'t' On the

mainland, the reform policy and opening to the outside world was implemented in all

fields. Generally speaking, political stability and economic prosperity prevailed over the

country. Meanwhile, the linkages between domestic events and China's effect on the

outside world became arguably stronger than ever before. Through decades of efforts,

''o As the years passed, as China sporadically revivified itself with revolution and reform, and brooded over
the injustices of foreign intervention, as the power of the British themselves weakened, so the approach of
1997 was to give an extra paradox and uncertainty to a place already unceftain and paradoxical enough. By
the 1980s the British Empire was, in a generic sense, dead and gone.
12f Michael D. Swaine, China Domestic Change and Foreign Policy (National Defense Research Institute,
1995): l.
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China enjoyed unprecedented international prestige, and established diplomatic relations

with more than 130 countries atthattime.t22

By the time the negotiations began, they were not really about whether sovereignty

should be transferred to China, or about the way in which Hong Kong would be run once

the transfer had taken place. These were not questions for London. They were matters,

which had already been decided by Beijing unilaterally. The negotiations were about how

the Britain should cooperate in the process. Beijing recognized that British cooperation

would be helpful in securing a smooth transition to Chinese rule, and were ready to make

the odd gesture here and there to secure that cooperation, but it only up to a point.

Beijing's strongest card, among many, was its leaders readiness, if it came to it, to put

soverei gnty before prosperity.

After two years of painstaking negotiations, Britain gave way to intensive negotiations,

which resulted in the initialing of the Sino-British Joint Declaration in September 1984.

By the terms of the Joint Declaration, Hong Kong would revert to Chinese sovereignty on

July 1 , 1997 as a Special Administrative Region exercising a high degree of autonomy

and democracy under the authority of the central government. The Joint Declaration spelt

out in considerable detail the features of Hong Kong that were to remain unchanged for

the next fifty years: the territory's lifestyle, its social system, its legal system, its

economic system, its separate currency, and the use of British passports for its citizens.

Moreover, under the Joint Declaration, Hong Kong was to remain a free port, an

international financial center, and a separate customs territory. It was to retain its

membership in such international bodies as the World Bank and the Intemational

Monetary Fund (IMF) and even organizations in which China was not a member at the

time, such as the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), now the World Trade

Organization (WTO).'23 It would also be free to negotiate bilateral agreements on such

'tt Xu, Hong Kong Memoir.s, section 2,225.
r23 The Joint Declaration allows the continued application of Hong Kong's existing agreements under the
following standards: (l) the application to the HKSAR of international agreement to which the PRC is or
becomes parfy will be decided by the PRC Government, "in accordance with the circumstances and needs"
of the HKSAR and "after seeking the views" of the HKSAR; (2) international agreements to which the
PRC is not a party "but which are implemented in Hong Kong, may remain implemented" in the HKSAR;
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things as air service. The only areas reserved for the central govemment in Beijing were

matters relating to foreign affairs and defense.l2a

However, what made the agreement more remarkable was that the Joint Declaration also

included a clause on democratization: the chief executive would be appointed by Beijing

on the basis of the results of elections or consultations held locally. The legislature of the

Hong Kong Special Administrative Region would be constituted by elections. The

executive authorities would also abide by the laws and be accountable to the

legislature.'tt Uttfottunately, this was the only reference to the concept of democracy in

the entire 8, 000-word document. Democratic terms such as election and accountability

were inserted in the annex, but these terms were never clearly defined, leaving ample

room for both Beijing and London to exercise their own interpretations of the democratic

content of the Joint Declaration. Still, the document indicated that both sides had

apparently committed themselves to introducing, at least, some element of democracy so

that the people of Hong Kong would be able to exercise a high degree of autonomy after

the transfer in 1997. Giving the comments to the Joint Declaration, Governor Chris

Patten claimed in 1990s "the Joint Declaration is about establishing... the same sort of

democracy that we have in the United Kingdom. That's what China signed up to - the

development of representative goverïìment".l26 The Hong Kong political activist from the

Democracy Parfy, Martin Lee recalled: "When I read [the Joint Declaration], I was

thrilled, because it promised that the people of Hong Kong could elect their Chief

Executive and legislature and, through them, hold the goverrìment accountable to the

people. To me that meant democracy."l2T

and (3) the PRC "shall, as necessary, authorize or assist" the HKSAR " to make appropriate arrangements
for the application to the Hong Kong special administrative region of other relevant international
agreements", see Article 6 (2).
tto JD t984, Arricle 3 (2).

't5 JD 1984, Annex I : l.
126 Jonathan Dimbleby, The Last Governor: Chris Patten and the Handover of Hong Kong (London: Little,
Brown, 1997): 349.

'tt Martin Lee, "The Fight of Democracy" in Sally Blyth, and lan Wotherspoon (eds.), Hong Kong
Rementbers (Hong Kong: Oxford University Press, 1996): 236
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Indeed Beijing had its own less democratic notions of how Hong Kong's government

should be structured, but feared that overly aggressive attempts to impose its views would

lead to economic and social instability on Hong Kong.

To understand, the Joint Declaration in 1984 came at a time when the distinctiveness of
the social and cultural systems associated with the emergence of Hong Kong's new

middle and professional class in the late 1970s had become evident. The emergence of
the 1997 issue in the early 1980s had seriously threatened their interests. They thus

became conscious of 1997 and promoted a democracy project to protect their interests

and lifestyles. Since many members were cultural workers and possessed "symbolic

power" through their linkages with the mass media, in addition to being highly educated,

and skillful in articulating ideas and influencing discourse in the mass media, Beijing

undoubtedly hoped to craft a strategic alliance with this class during the negotiation

process. They were repeatedly told by Beijing that they were the future leaders of Hong

Kong and could play avery signif,rcant role in the transition period.l2s

Beijing's support, therefore, served to energize these professionals, tempted them to form

political groups, aroused their political expectations, and gave them a sense of
empoweñnent. In response, they played an important role in communicating, clarifring,

endorsing, and democratizing of the Joint Declaration during the drafting process.

Nevertheless, it needs to be pointed out, that although the middle and professional class

were able to place the democracy project as an agenda item on the negotiation table, they

were still too weak as a political group to exert any direct influence on the content of the

Joint Declaration. Thus, London and Beijing agreed to "muddle through" the democracy

project in the Joint Declaration.

The democracy project was never high on London's agenda. The British were not

committed to promote democratization in Hong Kong. At the beginning of the

negotiations, London bargained for the continuity of the colonial administration, not for

the democratization of the Hong Kong government. Only at the end of the negotiation

'28 So, Hong Kong's Embaltled Democrqcy,
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process, the British, anxious to leave their mark on Hong Kong's political structure put in

place democratic mechanisms they had long denied the colony's residents. Yet they

recognized that Beijing had ultimate power to veto any changes after 1997.

By late 1984, therefore, there seemed to be a convergence of forces towards the

democratization of Hong Kong. Hong Kong's middle and professional classes pushed for

democracy in order to promote their platform of welfare capitalism; London used

democratization to sell the final agreement to Parliament and to the people of Hong

Kong; Beijing tacitly allowed the British to insert elections and accountability into the

Joint Declaration to speed up the signing process and also gain the support of the people.

The Joint Declaration was more detailed and reassuring than most had expected. The

amount of autonomy granted to the future SAR was unprecedented. The freedom to

negotiate international agreements independently and to use travel documents issued by a

foreign government, for example, were most unusual. Beijing's promise to maintain

Hong Kong's social and economic systems for a period of fifty years was also an unusual

step that was clearly designed to ease fears in the colony. Although there were many

ambiguities and some unanswered questions, a continuation of the status quo was

reaffirmed for thirteen years.

During the intervening period of thirteen years, Britain would continue to excise sole

responsibility for the administration of the territory. The Chinese side would prepare the

Basic Law that would embody the general and detailed provisions spelt out in the Joint

Declaration. The two governments committed themselves to effect a 'smooth transfer of

government in 1997'.''e A Joint Liaison Group was also set up to carry out Sino-British

cooperation, and it would continue to work until January 7,2000. In short, the Sino-

British Joint Declaration, which was regarded by both sides as an international treaty,

resolved the long-standing question of Hong Kong's status by detailing the terms under

which the tenitory would retum to Chinese sovereignty. At the same time, it served as

the framework for the evolution of Hong Kong.

'20 Michael Yahuda, Hong Kong: China's Challenge (London: Routledge, 1996):64.
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With London and Beijing negotiating the future of the territory, the majority of the Hong

Kong people were marginal to the whole process. Nevertheless, judging by the shouting

matches they witnessed at the very commencement of the negotiation process, Hong

Kong remained tense and jittery, reacting to any actual or perceived change in China or

elsewhere that might conceivably affect its status after 1997.

The Sino-British negotiation on Hong Kong question initially was a political issue. Its

impact, however, later extended to many other issues in the economic and social areas.

For instances, economy policy in Hong Kong did not change in 1982, or in 1984. Yet

political uncertainty about China's rule adversely affected business confidence in Hong

Kong. Hong Kong's economic growth slowed for the next three years after 1982. Stock,

property, and foreign exchange markets went into a virtual free-fall. Asset values on the

stock exchanges fell by one-third within a few months, and land values in the choice

sections of Hong Kong Island and Kowloon peninsula fell to as low as one-fifth of their

pre-announcement 1982 prices. The Hong Kong dollar, free to float since 7974, fell from

a rate of HK$6.20 : US$l in mid-1982 to a low of HK$9.55 : US$1 on September 24,

1983. This situation did not change until the government linked the Hong Kong dollar to

the U.S. dollar at a hxed rate of HK$7.8-US$1, and issued new Hong Kong bank notes

backed by equivalent U.S. dollar reserves. This crisis also forced the government to

depart from its traditional laissez-faire policy when it temporarily took over the Hang

Lung Bank to ward off failure and a loss of confidence in the banking system.l30

Political uncertainty also disrupted the social environment that led to an exodus from

Hong Kong on the order of around 50,000 to 60,000 emigrants every year by lgg3.t3l

Those who were able to obtain immigrant visas were the middle and upper-middle

classes, professionals, and those who were economically better off; exactly that part of
the workforce needed by the expanding services sector of Hong Kong. The demand for

'to Alvin Rabushka, The New China, Comparative Econontic Development in Mainland China, Taiwan,
and Hong Kong (San Francisco: Pacific Research lnstitute for Public Policy, 1987): 176-77, Leo
Coodstadt, "The Hong Kong dollar," Asia Banking, June I983, 62-67, "Tugging the Currency off the
Reefs," Asia Banking, November 1983, 38-44, and John G. Greenwood, The Stabilization of the Hong
Kong Dollar (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1997): 9-37.t" Hong KongGovernment Report, July 1995.
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labor as well as labor costs kept rising in Hong Kong, which resulted in firms looking for

higher output prices, which shifted some of the rising labor costs to consumers, pushing

up non-tradable prices and therefore the overall price level.'3' This also contributed to the

change in Hong Kong's economic structure, as discussed later.

Beijing paid immediate attention to Hong Kong's reactions. Once the issue of formal

sovereignty was conceded, Beijing negotiators granted substantive, specific concessions

that were intended to preserve the status quo. For example, to rebut Britain's position and

calm the fears of the Hong Kong people, the Beijing goverrìment began to spell out its

position in more detail in late 1982. To the principles of 'recovering sovereignty and

preserving prosperity' the Beijing government further added the principles of

'establishing a special administrative regions, keeping the existing institutions unchanged

and letting the Hong Kong people rule Hong Kong'. To show its sincerity, the National

People's Congress of China in November 1982 quickly promulgated a new constitution,

whose Article 3l provided for the establishment of special administrative regions. Article

31 laid the legal foundation for the Beijing government's'one country, two systems'

policy.'" In May 1983, the concept of the Hong Kong people ruling Hong Kong became

part of the one country, two systems policy. Beijing insisted that in the model, the people

would be responsible for the administrative region of Hong Kong, which would have its

own constitution. Beijing would not send anyone to administer Hong Kong after 7997,

and Beijing would not intervene in Hong Kong's internal affairs.l3a

In addition, to shore up support in Hong Kong, Beijing intensified its united front

strategy. Beijing appointed more Hong Kong residents to mainland political bodies,

including the National People's Congress. As Mark Roberti said, "like Britain's royal

honors, the appointments gave face in exchange for loyalty."l35 Vy'ith Xu Jiatun arrived to

take up his post as the new director of the Xinhua News Agency in Hong Kong on June

30, 1983, he institutionalized the United Front strategy in Hong Kong. Xu reportedly

'" Y.K. Luk, Hong Kong's Economic and Financial Future (Washington, D.C.: The Center for Strategic
and lnternational Studies, 1997): 26.
ttt NCNA,22 November 1982, in FBIS,26 December 1982,W6.

"o NCNA,30 May 1983, in FBIS,26 July 1983, Al7.
135 Mark Roberti, The Falt of Hong Kong (Now York: Wiley, 1994): I l.
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dined "nearly every night with bankers and businessmen ... relaying Beijing's message

that there is no need to worry, that there will be only minimal change after Beijing

recovers sovereignty and that Beijing really wants Hong Kong's capitalist system to

continue"l36 Xu also used dinner diplomacy with publishers and editors of independent

newspapers. Xu recalled in his memoir that he had pursued a relaxed policy and claimed

to have had social contact with political activists, such as Martin Lee.

Through Xu's connections, senior Beijing officials initiated a series of meetings with

businessmen, community leaders, professional groups, student activists, and joumalists.

The delegations from China included representatives of the Trade Development Council,

the Factory Owner Association, the Chinese Manufacturers Association , and a host of
others. The meetings served two purposes. One the one hand, they "were intended to be

briefing sessions for the Chinese leaders, as well as demonstrating their concern to learn

the views on the desires of the local popul ation."t37 The visitors "often came back with a

sense that their opinions had been considered and that here were forums in which Beijing

would consult them in future."l38 On the other hand, Beijing made use of these meetings

to leak, bit by bit, the blueprint of the post-1997 special administrative region as it

evolved.

Beijing's position initially received a warrn reception among the Hong Kong business

people, for it promised to resolve their dilemma of nationalism versus democratic

capitalism. On one hand, these business people were highly nationalistic. They were

proud to be Chinese, and they wanted China to develop into a powerful nation free of

foreign domination. In this respect, the business people preferred China's resumption of
sovereignty in 1997. On the other hand, the formal retum of Hong Kong to China would

no doubt intensifu the process of social economic integration. From the political point of

view, it was reasoned that the wealthy business community from Hong Kong would

become pro-Beijing if they were reassured that any social political instability would not

directly influence their economic interests. In this respect, they very much wanted to keep

tiu Soulh China Morning Posf , l August 1983, I , in FBIS,6 November 1983, A2.
'3' Xu, Hong Kong Memoirs, section 10, l60-179.

'" rbid.
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the status quo. In retrospect, Xu showed an acute appreciation of the composition and

aspirations of the business people in Hong Kong.l3e

Beijing based its tactic on the theory that in a highly commercialized society such as

Hong Kong, any businessperson's political attitude would be closely related to his or her

commercial activities, and such a person would provide political support to those who

could provide business benefits. To further encourage this situation and gain support

from a wider range of the local Hong Kong people, China's economic activities were

quickly mixed with political goals. Beijing therefore initiated, through the Xinhua News

Agency, a policy to cultivate a group of pro-Beijing capitalists. On several occasions

Beijing mobilized financial resources to support local capitalists by helping, mostly

through loans, to make their businesses more prosperous or to overcome financial

difficulties. This practice was described as a 'political fire brigade'.1a0

Meanwhile, the mainland continued to expand its own involvement in the colony and to

contribute to Hong Kong's prosperity. In October 7982, for example, the Bank of China

boasted that it had taken measures to help halt the Hong Kong dollar's precipitous decline

and that it had negotiated a plan to offer, together with private banks, twenty-year

mortgages in Hong Kong.'o' Be¡ing also hailed its contributions to the colony's survival,

through the sale of food and other daily necessities at low prices, that they continued to

provide even when floods caused the suspension of train service. Such contributions were

not crucial to Hong Kong's economic growth, but by referring to them Beijing officials

attempted to prove that they had always placed a high value on Hong Kong's well being.

Still, more evidence indicated that Beijing's commitment to Hong Kong went far beyond

written statements. From the early 1980s, China remained the largest holder of Hong

Kong dollars, accounting for 20-30 percent of those dollars deposits in the banks of Hong

Kong.la2 This gave China an immense interest in Hong Kong's stability. Chen Yuan,

t3e Xu, Hong Kong Memoirs, section 29,169.
'oo rbid., l2r-132.
'o' S"" AFP,6 October 1982,in FBIS,g October 1982,81.
'ot Office of the Commissioner of Banking, Annual Report of the Commissioner of
tables2.5A-2.58,'74-75, Hong Kong Monetary Authority, Annual Report 1997, tables I

Banking for 1989,
t-12,132-133.
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deputy governor of the People's Bank of China, its central bank, repeatedly affirmed the

commitment of China to maintain the Hong Kong dollar as an international currency that

circulated in China as a foreign currency. The Chinese Ministry of Finance planned to

issue its future debt in Hong Kong and American dollars through the debt market in Hong

Kong. Government units in China were also to issue enorrnous, increasing volumes of
debt in Hong Kong, and those moves provided a powerful under girding to the expansion

of Hong Kong as a financial center. Officials of the Chinese Ministry of Finance saw

their debt plans as directly supporting that expansion.

The Bank of China relocated the headquarters of its international unit from London to

Hong Kong and consolidated its international investment banking operations there. The

Bank explicitly stated that this demonstrated its support for Hong Kong as an

international financial center.la3 The growing tendency of Chinese firms to list their

stocks on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange increased the capitalization and liquidity of
that market and supported greater specialization of financial intermediaries and China

business analysts. As the number of those listings rose, the relative importance of local

real estate development firms on the Stock Exchange declined. This transformed the

national stock market into one of the world's largest, and enhanced the Exchange's

potential to attract listings from all over Asia.

The rush of 'red chips'taa and private mainland firms to Hong Kong to establish their

international, and in some cases, domestic headquarters confirmed the view of the city as

China's gateway to the global economy. Beijing's commitment to maintain Hong Kong

as its international window to global capital had momentous implications. It enhanced

Hong Kong's role as a bridge between China and the rest of the global economy.

In 1984, Deng stated, "The aim of our foreign policy is world peace." He further

confirmed, "We sincerely hope that no war will break out and that peace will be long-

'03 Yuan Chen, "Bank of China launches investment banking arm in Hong Kong", "Monetary
developments in China and monetary relations with Hong Kong", "Financial relations between Hong Kong
and the Mainland", and "Hong Kong, China explore bond issue", Hong Kong Economic Times, 1984,3.
'" 'Red chips' - companies owned by Chinese state ministries or provincial or local govemments that are
traded in Hong Kong.
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lasting, so that we can concentrate on the drive to modernize our country."la5 Deng also

intended to encourage a more active foreign policy that would help build what in

September 1982 he defined as 'socialism with Chinese characteristics'. The principles

like 'Hong Kong people ruling Hong Kong', a 'high degree of autonomy', and 'Hong

Kong remaining unchanged for 50 years' were to indicate China's wish to maintain the

international character of Hong Kong, so that it would continue to serve the

modernization programs of China.

While Beijing attempted to reassure the people of Hong Kong about China's

determination to make 'one country, two systems' work, and Hong Kong remained

important for China's economic development, Beijing was careful and reluctant to get

involved in what it saw as Hong Kong's internal matters, particularly at a time when the

colony's economic seemed so sensitive to every word from Beijing. For example, in

January 7984, when the Hong Kong government announced a plan to increase license

fees, registration charges and fare rates for all taxis, taxi drivers saw their incomes

threatened by the scheme, and organized a large-scale strike that seriously disrupted

traff,rc. When they came to look for support from Beijing government, Xinhua News

Agency offered only "sympathy" and according to its deputy, Qi Feng: "We have all

along paid close attention to the matter. But the Xinhua Hong Kong branch is not the

Hong Kong government which is responsible for handling the matter... we believe that

the relevant department will with a view to maintaining Hong Kong's stability and

prosperity take prompt measures to reasonably handle the matter." Qi further told the taxi

drivers to "prevent the disturbance of unstable factors," and to work for "stability and

prosperity."ta6 Clearly, Beijing in this case was even less willing than in the past to

support the grievances of Hong Kong workers. Beijing was so committed to preserving

the colony's economic stability that they appeared willing to sacrifice the colony's rights

to protect stability.

'ot Deng Xiaopig, "We Must Safeguard World Peace and Ensure Domestic Development",2gMay 1984,
Selected Works of Deng Xiaoping (Beijing: Foreign Language Press, 1994): 66-67.
tou NANC,l3 January 1984, in FBIC, g May 1984,83.
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Beijing cautious policy towards Hong Kong can also be seen in its policy towards Macao.

The tiny Portuguese - administered trading port was always considered together with

Hong Kong, even though Macao's circumstances were different from Hong Kong's - the

territory was not leased, and it did not generate the kinds of economic and other benef,rts

that Hong Kong provided to the mainland. Beijing recognized that any attempt to alter

Macao's status would send a threatening signal to Hong Kong and cause a crisis there.

Thus Beijing reportedly turned down Portuguese offers in the 1960s and 1970s to return

the territory. Over the years, they insisted that Macao's status would be resolved at the

same time as Hong Kong's. Indeed, after the Sino-British agreement was singed, Beijing

quickly reached agreement with Portugal to recover Macao in 1999.147

The success of the Hong Kong policy reflected Deng's reform era that generated

unprecedented flexibility and brought greater dynamism into Chinese foreign policy.

Under Deng, almost all aspects of Chinese political, social and economic life underwent

dramatic changes, which in turn created the necessary environment for broader thinking

and the possibility of handling issues differently. The innovative formulation of 'one

country, two systems' in the Sino-British Joint Declaration towards Hong Kong

reunification, as examined in this chapter, could be said to be a truly revolutionary

breakthrough in Chinese foreign policy philosophy and practice.

'ot Macao was returned to China on 20 December 1999. A Sino-Portuguese Joint Declaration was signed
on 26 March 1987, and a Basic Law of the Macao SAR that was adopted by the National People's
Congress of the PRC on 3l March 1993. With some modifications, the two documents essentially duplicate
the transition arrangements worked out for Hong Kong.
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Chapter 3

Sino-British Diplomacy During the Transition

The Sino-British Joint Declaration met the maximum mutual interests of the two

governments, and created a new basis for cooperation. Both govemments sought to

ensure that Hong Kong would have a prosperous and stable transition. It is no

exaggeration to say that Beijing was even more eager than the British-Hong Kong

government to assure a prosperous and stable transition. Simply, Beijing had more at

stake. Without a successful transition, not only would Hong Kong become a liability to
China but it would also make the 'one country, two systems' concept a useless model or

means to deal with Taiwan, and potentially drive Taiwan towards full independence.

Thus the thirteen-year transition was a crucial period.

Politics of Drafting the Basic Law

The main task facing the Beijing government during the early transition period was to

draft the Basic Law, or mini-constitution under which the HKSAR would function. The

Basic Law would spell out how the provisions of the Sino-British Joint Declaration

would be implemented. The process of drafting the Basic Law was to provide an

institutional basis for the consolidation of the Beijing-HK business alliance. It also was a

test to prove to the people of Hong Kong that Beijing was sincere and trustworthy by

fulfilling their promise of a high degree of autonomy. In other words, it was pivotal to

Beijing's policy of resuming sovereignty and maintaining the status quo. It was for this

reason that Beijing devoted considerable human resources to drafting the Basic Law and

set aside a period of five years to complete the process.
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The process began in July 1985 with the establishment of the Basic Law Drafting

Committee (BLDC) under the auspices of the National People's Congress (NIPC). The

committee consisted of fifty-nine members, thirty-six appointed from the mainland and

twenty-three from Hong Kong. This ratio was to ensure that mainlanders would have the

final decision on planning of the Basic Law, yet involve enough Hong Kong members to

make their participation meaningful and give the document credibility. Moreover, several

of the mainland members of the BLDC had taken part in the 1982 Hong Kong policy

process, and some had participated in the Sino-British negotiations.

Ji Pengfei, Director of the State Council's Hong Kong and Macao Affairs Office, was its

Chairman. Working with him were several off,rcials from the State Council's and the

Foreign Ministry's respective Hong Kong and Macao Affairs Offices, representatives

from the Xinhua News Agency, and other prominent political and academic figures.las

According to Xu Jiatun's memoir, as this matter involved sovereignty, national dignity

and the future of economic reform within the PRC, the final outcome rested entirely with

the political leadership of the PRC. In structural terms, this meant the approval of the

Communist Party Politburo's Standing Committee. In practice, questions about Hong

Kong were usually first referred to the party's central Foreign Affairs Leading Small

Group; the main organization for collecting, collating and coordinating the views of the

principal party and goverrlment leaders involved in the conduct of foreign relations.

Placing Hong Kong policy under this group reflected the importance of its foreign policy

dimension.lae

Although all the participants in the BLDC were selected by the NPC, the majority of the

Hong Kong members were major business and corporate professionals. Of the four Hong

'ut Wang, Hong Kong 1997, the Political of Transition, 9. In the BLDC, the four mainland vice-chairs were
Xu Jiatun, director of the Hong Kong branch of Xinhua News Agency, and was actually the equivalent of
China's ambassador of Hong Kong; Wang Habin, secretary general (later vice-chair) of the NPC Standing
Committee and director of the NPC Working Commiftee on the legal system as well as director of the
Legal Committee of the NPC; Hu Sheng, with several titles at the time, president of the China Academy of
Social Science, director of the Party History Research Center of the Chinese Committee Parry Central
Committee, member of the Constitution Amendment Committee; and since 1988, vice-president of the
Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC); and Fei Xiaotong, an internationally know
so-ciologist, vice-chair of the CPPCC, and later vice-chair of the NPC Standing Committee.
'oo Xu, Hong Kong Memoirs, section 2,237.
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Kong deputy directors on the drafting committee, three were business tycoons know for

their opposition to democratic measures. Pao Yuekong, the famous "king of the shipping

industry", for example, publicly said that Hong Kong should be governed by those elites

who contributed to the prosperity of the colony.'t0 Only two participants, Martin Lee and

Szeto Wah could be counted as liberal democrats. The professionals, then, had no trouble

advancing their interests in the drafting committee. The class composition of the drafting

committee confirmed Beijing's wish to preserve the existing bureaucratic-businesspeople

alliance and the corporatist democratic system in Hong Kong.

As discussed in the last chapter, the people of Hong Kong were denied any role in the

Sino-British negotiations, which, according to Beijing, was the business only of the two

sovereign states. However, unlike the Sino-British negotiations, which were an extemal

matter, the drafting of the Basic Law was an internal matter. There was every reason,

therefore, for the people of Hong Kong to have a say in the process of drafting the Basic

Law. At the time, Beijing felt strongly that the people of Hong Kong should take part in

the process since the Hong Kong public saw it as their only chance to air views on their

own future. Meanwhile, Beijing was aware that Hong Kong's confidence in, and support

for the Basic Law was essential to the success of Hong Kong as a Special Administration

Region, as well as to the 'one country, two systems' policy of reunification. Therefore,

Beijing made an understandably enornous effort to demonstrate its eagerness to have the

people of Hong Kong participate.

Following the establishment of the BLDC, the Xinhua News Agency in Hong Kong

established the Basic Law Consultative Committee (BLCC), which had a membership of

180 Hong Kong local residents. Although the Hong Kong members were not

democratically elected, they commanded considerable respect amongst the populace of
Hong Kong. The BLCC's ostensible purpose was to collect and analyze opinions on

drafts of the Basic Law from all segments of Hong Kong society.

''o Shiuhing Lo, "The Politics of Cooperation in Hong Kong: A Study of the Basic Law Drafting Process",
Asian .Iournal of Public Administrqtion, no. l4 (1985):3-24.
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Beijing was also anxious that these matters be settled well before 1997 to allow adequate

time for the transition process and to promote confidence in Hong Kong's future. In the

light of Hong Kong's importance, Beijing was also prepared to go a long way towards

persuading the local people of its sincerity. With respect to the schedule, the process

would involve "two downs and two ups." April 1988 was set as the date for the first draft

to be released in Hong Kong for public consultation. It would then go back to the drafting

committee for revision and submission to NPC as a draft law. In February 1989, the

second draft of the Basic Law would be released in Hong Kong for consultation, and after

discussion and revision in the drafting committee it would go up to the NPC again for

approval. The NPC would promulgate the final draft in April 1990. These procedures, as

well as the operating of the BLCC, were intended to solicit enough input from Hong

Kong society so that Beijing could claim legitimacy for the Basic Law.lsr

The efforts were hindered, however, by the failure of Beijing to communicate effectively

just how the BLCC was expected to collect opinions and how the BLCC's conclusions

were to be integrated into the BLDC's work. Furthermore, although Beijing originally

claimed that the BLCC would have equal status with the BLDC, the BLCC was still

dorninated by supporters of Beijing and business. For example, the BLCC's day-to-day

affairs were handled by the secretariat, headed by a Chinese official in the Xinhua News

Agency - a member of the Chinese Committee Parfy. A nineteen-member executive

committee set the agenda and policy guidelines, and oversaw the operations of the

secretariat.'st Moreover, since the job of creating the BLCC was assigned to Hong Kong

members of the BLDC, it was apparent even before its first meeting in December 1985

that the BLCC in practice would be subordinate to the BLDC, and that its influence

would be strictly circumscribed.'53

's' Alvin Y.So, Hong Kong's Embattled Democrqcy (London: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1999):
t23-2s.

'" rbid.

'53 Although the charter of the BLCC stipulated that the nineteen members of its executive committee
would elect seven officeholders ffom among themselves, the BLDC and the Xinhua News Agency officials
simply hand-picked and installed seven officers without an election. See Emily Lau, "The Early History of
the Drafting Process" in Peter Wesley-Smith, and Albert Chen (eds.), The Basic Law and Hong Kong's
Future (Hong Kong: Butterworths, 1988): 90-106.
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When the first draft of the Basic Law was made public on April 28, 1988, it could hardly

have helped Beijing to win the hearts and minds of the majority of the Hong Kong

people. From Beijing's perspective, this draft of the Basic Law was an extremely

conciliatory document, which provided unprecedented assurances of autonomy designed

to preserve Hong Kong's economic health.lsa As in the case of Joint Declaration,

however, promises of autonomy come second in priority to the assertion of sovereignty

and the practical requisites of autonomy raised great concerns among the people of Hong

Kong.

Regarding the political system, the draft emphasized Beijing's authority: "the Central

People's Government shall appoint the Chief Executive and the principal officials of the

executive authorities of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region."l5s Article 16 of
the first draft required that laws enacted by Hong Kong's Legislative Council be reported

to the NPC Standing Committee and gives the Standing Committee the right to revoke

any law it deems "not in conformity with this law or legal procedure." Article 17 gave the

Chinese State Council the right to impose laws relating to defense and foreign affairs on

the SAR. Article 22 rcquired the SAR government to "prohibit by law any act designed to

undermine national unity or subvert the Central People's Government"; a sweeping

statement that could be used to curtail the SAR's autonomy and deny its citizens' civil

rights (if "national unity" were broadly defined). Article 169 provided that "the power of
interpretation of this Law shall be vested in the Standing Committee of the National

People's Congress (SCNPC)," and Article I70 provided the NPC the additional power to

amend the Basic Law.

It is not surprising that the central government sought to retain ultimate decision-making

power over Hong Kong in certain areas, including the appointment of top officials,

defense, foreign affairs, and the interpretation and amendment of the Basic Law, since

they are the essential elements of sovereignty. To Beijing, 'one country, two systems,'

was still one country. Hong Kong was not to be an independent entity incorporated into a

"o Xu, Hong Kong Memorles, section 2, l16-9.
155 Basic Law. 15.
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federal system, but an administrative region subordinate to the central government. Deng

Xiaoping publicly declared what Hong Kong could or could not have. He did not believe

Western democracy was good for Hong Kong. He did not want to see Hong Kong

destroyed by internal discord among social groups and untested political factions.ls6

In fact, the preservation of the capitalist system was always considered by Beijing as

more important than the granting of a high degree of autonomy to the HKSAR. As early

as in July 1984, Ji Pengfei expressed the view that the Beijing government was in favor

of "stability and prosperity," not "prosperity plus reform."l57 After initiating the process

to set up the Basic Law committees, Beijing quickly made know its disapproval of any

further moves by the Hong Kong government to carry out any more democratic reforms

before the future political structure was determined by the Basic Law. In August 1985,

Xu Jiatun publicly warned against any hasty changes to Hong Kong's government

structure before lgg7.ts8 Later in November, Xu held his first public press conference to

warn that moves to institute political changes indicated a deviation from the spirit and

principles of the Joint Declaration. Again, Xu insisted that there must be no drastic

changes during the transition period, and any developments must "converge" with the

Basic Law.lse

In contrast, the majority of Hong Kong people believed that autonomy would be given

higher priority, so that the freedom to maintain or to change whatever systems served

Hong Kong best would be retained by the HKSAR. Such a preferred option meant blunt

rejection of the conservative constitution contained in the first draft of the Basic Law.

Beijing's response to the rejection included respect for some of the opinions expressed

and frustration at the local distrust of Beijing's intentions. Nevertheless, to the surprise of
the public, the Beijing govemment was willing to make significant concessions on the

relationship between the SAR and Beijing. The BLDC agreed to amend the draft. For

instance, Article 22 was criticized as too vague and covered a multitude of actions

tto Ming Pao , ll May 1987.

'5t rbid., 25 luly 1984.

'tt Ibid., 6 August 1985.

'to Ibid., 2l November 1985.
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including freedoms guaranteed by the Sino-British Joint Declaration, which would be

viewed as counter-revolutionary by Beijing. More importantly, from a legal point of
view, the article contained concepts, which were totally inconsistent with existing

Common Law in Hong Kong that was guaranteed to apply to the future SAR.l60 Criticism

in Hong Kong led to a totally reworded Article 23 in the Second Draft of the Basic Law

published in February 1989. Under the new draft article, Hong Kong "shall enact laws on

its own to prohibit any act of treason, secession, sedition or theft of state secrets." This

was one of the most import improvements on the First Draft of the Basic Law. According

to Martin Lee: "The language was precise and the concepts were consistent with the

Common Law, and it added the important words, 'on its oi,vn"'.161

When the subsequent consultation period ended in October 1989, several other

amendments also had been made in the second phase of the drafting process, with the

result that the SAR had much more autonomy and authority than the first draft accorded

it, and the legislature and judiciary had more independence.'62 An article published in the

authoritative mainland journal, Liaowang,lauded the successes of the revision process in

strengthening the SAR's guarantees of autonomy. Li Hou, the deputy director of the

Hong Kong and Macao Affairs Office and secretary general of the BLCC, explained:

"The original provisions in the first draft were never intended to allow Beijing to

interfere. We hope the amendments can help clear the anxieties."'63 Still, the limits to

Beijing's willingness to compromise were clear. The crucial principles with regard to the

160 Martin Lee, "subvefting a Winning System", South China Morning Post,9 luly 2002.
'o' Ibid. By the time of the Basic Law was promulgated on April 

-4, 
lgg0, exãctly l0 months after the

Tiananmen incident, Beijing leaders felt insecure about their own position in government, the operative
word for Hong Kong was "control". Thus, some changes were made to the Second Draft, including Article
23.The afticle now reads: "The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region shall enact laws on its own to
prohibit any act of treason, secession, sedition, subversion against the Central People's Government, or
theft of state secrets, to prohibit foreign political organizations or bodies from conducting political activities
in the region, and to prohibit political organizations or bodies of the region from establishing ties with
foreign political organizations or bodies."

'u2 Amendments in the second draft of the Basic Law included: Apply the six national laws to Hong Kong
after 1997; An article on jurisdiction was rewritten to clarifu that the central government's jurisdiction will
be limited to matters concerning defense and foreign affairs, while Hong Kong will maintain a court of
fìnal appeal for all other matter; in response to concem over an ambiguous reference to the English
language in the first draft, the second draft grants English equal status with Chinese as official languages in
the SAR after 1997. See Joseph Y.S. Cheng, Political Participation in Hong Kong: Theoretical lssue.s and
H istoricctl Legacy (Hong Kong: Cify University of Hong Kong Press, 1999): 10-21 .
t63South China Morning Post, Hong Kong l8 June 1988, in FBIS,9 October 1988, C59.
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Central People's Government as the f,rnal decision-making power over Hong Kong,

including the appointment of top officials, defense, foreign affairs, and interpretation and

amendment of the Basic Law were given no room for discussion.

Regardless of the changes, the Tiananmen incident in June 1989 made the draft Basic

Law much less acceptable to the people of Hong Kong. It seemed no matter what the

final outcome of the drafting process, the Tiananmen incident gave them new reasons to

doubt Beijing's commitment to carrying out its promises. In April 1990, when Beijing

promulgated the Basic Law, the popular upsurge for faster and greater democratization,

with the potentially catastrophic massive emigration of professionals put pressure on

Beijing to placate Hong Kong with at least a little more democratization. In order to

contain damage to Hong Kong's prosperity, to its own modernization and to reunification

with Taiwan, Beijing suggested that it would concede to the British government's desire

to increase dramatically the number of directly elected seats in the legislature from 10 to

18. Beijing yielded to public demand by permitting a steady progression towards full

democracy after 1997, and it also allowed the possibility of full democracy in 2007 , four

years ahead of the suggested date in the earlier draft of the Basic Law.r6a

Beijing's tolerance of the democracy issue in the draft Basic Law was also due to other

factors. Around early 1990, Beijing had great concerns that the Basic Law would prove

impracticable and five-year drafting process would be a futile effort. Even though Beijing

strongly condemned London for speeding up democratization in Hong Kong, it still

understood that the Basic Law had to converge with proposed democratic reforms in

Hong Kong, and be accepted by majority of the Hong Kong public, in order for the Law

to be effectively carried out after 1997. Nonetheless, Beijing was unwilling to let the

British impose unilaterally any political structure that would be carried over to the SAR.

If there was to be democracy in Hong Kong, it was to be the product of a Chinese

initiative, rather than Great Britain's parting gift to the colony. Accordingly, Beijing had

its own incentives to promote the reform of Hong Kong's political system. Beijing also

realized that it had to develop mechanisms to fill posts left vacant when the British

'oo Ibid. 1990.
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government left. Beijing further realized that the establishment of a more democratic

system would reflect well on Beijing, because it would make the SAR appear more

autonomous and the Chinese would have replaced colonial rule with a democratic

government.l6s

In sum, the drafting of the Basic Law tested Beijing's ability to handle the complicated

situation in Hong Kong during the early transition period. Even though specific

provisions in the Basic Law were problematic, the drafting process demonstrated the

amount of flexibility Beijing was willing to exercise to ensure a successful takeover of
I{ong Kong. First of all, at least from Beijing's perspective, the drafting process was

indeed democratic: almost half the members of the drafting committee were from various

walks of life in Hong Kong. The draft was revised three times, based on opinions of the

people of Hong Kong solicited by the BLCC over the course of five years. Moreover,

both liberals and conservatives were represented on the drafting committee. Finally, for

final approval of the Basic Law, each article had to be passed by a two-thirds majority of
all BLDC members on the basis of one person, one vote; a system, that gave the Hong

Kong drafters enough votes to block any articles with which they were dissatisfied.

Second, Beijing did make concessions, though limited ones, between late 1989 and early

1990 about Hong Kong's democratization. Mainland drafters responded to several key

concerns expressed during the first period of consultation, and incorporated major

changes in the second draft that increased the SAR's formal autonomy. These included

crucial articles concerning jurisdiction, legislative powers and human rights. Even on the

difficult issue of nationality, several mainland officials suggested that some means could

be worked out to circumvent the Chinese nationality law and allow Hong Kong residents

with foreign passports to hold public office in the SAR.r66

Moreover, foreign relations and defense were technically relegated to the central

government according to the Basic Law. The Foreign Ministry and the PLA were to

maintain a considerable presence in Hong Kong in this regard. However, Hong Kong

'o' Lane, Sovereignty and the Status Quo, 126.
f66 Basic Law. 122.
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remained an independent member of various international bodies and agreements ranging

from the WTO and the IMF to special arrangements on shipping and investment with

Taiwan. Hong Kong would also possess a separate legal system and set of extradition and

criminal cooperation agreements with various countries, and separate tourism, visa and

passpott affangements as well. In the end, the Basic Law would provide for a fair degree

of independent action for Hong Kong in the areas of trade, tourism, finance, crime,

economic, and environmental areas.

Generally, the Basic Law became a faithful reflection of the Sino-British Joint

Declaration, and many of the provisions in the two documents are either identical or

nearly the same. Nevertheless, translating the spirit of the Joint Declaration into the Basic

Law forced Beijing for the first time to reconcile principle with practice in Hong Kong.

Beijing's preliminary steps to establish 'one country, two systems,' and the 'Hong Kong

people ruling Hong Kong' met with unexpected diffìculties caused by the unique nature

of the Hong Kong question and the unprecedented nature of its proposed solution. The

later transition towards 1997 provided a continuing test of Beijing's commitment to its

stated goals. As Hong Kong's internal politics became more competitive and demands for

democracy grew louder, a more complicated situation challenged Beijing.

Commitments and Conflicts

With the Joint Declaration, both Beijing and London had committed each other to prepare

for the 1997 transition. Despite minor altercations from time to time, cooperation

between the two governments until the early 1990s had been generally smooth. However,

the Tiananmen incident and its aftermath tore the conservative Beijing-big business-

London alliance apart and granted the democracy project another chance atrevitalization.

Subsequently, the Sino-British diplomatic confrontation sparked by Governor Chris

Patten's political reform package forced Beijing to choose between its promises of

stability and democracy, and between sovereignty and local autonomy. Looking back to

the laterphase of transition, despite Beijing's hard line, some flexibility is clearly evident
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in its diplomacy with Great Britain. Indeed, Beijing's final acceptance of the local
democracy was essential to the success of Hong Kong's smooth transition in lgg7.

Between 1989 and 1991, as Hong Kong became increasingly politicized, there were also
major and rather unexpected political developments in Eastern Europe, which caused
westem countries to reshape their foreign policies. with the reunification of East and
west Germany and the disintegration of the ussR, china became the only major
communist regime in the world. This political change further stimulated the British
government to do more for the protection of liberty and freedom in Hong Kong. Under
pressure from within the territory and from Parliament, London finally agreed to a
package of measures to restore public confidence in Hong Kong and to increase
governmental accountability: the granting of U.K. citizenship to selected Hong Kong
people and the encouraging of the united states, France, and others to grant more
generous immigration options to Hong Kong employees of American, French, and other
institutions and business in Hong Kong; the launching of massive infrastructure projects
(new airport and port construction project) that had already been recog nizedas necessary
for Hong Kong's long term viabilityl6T; the introduction

Kong citizens in l99l to enhance the legal basis for the protection of human rights in
Hong Kong;168 and the winning of Beijing's approval for Hong Kong legislators elected
before 1997 to be allowed to serve out their terms after china took over in July 1997 (the
late concept is referred to as the .through train,).

'ut Jn" huge airport project came with a price tag in excess of us$20 billion, and involved num€rousmultinational contracts to construct terminãls and-runways, highways and railroad lines, bridges, and atunnel crossing Hong Kong Harbor.
'"o The Joint Declaration-requires the SAR government to'protect the rights and freedoms of inhabitantsand other persons in the Hong Kong SAR aðcording to Law.' However, the collapse of confidence meantthat such a provision was generally deemed no 

.loñger adequate. The Hong Kong government thereforeintroduced a bill of rights 'to incorporate provisions=of the international covenant on civil and political
Rights as applied to Hong Kong in to the iaws of Hong Kong'. The objective was to strengthen the legalframework for protecting human rights before the takeoier uyirr" pnc. As a safeguard against Tiananmen-style repression, the bill of rights is no more effectíve than a glazJ doo. against a determined intruder.Nevertheless, the need to restore confidence was so acute that th¡s *u, a welõome gesture in Hong Kong.See Steve Tsang, An Appointment with China (New york: St. Martin,s press, 1997): r72.

7l
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Margaret Thatcher in her memoirs, The Downing Street Years, recalls her thoughts during

1990, her last year as British Prime Minster.l6e She states that the British government was

brought under strong pressure that year to accelerate the process of democratization in

Hong Kong. However, all her instincts told her that the time was not right. The Beijing

leadership, she believed, was feeling acutely nervous and such a step at that moment

could have provoked a strong defensive reaction, which might have undermined the Sino-

British Joint Declaration. She concluded that the British needed to wait for calmer times

before moving towards faster democratization. In effect, Mrs. Thatcher concems were

correct.

Almost from the outset, British actions in Hong Kong met with serious objections by

Beijing. The airport project's great size and expense raised Beijing's suspicions that

Britain would attempt to drain Hong Kong's substantial treasury surplus prior to 1997.

Furthermore, Beijing felt Britain's handing of the airport proposal ignored Beijing's

insistence that it be sufficiently consulted by Britain on all major issues affecting Hong

Kong, since Beijing would ultimately inherit the consequences of those decisions.

Britain's offer of citizenship to selected people, according to Beijing, was another ploy to

perpetuate its rule beyond 1997. The nationality package would either drain away the

talent required to keep Hong Kong prosperous or leave behind a group of people whose

loyalty was to Britain rather than China. More fundamentally, Beijing was concerned

about a 'western conspiracy' that would form a psychological barrier to establishing

mutual trust between the people of Hong Kong and Beijing.

The international collapse of the Communist regimes and the sour experience of the

Tiamanmen incident gravely weakened Beijing's self-confidence. The leadership was

desperately worried about its security, the possibility of peaceful evolution from within,

and the 'subversive' role of Hong Kong. Not only the so-called hard-liners, but also Deng

Xiaoping himself, firmly believed that the Tiananmen protesters "had two objectives - to

overthrow the Communist Party and to topple the socialist system".l70 In other words, the

r6e Margaret Thatcher, Downing Street Years (UK: HarperCollins Publishers, 1993): 453-60.

'to D"ng, DengXiaoping ll/enxian, vol. 3: 303.
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top communist leadership had come to see the protest movement as "a life and death"

struggle for the party.tTt Beijing drew grim conclusions about how to defend socialism in

China. An internal Chinese Communist party document outlined five lessons leamed

from the failed Soviet coup of August 1991: proletarian dictatorship should be

maintained; no multi-parly system should be allowed; state-owned enterprises and the

state-controlled sector should be the basis of the economy; the party must command the

army; and the campaign against 'bourgeois liberalism' should be stepped up.t" under

these circumstances, Beijing not only worried about its inability to control the colony, but

also feared that Hong Kong's democracy had become so strong that it would spread

across the border to revitalize the Chinese democracy movement on the mainland.

Beijing warned the Hong Kong public not to interfere in China's domestic affairs. Jiang

Zemin, the newly elected General Secretary of the Chinese Communist Party, in

remarking that "well water should not interfere with river water," implied that under

Beijing's 'one country, two systems' proposal, the Beijing government would not

interfere in Hong Kong's domestic affairs and Hong Kong should not meddle in

China's.173

As a result of the reforms, internal party conflict and decentralization became primary

concerns of Beijing in the early 1990s. The fundamental problem was ideological.

Although China was still under a one party dictatorship, the party and its 50 million

members no longer fully believed in the system. Marxism had been partially discredited

after decades of repeated disasters and human suffering. At the same time, China's

successes after a decade of economic reform had created a positive environment for

westem ideology. Thus, a dilemma faced the regime. The nation no longer had direction,

let alone a vision. Moreover, this ideological dilemma or vacuum created space for intra-

party conflict.

't' Xitong Cheng, "Report on Checking the Turmoil and Quelling the Counter-Revolutionary Rebellion",
Beijing Review, no. I (July 1989): l7-23.
't' Nayan Chanda, "This Week's Sino-Vietnamese Summit Crowns the Emergence if China as the
Regional Power", The Asian l4/all Street Journal Ll/eekly, no.2 (4 November 1991):20.

"t Fo, Eastern Economic Review,3 August lgïg,29.
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In early 1990s, China was undergoing its second change of top party leadership. The

transition in leadership from Mao to Deng in late 1970s had not really represented a

generational transition, as both were members of the generation that had won the

revolution. This transition itself was an important factor in intra-party conflict, as there

emerged two powerful groups with different backgrounds and different views, the

revolutionary and post-revolutionary generational groups;l7a As there was no institutional

guide or reference to resolve the difference between them, the factional strife entailed a

left and right dimension.

The leftists (conservatives), represented by Li Peng, Yao Yilin, and Qiao Shi (who

followed generally the views of Chen Yun, age 86 at the time, and China's leading

advocate of centralized planning), had long seen Deng's reforms as undermining the

authority of the party and threatening its leadership.rT5 They generally opposed both the

full-scale reform of the economy and any movement towards political liberalization.

Instead, members of this group favored a relative slow, incremental pace of economic

development, a continued strong role for the party, and the maintenance of planning

controls over key sectors of the economy, such as heavy industry, energy, and

transpoftation. The right wing (liberals) included the emerging leadership led by Jiang

Zemin, Zhu Rongji, Li Ruihuan and to a lesser degree Song Ping. They supported a more

rapid pace of change and a much greater reduction in government controls.lT6 The basic

tension remained between the two leadership groups over the pace and extent of reform

increasingly divided the party at both central and local leadership levels, challenged Deng

and shook Jiang's new administration.

Arduous efforts were made to adopt Marxism with new elements and viewpoints, but

Deng lacked Mao's charismatic power. Deng had to be able to serve as a "bridge"

between the conservatives and the radical reformers, which had been the key to

r7a By this time, the founding generation of revolutionary leaders with extensive experience in both parly
and military areas were gradually replaced by a younger generation, who were better educated, almost
entirely civilian career bureaucrats and well-trained, specialized technocrats. The l6th Congress of the CCP
in2002-3 indicated a furlher transition in this manner as well.
r75 David M. Finkelstein, and Maryanne Kivlehan (eds.), China's Leadership in the 2l't Century/ The Rise
of the Fourth Generation (London: M.E. Sharpe, 2003): I 80.

"u lbid.,g2-3.
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remaining in power as the paramount leader. It was certainly a difficult period for Deng,

even though he was considered a master in the game of internal party politics. The forced

resignation of Hu Yaobang, Deng's closest protégé and carefully groomed successor in

January 1987 was a move "to placate the conservatives", and reflected the limits on

Deng's political power.l77 Later, Deng's image was considerably damaged on right as a

result of his order and support for the military crackdown on the students in Tiananmen

Square in June 1989.

Even though Deng selected Jiang in 1989-90 as the core of the next generation of leaders,

Jiang lacked some essential ingredients to survive and ultimately prevail in inner party

struggles. Unlike his predecessors, almost all the members of China's emerging

leadership, including Jiang, lacked both strong ties with the military leadership, and

broad-based personal contacts across party and state organs. China's military

establishment had been under the control of Yang Shangkun, the PRC's president and the

then-permanent secretary for the Military Affairs Committee, and his brother Yang

Baibing.lTs Moreover, the army leadership, the so-called "Military traditionalists," had

once formed a temporary alliance with the leftists in the party.t'e In this context, Jiang's

new administration faced a situation quite similar to the Gang of Four in 1976, which was

purged from the party due to their lack of control of, and/or support from the PLA, and

their limited influence within only a few urban cities and the trade union federations in

them.'80 These same political deficiencies again blocked Jiang's ascendancy.

In addition, decentralization, which resulted in loss of the power by the central

government, was another consequence of the reforms in the 1990s, and it would also

weigh heavily in Chinese policy. The ideological "chaos," in the opinion of leftist

conservatives, was exacerbated by Deng's 1992 trip to Shenzhen and the subsequent

adoption at the l4rh Party Congress of the decision to create a "socialist market

'tt Ibid., 154-5.

'tt rbid., 41.
r7e Rural economic prosperiry brought on by the reforms deterred rural youth form joining the army;
opened China's door to "bourgeois tendencies;" and the forced retirement of many aged military officers -
all these reform measures had brought on criticism within the PLA.

'80 Chiu Hungdah, The Trial of the "Gang of Four" and lts Implication In China (Maryland: Maryland
International Law Society, 1982).
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economy." The nature of this decision was to increase the role of township and village

enterprises, joint ventures, and the private economy. Even though the results brought a

booming economy nation-wide, it did lead to the loss of power by the central authority.

According to Swaine: "As a result of these developments, provincial and local civilian

leaders in China today are more able to evade, alter, or even deff central decisions and

are far more likely to defend their area's interest against the center and other localities

than at any other time in China's history."l8l Decentralization and its aftermath not only

intensified economic disparity between the coast and the interior areas, it also generated

resentment toward the richer coastal areas, massive internal migration, and introduced a

wide range of social problems.ls2 Clearly, these directly threatened the communist

regime.

In sum, the central government faced the challenges of internal party conflict and

decentralization at every leadership level. As a result, the danger emerged of China's

political future characterized by an unstable political structure that would be increasingly

sensitive to any further reforms. Moreover, even the radical reformers became more

cautious as Jiang's administration evolved. Indeed Jiang increased his hold on power by

defrning himself as the upholder of the party and the defender of ideological purity.

All these factors explain why Beijing responded to British actions with regard to Hong

Kong by becoming more confrontational than at any time since 1984. Nevertheless,

although Beijing had become aware of the unfavorable political situation surrounding the

1991 LegCo elections, where pro-democracy members likely would take the most seats,

f 8f Swaine, China Domestic Change and Foreign Policy, 19.

'82 As markets replaced planning, control of inancial levers became increasingly important. These years
were marked by a steady transfer from Beijing to the provinces of many key financial levers, accompanied
by a delegation to local governments of responsibility for tax administration. In the 1990s, China as a
whole, but particularly the central government, was facing a severe fiscal crunch. The problem was that
decentralization of economic decision-making authority had led to the emergence in China of a more
complex economic system. lt was characterized by pervasive bargaining over all essential transactions (e.g.
price, plan, supply, tax, and credit), much higher levels of corruption, and greatly enhanced local
government control over enterprises. For instance, for all the economic benefits associated with the SEZs,
the tax system built around them added to the problems. The coastal areas had negotiated a political
compromise that allowed them to retain their profits. This reduced the central revenue vase. Although, in
many cases, revenues were actually growing, they still lagged behind economic growth and public
expenditure. The success of the economic reforms trapped the Beijing government between declining
revenues and growing demands for public spending.
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they were allowed to continue. In order to minimize the democrats' chances, Beijing

adopted a united front strategy of supporting the pro-Beijing group and the local leftists

candidates. An internal document drafted in September 1990 highlighted the following

strategies:

To mobilize all possible forces... to encourage and support business and
professional organizations, líke the LDF and the NTAS...given that they are
not anti-communist, we could also conditionally support candidates fi'om the
British-Hong Kong establishment, whether they are pro-British or not to
participate so as to isolating and challenge the anti-communist figures, like
Martin Lee and Szeto Wah... to minimize the democrats'chances of being
elected or at least to prevent them from being elected uncontested.r83

Accordingly, Lu Ping publicly supported the left-wing Federation of Trade Union's

(FTU) participation in the l99I elections.rsa In addition, the Beijing government

reportedly became involved in the electoral campaign by giving money to the left-wing

LegCo candidates. The maximum amount the Beijing-supported candidates could receive

was HK$100,000 and the "money would be channeled by Chinese companies in Hong

Kong through the FTU". It was also reported that the staff of China-run enterprises, the

Bank of China and China Travel Service, had also been drafted to campaign for the left-

wing candidates.ls5

Meanwhile, despite tensions, Beijing and London found ways to cooperate in a number

of important areas. Many practical matters affecting the commercial position of Hong

Kong and its relations with the mainland were quietly settled without fuss, or publicity.

For example, all the complex organizational aspects affecting port management,

navigation, and the movement of goods across the border, among others, were handled

reasonably well. Nor did Beijing raise any objection whatsoever to the representatives of

the existing government formally occupying the Hong Kong seat at the GATT, the Asia

Pacific Economic Cooperation forum and other international organizafions (provided, of

course, that these did not require sovereignty as a condition of membership).

'tt Ming Pao, 12 September 1990.

'to lbid., I I March 1991.

'*t Pangwong Li, Hong Kong From British to China (US: Ashgate Publishing Company, 2000): 186-87.
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PRC representatives sat alongside those of Hong Kong without ever questioning the way

in which they articulated the territory's interests or their right to do so. The only occasion

in which Beijing briefly raised an objection was over the question of the attendance of
Hong Kong's representative at the November 1993 summit that President Clinton had

attached to the APEC meeting in Seattle. But, this objection had more to do with

Taiwan's representation and, once the issue of protocol was settled to Beijing's

satisfaction, the Hong Kong representative duly attended without mishap. Beijing also

raised no objection to the various Economic Trade Offices that Hong Kong opened in

important cities; even the one in Washington which at times played a political role, for

example, in lobbying for the continuation of China's favorable tariff terms for its exports

to the US. Thus, Beijing proved quite flexible on several issues including intemational

representation, as long as its sovereign claims were not publicly challenged or its claims

to speak on behalf of the people of Hong Kong openly contested.ls6

While having Beijing's commitments in these issues, London was hoping to go a step

further. In an effort to cut through the difficulties over the airport and the 'through train'

and to get these programs back on track, British Prime Minister John Major went to

Beijing in September 1991 for the signing of the new airport memorandum, marking the

first significant break in the West's isolation of China after the Tiananmen incident.

However, as Beijing continued to voice reservations that made it difficult to move ahead

with the project, London finally decided to shift the style, if not the substance of its
policy toward Hong Kong. The more cautious policy of the recent past - solicitous of
Beijing concerns and fearful of antagonizing China - was put aside in favor of a more

direct approach under the leadership of a new Hong Kong governor, Chris Patten.

Without consulting Beijing in advance, Patten sparked Sino-British tensions in October

1992 with electoral proposals designed to speed up democratization in Hong Kong.

Patten did not propose increasing the number of directly elected seats in LegCo - a figure

upon with Beijing and London had already agreed - but instead opted for a series of steps

to institutionalize procedures on which the Joint Declaration and the Basic Law were

186 Michael Yahuda, Hong Kong China's Challenge (London: Routledge, 1996):79-80.
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silent. As Patten acknowledged, there was "quite a lot of space, quite a lot of elbow room

between the Joint Declaration and the Basic Law. What I propose to do is to f,rnd all those

bits of elbow room for bedding down democracy or extending it".'tt

Beijing was apparently caught by surprise by British government's sharp departure since

London generally had cooperated with Beijing in the past. Its initial response was highly

negative.lss After a prolonged exchange of harsh words, both finally managed to agree in

April 1993 to hold talks on constitutional development in Hong Kong. The negotiations,

however, broke off after the seventeenth round in November 1993. They failed to

produce any concrete results because Beijing's leaders were firm. In addition, Patten

faced time constraints with the 1994-95's election rapidly approaching. Finally, Patten

pushed ahead with his full electoral package in July 1994.

In response, Beijing began to activate its long-developing shadow government.lse In

March 1994, it pledged to end the 'through train' it had previously agreed to, and vowed

to dismantle the last colony-era legislative structure of Hong Kong, including LegCo on

June 30, 1997 . In October 1994, the PWC proposed to set up a Provisional Legislature to

I87 Jonathan Dimbleby, The Last Governor: Chris Patten and the Handover of Hong Kong (London: Little,
Brown, 1997):96.
f 88 According to Xinhua New Agency report on 6 November 1992, sayingthat the reforms contravened the
Joint Declaration and the Basic Law and were nothing short of an attempt to create new democratic
institutíons in Hong Kong where none had existed before. Chinese leaders maintained that Patten's changes
would complicate Chinese reassertion of sovereignty in 1997; make more difficult the delicate task Beijing
faces in trying to run the territory effectively after 19971- and in the meantime divided political opinion and
reduce business confidence in the territory. According to Xinhua News Agency report on l9 November
1992, Beijing made it clear that unless Governor Paften withdrew his proposals, it would take drastic action
with regard to both the political system and the airport project. Beijing regarded Patten's proposals as a plot
to prevent China from regaining sovereignty over Hong Kong, to plant pro-British elements in the political
establishment after 1997, and to spread the virus of democracy to the mainland. In fact, on 8 November
1992, sixteen days after Covernor Patten's policy address, Beijing announced it would set up its own
advisory body for Hong Kong, known as the Preliminary Working Committee (PWC) of the Preparatory
Committee (PC). Three tiers of advisers became the PC's component parts. They are Hong Kong Affairs
advisers, PWC members, and Local Affairs advisers. Meanwhile, Beijing also fought back on the economic
level. On 30 November 1992, Beijing threatened that "contracts, leases, and agreements" signed by the
Hong Kong government would not be honored after 1997 unless they had been approved in advance by
China. See Nicholas Thomas, Democracy Denied, Identity, Civil Society and llliberal Democracy in Hong
K o ng (England : Ashgate Publ ish ing Ltd., I 999): 226.

'to Ibid.
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avoid a legislative vacuum after the transfer of sovereignty in l9g7.te0 In addition, the

PWC wanted to speed up the election of the Chief Executive for the SAR government.

The early selection of the Chief Executive was aimed at undermining the authority of the

British-Hong Kong administration, and rendering it unable to introduce major structural

or policy changes in the last phase of transition. Beijing's actions resulted in diplomatic

deadlock. The Sino-British relationship appeared to have reached a point of no return.

The '95 break through' was largely due to Beijing's initiative. The decision to cooperate

with British over Hong Kong taken in the spring of 1995 was the product of several

factors. First, the clock had begun to 'tick' for Beijing too. The resumption of sovereignty

and this step towards national reunification involved matters of the highest prestige that

Beijing would have to manage well and soon. Time was short and because so much of the

work of the transition still needed to be carried out in the remaining two years, Beijing

had little choice but to seek cooperation with Britain.

Second, Beijing's Hong Kong policy was part of a much larger international framework.

The important but unstable relationship with the United States further complicated the

Hong Kong factor. The Beijing-Washington relationship had been deeply strained since

the Tiananmen incident, and improvements that began to emerge in 1995 were still

nascent and fragile. To Beijing, perhaps no issue was more important than the Sino-U.S.

relationship. Almost all the major issues confronting Chinese diplomacy would become

more tractable if Sino-U.S. relations improved and far more costly, dangerous, and

difficult if they did not. Hong Kong was potentially another thorny issue between Beijing

and Washington, on top of Tibet, human rights, arms sales, missile proliferation, trade

deficit, WTO negotiations and the Taiwan question. In this context, better relations with

London would move American images of China in directions favorable to a closer, more

trusting relationship across the board.

'eo A provisional legislative body was not provided for in either the Joint Declaration or the Basic Law. But
Beijing defended its decision by saying that political reforms instituted by Governor Patten, were breached
of Sino-British agreements. Beijing carefully referred to the new body as a "provisional" legislature,
indicating that it would have a temporary tenure of no more than one year. In fact, the provisional
legislature was temporary, and was replaced by a legislature elected in the Hong Kong SAR's first
legislative elections on May 28, 1998. See Li, Hong Kong From British to China, 195.
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In the meantime, the British, like their European allies, did not support the American hard

line on trade matters towards China and they pursued human rights questions in a less

openly confrontational way.lel In spite of the fact that Patten was anti-Communist, he did

not want to mix trade with human rights. He disliked the United States willingness to do

so in their annual discussion on Most Favored Nation (MFN) trading status concerning

China. Patten argued that trade "should be free, and should be used as a weapon only in

extremis and where it will work."le2 He pointed out that trade embargoes usually did not

work well, as in the case of Cuba where "embargoes may even have prolonged

dictatorship."le3 Patten believed that the West "should negotiate hard with China - as hard

as with anyone else - on trade issues."le4 Patten's supportive attitude towards free trade

explained why he lobbied the American government for granting MFN status to the PRC.

It made sense, therefore, from Beijing's perspective to try and improve relations with the

United Kingdom so as to avoid the development of antagonistic relations with all the

western powers at the same time.

Moreover, Beijing also sought to scale down the conflict with Southeast Asian countries

over the Spratly Islands,le5 and to establish means to cooperate with the Philippines to

monitor the weather, and handle problems of fishing, smuggling and piracy. Beijing

hoped that once cooperation was achieved in these fields, they could be extended to the

more contentious area of resource development. Meanwhile, such examples of
cooperation could be used as models for Chinese cooperation with other countries.le6

Third, by 1995, the most important part of Patten's program - elections to the LegCo, to

which Beijing objected so strongly - had already taken place. As it had proved possible

'o' Ibid.

'ot Chris Patten, East and lltest, The Last Governor of Hong Kong on Power, Freedom and the Furure
(Toronto: McClelland & Stewart Inc, 1998): 300.

'ot lbid.
'no rbid.

'ot At the August 1995 meeting of the ASEAN Regional Forum, the Chinese Foreign Minister Qian Qichen
offered for the first time to deal with the conflict within the framework of lnternational Law and, in
pafticular, the Law of the Sea. It was hoped that it would stop the American fiom being drawn into the
conflict, especíally as they had expressed their interest in ensuringthatthe sea-lanes in the South China Sea
should be kept open and secure.

'ou Yahuda, Hong Kong China's Challenge, 93-96.
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earlier for both sides to reach agreements on non-constitutional matters,leT the tense and

confrontational relationship gradually faded away. The British proved to be more

cooperative than had previously been the case, especially with reference to the PWC.

Patten had been relatively conciliatory towards it in his annual statement in October

1994, and he no longer declared the Provisional LegCo illegitimate (only unnecessary

and unjustified). However, the turning point was Patten's unilateral acceptance of the

proposals put forward by the PWC for the Court of Final Appeal (CFA) in June 1995 that

opened the door to an agreement on that issue and fuither discussions on other

transitional matters. I e8

Patten certainly recognized Beijing's sincerity and was indeed surprised by the result of
the CFA issue, which had been deadlocked since 1991.'ee Mean*hile, Patten had his

limitations as well. Since the Basic Law was already promulgated and had received the

blessing of his predecessor, Patten's democratic reforms could not possibly go beyond

the constitutional framework. So, he simply reinterpreted the wording and gray areas of
the Basic Law to fit his purposes. Moreover, the British were still seen as a declining

power that could not obstruct China's growing significance. By this stage, it had long

been recognized by London that colonial rule in Hong Kong was only possible with the

consent of Beijing. Furthermore, as Timothy Renton, the British official in charge of
Hong Kong affairs, had made clear, Britain's job in Hong Kong was to ensure a smooth

transfer of power in 1997, and to do so it was necessary to bring about a convergence of
the Hong Kong and Chinese systems.

'ot In order to ease the political tension, in July 1994, just a month after Beijing announced to set up
'second stove', the Sino-British Joint Liaison Group quickly produced agreements on the financial package
for the new airport and the disposal of military lands. The group also made progress on some of the two
hundred-odd unchanged laws to reflect the shift of status from British's colony to China's SAR.

'ot rbid., 97.

'oo The CFA is vital for maintaining judicial independence. The original agreement on the CFA, which was
reached by the Joint Liaison Group in September 1991, was widely condemned in Hong Kong. No bill was
induced immediately, until June 1995 a new understanding was reached between Beijing and London by
which certain amendments of the draft bill were agreed. The Court was established on I luly 1997 to
replace Britain's Privy Council as the highest judiciary authority for Hong Kong.
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Needless to say, the Hong Kong system had to converge with the Chinese, not vice

uerru.'O0 With a smooth transition of Hong Kong, Britain would have been seen to have

discharged its moral responsibilities to the people of Hong Kong and it would benefit

from the resulting goodwill in relations with China and indeed, within the Asia-Pacific as

a whole. Conversely, a disaster in this regard would inevitably affect the standing of the

British government at home and abroad, hurting its prestige in the eyes of allies and

undermining Britain's relations with china and much of the rest East Asia.20l

With Beijing and London again on good terms, it was to left to the people of Hong Kong

to fight a lonely battle with Beijing. In the final two years before transition, there was a

significant political instability within the territory. However, faced with challenges from

the local Democracy Party, Beijing's approach showed great flexibility when considering

Hong Kong's special status. In this regard, abundant efforts were made to enlarge united

front network as a mean to mobilize local resources to support Beijing's course of action.

By the beginning of 1995, Beijing had appointed 37 Hong Kong people ro the pwc,

about 150 Hong Kong Affairs Advisers, and 537 District Affairs Advisers, on top of the

original circle of Deputies to the NPC and members of the Chinese People's Political

Consultative Conference. Hong Kong's representatives were predominantly senior

businessmen and professionals who altogether controlled stocks worth HK$80 billion,

which accounted for 36%o of Hong Kong's stock values. The first SAR Chief Executive

and Provisional LegCo were finally selected by a 400 strong Electoral Committee

designated by the Preparatory Committee.202 The 'second stove' would no doubt give

Beijing the chance to exercise control over the post-1997 political institutions.2O3

However, whether this could translate into political stability was unclear. In fact, to

'oo Mirg Pøo, 6 December 1994.
t0' Yahuda, Hong Kong China's Chatlenge, 82.
to' Mirg Pao,28 December 1995.
2u3 'second stove' - A Chinese expression indicating a parting of ways, as in "we don't like what you're
cookíng, so we'll build a second stove and cook out own dish." In Hong Kong context it meant China's
plans to nullifl Chris Patten's political reforms by forming a parallel government. First the Preliminary
Working Committee (PWC), then its successor, the Preparatory Committee (PC), and also the Provisional
LegCo, were all mechanisms of the shadow government and described as a 'second stove' of power. See
Cheng, Political Participation in Hong Kong/Theoretical Issues and Historical Legacy,33.
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certain extent, the plan aggravated political uncertainly in Hong Kong rather than

eliminated it.

As the mandate of the existing political institutions would end on 30 June 7997, the

ability of their decisions to survive was in question. During the Sino-British confrontation

in 1992, Beijing announced that, "the Hong Kong Legislative Council, in its capacity as a

consultative body to the Governor, has no right to approve any resolution to overthrow

the agreements and understanding reached by Beijing and London."20o Be¡ing further

declared "contracts, leases and agreements signed and ratified by the Hong Kong

goverrìment which are not approved by the Chinese side will be invalid after 1997."20s

These statements implied that Beijing did not recognize the authority of the British-Hong

Kong government.

The objective of Beijing was to undermine the legitimacy of the British-Hong Kong

govemment. This move was intended to make the business community seek to build a

close relationship with Beijing on the one hand and to isolate the business community

from the British-Hong Kong government on the other. Furthermore, citizens were

reminded that their final master was Beijing rather than the British-Hong Kong

government. The intended consequence was to make the general citizens distrust the

British-Hong Kong government, which would then lose its credibility and authority to

govem. By the time of 1995, the issue had been exacerbated by Beijing's tendency to

view any new policy initiative by the British-Hong Kong government with suspicion.

Under the watchful eye of Beijing and the PWC, the lame-duck situation of the British-

Hong Kong government became more and more serious.tou Public trust towards Patten

dropped. He was viewed as a Govemor whose reform plans "had not achieved the dual

204 An announcement made by Xinhua News Agency on 12 November 1992 immediately after the
endorsement of the constitutional package by the Legislative Council. See China Daily, Beijing 13

November 1992.
2os South China Morning Post,Hong Kong I December 1992, in FBIS,7 February lgg3,F4.
'ou For example, Beijing had the PWC declared their plan to reverse many amendments to the laws in Hong
Kong. It labeled new social welfare and infrastructure spending as extra burden for the future SAR
govemment. lt attacked measures to enhance the transparency and accountability of the govemment as

conspiracy to change the system of executive-led government. See Jane C.Y. Lee, China's Hong Kong
Policy and Political Participation in Hong Kong(Hong Kong: City University of Hong Kong Press, 1999):
33-36.
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goals of improved governing ability and exit with gIory."207 Many critics pointed to the

failure of Patten to implement reforms in many socio-economic issues.208

The declining capability of the British-Hong Kong government did not make room for

Beijing, however. Instead, the democrats attempted to maximize their influence in

existing political institutions. Thus the issue was transformed into a struggle between

Beijing and the local democrats. In 7996, the Democratic Party protested Beijing's

policies on the anniversary of the Tiananmen incident. The party also collected signatures

to show that the grassroots population did not favor a Provisional LegCo, and it

challenged the Provisional LegCo in court on the grounds that it was unconstitutional. As

a matter of fact, the results of the District Board election in 1994 showed that the

democrats were still the most popular political force in the territory. If they remained

popular at the time of sovereignty transition in 1997 but were excluded from the political

institutions, the legitimacy of these institutions could easily come under challenge.

Popular politicians exiled to the political wilderness would be a potent source of conflict

and instability. Since neither the first SAR Chief Executive nor the Provisional LegCo at

the time had a strong popular mandate, political uncertainty was unlikely to end with the

'second stove' beginning to function in 1997.

Regardless, Beijing adopted a moderate policy toward the local democrats in the hand-

over. Beijing was interested in a smooth transition, which meant ensuring the least

disruption of its efforts to fill the future SAR govemment with patriots and their

bedfellows to galvanize maximum support.20e As So points out, Beijing drastically toned

down its opposition to the Democratic Party after 1996. Although Beijing made it clear

that it found the 1995 electoral system unacceptable, it did not terminate the system all

together. Instead, Beijing promised that the Provisional Legislature would operate until

the formation of the first legislature of the SAR, scheduled for no later than June 30,

1998. Elections for a properly constituted LegCo would take place in May 1998. In an

2o7 South China Morning Post, Hong Kong l7 July 1996,in FBIS, 19 October 1996,E9; Cheng, Political
Parlicipation in Hong Kong/Theoretical Issues and Historical Legacy,35.
'ot lbid.
too So, Hong Kong's Embattled Democracy,233; Hsinchi Kuan, "Hong Kong in 1996: Structuring the
Future", Asian Sttrvey, vol. 37, no. 1 (1997): 52.
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interview with ABC News, Lu Ping said that the Democratic Party could continue to

exist and participate in elections after 1997. *l think they can continue to exist if they

abide by the law," Lu said." I don't think there will be any difficulty for them".2l0 Lu's

statement could be taken as another overture by Beijing to the Democrats.

In August 1996, when the Preparatory Committee sought nominations for the 400

member Selection Committee, Vice Premier Qian Qichen made another conciliatory

gesture to the democrats: even members of the Democratic Party, once deemed

subversive because of their links to the Tiananmen incident, were welcome to apply to

serve on the Selection Committee. Qian further stressed that people who held different

opinions on the path and speed of Hong Kong's democracy could discuss Hong Kong

affairs with the aim of working out a compromise, so long as they supported Beijing's

resumption of sovereignty and hoped for Hong Kong's stability and prosperity. Qian's

slogan, "work for consensus, tolerate small differences," was publicized in Outspoken,

the official magazine of the Democratic Party, in August 1gg6.2tl

The first SAR government of Tung Cheehwa also moderated its stand toward the

democratic camp in mid-1997. Although the Democratic Party was not represented in

either the Provisional Legislature or the Executive Council, Tung still maintained a

channel of communication with Democratic Party leaders, and met with them every two

months. Just before the transition, Tung even personally appealed to them not to disrupt

the transition ceremony. He would keep his promise to tolerate political protests after

Julyl, 1997, and he proposed to increase government spending on housing, education,

and the elderly to mollif' the grassroots. Knowing that the post-I997 govemment would

have a strong executive and a weak legislature. Tung needed to work with the democrats

in order to enhance his legitimacy in eyes of Hong Kong.zt2

Beijing's moderate stance towards the democrats in the mid-1990s was also because

Beijing had all the cards it needed to win the game in Hong Kong. In response, the

2lo Frank Ching, "China-Hong Kong Relations" in Joseph Y.S. Cheng (ed.), The Other Hong Kong Report
1997 (Hong Kong: Chinese Universiry Press, | 997):29-48.
2" Ibid.
t't Ibid.
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Democratic Party adopted a moderate posture toward Beijing and the Tung government

as well. The Democrats' protest at the moment of the transition was peaceful, and they

were willing to participate in the 1998 elections, even though the Provisional Legislature

had so drastically changed the electoral rules that they saw little possibility of gaining a

majority. Further, the Democratic Party emphasized that it would always support

Beijing's sovereignty and would always hope for Hong Kong's stability and prosperity.

This was enough to assure Beijing and the Tung government that they could work with

the Democrats. Finally, no violent political confrontation, no outright political repression,

and little political censorship took place in mid-1997. Instead a democratic compromise

was achieved among Beijing, the Hong Kong SAR government, and the democracy camp

during this critical transition from British to Chinese rule.2r3

Looking back to the early of 1990s, it is clear that Beijing was forced to take a tough

stand toward Hong Kong because of the turmoil of the Tiananmen incident, the

challenges posed by Patten's electoral reforms and the uncertainty about the leadership of
the Chinese Communist Party. In the final last moment of transition, however, with the

emotion of the Tiananmen incident receding, the British colonial government becoming a

lame duck, and the core leadership of the Chinese Communist Party stabilized, Beijing

could afford to ease its stand on Hong Kong. Indeed, Beijing had never rejected

cooperation with the people of Hong Kong and its administration.

The Broader Dimensions of Transition

Given the fact that the mainland's economic interests in the colony continued to grow at a

rapid pace, it is easy to understand the irresistible incentive behind Beijing's Hong Kong

policy during the thirteen years of transition. Nevertheless, Beijing never considered the

question of Hong Kong separate from Taiwan and broader international issues.

Spurred by relaxed investment regulations, mainland firms at the central, provincial and

municipal levels invested heavily in the colony. By the late 1980s, Hong Kong had

t'' Ibid.
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become the prime destination for China's outward investment. According to press

reports, assets owned by Chinese enterprises and government agencies in Hong Kong

were worth US$6 billion in 1984, US$10 billion in 1989, US$20 billion in 1992,

US$42.5 billion inl994, and an estimated total asset value of more than US$77 billion by

mid-1997.214 During the time, China replaced Great Britain as the third largest foreign

investor in Hong Kong manufacturing, after Japan and United States in 1986.21s China

passed Japan in 1993 to become the foremost investor in Hong Kong in terms of
cumulative investment.2 I 6

Among these mainland investment activities, Chinese state-owned companies were the

biggest investors in Hong Kong.2l7 For instance, Shougang, the mainland Chinese steel

group, tnade a number of investments in Hong Kong including Tung Wing Steel, Kader

Investment, and Eastern Century.2l8 CITIC Pacific holds stakes in Hong Kong's two

airlines, Cathay Pacific and Dragon Air. The Bank of China Group continued to elevate

its own profile in the colony by investing heavily in Hong Kong manufacturing, and

increased its loans to Hong Kong firms for investment on the mainland. As early as mid-

1986, the Bank of China had become Hong Kong's second largest bank, behind the Hong

Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation. Indicative of the interests in infrastructure

investments, several major mainland-related companies took up equity stakes in some

key ventures in Hong Kong. These included the Western Harbour Crossing, the Tate's

Cairn Tunnel, the Kwai Chung Container Terminals 4, 6,7 and 8, the Northwest New

Territories Landfill Project and the Tuen Mun River Trade Terminal.

By the time up of Hong Kong's handover, around 1,800 mainland-related enterprises

were operating in the territory. The extent of China's investments in the territory was

diverse and covered nearly all sectors of the economy, including trade-related business,

t'' Hong Kong Da Gong Bao, l8 July 1997.

''t Hong Kong Government Industry Department: <Hong Kong 1995>.
216 According to statistics released by the Census and Statistics Department, China Daily News (overseas
edition), l0 February 1994, Al.t't Stanley Reed, "Greater China Could be the Biggest Tiger of All", Business lleek,28 September 1993,
58.t't Lees, China Superpower Requisites for High Growth, l8l.
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wholesale/retail, transportation and warehousing, as well as other areas such as banking,

insurance, real estate, travel, manufacturing and infrastructure.2 I e

Hong Kong also played its traditional function towards the mainland. After 1985,

expanding world trade and exchange rate changes boosted not only Hong Kong's exports,

but also its entrepot trade. Aided by intermittent devaluations of the Chinese currency,

Hong Kong's trade and investment in mainland flourished. Increasingly Hong Kong

businesses set up shops across the border in the mainland to produce or process goods

destined for export. Foreigners, too, established bases in Hong Kong to do the same

thing. Three-way joint ventures between Hong Kong, foreign, and mainland businesses

grew in popularity. In addition foreign businessmen sought the advice and aid of the

experienced entrepreneurs of Hong Kong. Because Hong Kong has the only deep-water

port in South China capable of handling container cargo as well as a wealth of financial

and trade services, much of the mainland's escalating foreign trade was funneled through

the colony. Table 3.1 indicates that among Asian countries, Hong Kong has the greatest

relative concentrations of direct investment in China.

The significance of Hong Kong for the West can be demonstrated by a simple

juxtaposition of American, Japanese and European investment figures in Hong Kong and

China. Until the end of 1995, the United States had invested US$13.8 billion in Hong

Kong, while from 7979 to 1995 its actual direct foreign investment in China amounted to

US$10.7 billion.220 For Japan, the stock of inward direct investment in Hong Kong

reached US$11.3 billion until the end of 1995, while at the end of 1995, the cumulative

total of Japan direct foreign investment in China was valued at US$10.8 billion.22l

'" Sing Tao Daily News, 6 December 1996.
220 '.rThe US Presence in Hong Kong", the American Chamber of Commerce in Hong Kong, July 1996; W .

M. Morrison and J. P. Hardt, "Major issues in US-China Commercial Relations", China Economic Future:
Challenges to US Policy- Study Papers submitled to the Joint Economic Committee, Congress of the United
Sates ('Washington D.C.: U.S. Congress, 1996): 477.tt' For Figures on Japanese investments (manufacturing plus non-manufacturing sectors) in Hong Kong,
the information is provided in External Investments in Hong Kong's Non-manufacturing Sectors, I995,
Census and Statistics Department, Hong Kong government, 1997,9. For Figures on China, See Zhongguo
duiwai maoyi nianjian [Almanac of China's Foreign Economic relations and tradeJ, 1995-96 (Hong Kong:
China Advertising Company, 1995):384, and Zhongguo tongji nianjian (1996 Yearbook of Chinese
Statistics) @eijing: Chinese Statistics Press, 1996): 598-599.
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Obviously, both United States and Japan invested more in Hong Kong than in China,

although Hong Kong had a population of only 6.3 million, whereas China had a

population of over 1.2 billion, and had operated an open-door policy since 1979.

Table 3.1 Contracted FDI in China by Source Country, l97g-92

HK

Taiwan

US

Japan

26,480

58.5%

2,000

4.4%

4,476

9.9%

3,662

8.1%

45,244

t00%

Total FDI in China

Source: Almanac of China's Foreign Relation and Trade, China Resource Trade Consultancy Co. Ltd.,
Hong Kong, various issues.

7,531

Within the westem triad, Europe was the least aggressive in terms of investment in

China. Foreign direct investment by EU countries in China from I 979 to 1996 only

reaclred US$3.8 billion, less than half the investment of either Japan or United States.222

In the case of investments in Hong Kong, the EU invested US$726 million (stock) in

manufacturing sectors in Hong Kong, as of the end of 1995. In the non-manufacturing

sectors, the stocks of foreign direct investments of the EU in Hong Kong amounted to

US$23.4 billion.223

Trade and investments are two criteria that measure the degree of economic

interdependence. V/hile trade can be stopped at any time if relations worsen, investment

cannot be pulled out instantly. In addition direct foreign investments are also a measure

of mutual perceptions and expectations of a stable relationship. Entrepreneurs only invest

60.6% 69.0%

1,392

11.2%

555

4.5o/o

40,502

886 2.200

5,548

9.4Yo

3,142

5.3Yo

7.1%

12,422

100%

74,513

64.0%

8,968

7.7%

8,1 63

7.0o/o

6,748

5.8%

116,402

100%

3.7%

58,136

100%

"'See Opinion on Relations between the EU and China, Economic and Social Committee of the European
Communities, Brussels, l9-20 March 1997,4.
223 Information provided by the Industry Department, and Census and Statistics Department, Hong Kong
government, 19 May 1997.
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when certain preconditions are met, such as the effectiveness of the government,

transparency of the regulations, rule of law, consistency of taxation and investment

policies, and last but not the least, profitability. Even with a slower rate of economic

growth and a more moderate pace of reform, China is still a magnet for companies

around the world looking to benefit from its economic development, or seeking to sell

products to its growing middle class.

Hong Kong's relationship with, and knowledge of, China placed it in a good position as

"middleman". No one knew China better than Hong Kong. Foreign companies based in

the territory could profit from Hong Kong's unique business relationship with China.

When it comes to doing business in China, Hong Kong companies offered an unequalled

level of experience, contacts and expertise, which could reduce risk and increase

profits.224 For instance, German companies in Hong Kong who planned to expand across

the border needed help. At the opening of its Guangzhou operation, the DIHT believed

medium-sized German companies were holding back from developing business

opportunities in South China. It finally set up an office in Guangzhou to assist German

companies in the initial and difficult phase of entering the South China market.22s Indeed,

foreign investors and fund managers were eager to cash in on the booming economy in

China, and the only way to do so was to invest in the Hong Kong market. For instance,

the flood of foreign money in 1993 pushed the Hang Seng Index from 5,512 atthe start of

the year to almost 12,000 by late December, making it the world's best performing

market. Lust for "China plays," as the brokers called them, all but disappeared in 1994

and 1995, but reemerged in 1996 and. 1997.226 In short, Hong Kong's well-developed

physical infrastructure, highly trained work force, communication and transportation

links to the outside world, and cultural affinity with China made it the obvious base for

foreign companies doing business in China.

"o China offers the greatest market opportunities, however, "At the same time, anyone going into China
needs to realize that it is a gamble, and a gamble not on economies, but on politics." See Drucker, and
Nakauchi, Drucker on Asia, A dialogue between Peter Drucker and Isao Nakauchi, 15.
22s South China Morning Post, I November lgg7, A.5.

"t' Roberti, The falt of Hong Kong, China's Triumph and Britain'.s Betrayal, 323.
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Meanwhile, two-way trade between Hong Kong and mainland grew dramatically, with

Taiwan also utilizing Hong Kong as a conduit. Since the 1990s, trade and investment

between Hong Kong and mainland developed to such an extent that for all practical

purposes an integrated economic entity emerged. This also established a good foundation

for the transition to the economically integrated "Greater China Economic Community"

of the mainland, Hong Kong, and Taiwan; a longstanding goal of Beijing, as well as

majority of Chinese all over the world dating back to the late 1980s.

Regardless of the political situation, Hong Kong's financial market expanded as the ties

to the mainland grew deeper. Hong Kong manufacturing firms employed up 3 million

workers in Guangdong by 1993, and the number increased to 5 million at the end of
1997.227 Shifting production facilities to the mainland brought much needed capital and

new technologies, as well as modern management practices, and even modern life styles

to the neighboring province. By transition, the mainland's first Special Economic Zone,

Shenzhen, where foreign investment was encouraged and a kind of semi-capitalism

system existed, was already nearly indistinguishable from Hong Kong. It appeared almost

like an extension of Hong Kong, as though the colony was taking over the republic,

rather than the other way round. The frontier itself between the Special Economic Zone

and the Special Administrative Region was already disappearing, and the real frontier had

moved farther back into China. Irresistible economic infiltration influenced a series of
inland cities and regions, and one of the most remarkable successes was Shanghai-Hong

Kong cooperation.

This cooperation dated back to the early 1980s, when Hong Kong banks introduced new

financial methods to Shanghai and helped the city's financial sector get acquainted with

international practices. These included the use of mortgages, the introduction of
Automatic Teller Machines, and the underwriting of the first B shares on the local stock

market. The Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation would top the list of
overseas banks in China, both in terms of business volume and profitability.228 Hong

t" CNN Asian Business News Report,6 January 1998.
ttr Chinutu Daily News, l6 October lggl , A7.
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Kong banks with licenses for yuan dealing worked with their local counterparts in

Shanghai to make loans to multinationals in Pudong. The Hong Kong and Shanghai

Banking Corporation also led the rush by moving its Shanghai branch to the Pudong New

Area. The bank's chairman said: "With this move, our bank is hoping to play an

increasingly important role in the development course of the inland areas, and also in

Shanghai's march toward an international fìnancial center".22e Hard on their heels came

the Hangseng Bank, and the East Asia Bank: the largest Chinese-backed bank in Hong

Kong.

To the mainland, these developments and the likelihood of further economic cooperation

with Hong Kong's assistance certainly were not neglected or underestimated. Over a long

period of time, both Chinese national unification and national prosperity have had equal

strategic importance to its leadership. They also believed that modernization was the

most immediate route to the resolution of many unsettled questions. To Beijing,

economic integration with Hong Kong and Taiwan had two motives: 'nationalism' and

'economism'. The further development of the internal market of the CET was regarded as

a key to China's peaceful unification strategy. Beijing believed that economic

cooperation and further integration would increase mutual contact and mutual

understanding, as the mainland's economy progressively moved in step with others. This

would only encourage political cooperation. Indeed, further CET integration would be

consistent with the original intention of the 'one country, two systems' policy.

Accordingly, a major characteristic underlying Deng's ideas about 'one country, two

systems' was, in fact, the linkage of China's domestic politics with international issues,

the linkage of China's modernization with the Hong Kong, Macao, and Taiwanese

economies, the linkage of the China's socialism with the capitalism of Hong Kong,

Macao, and Taiwan, and a linkage of Hong Kong, Macao, and Taiwan in a framework of
reunification.23o

"o lbid.

"o Wang, Hong Kong 1997, the Political of Transition,
York: The Free Press, 1969).

50; James N. Rossenau, Linkage Politics (New
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From Beijing's initial point of view, the smooth transition of Hong Kong would be a

great boost to its peaceful reunification campaign towards Taiwan. Although Taiwan's

continued indifferent attitude to the 1997 handover challenged Beijing's original thesis,

Beijing nevertheless continued to believe that if Taiwan saw the successful example of

Hong Kong, as well as Macao, it would react favorably. Moreover, the 'one country, two

systems' gave the formula legal standing in the international community. Beijing's

leadership reasoned that the successful implementation of the formula would likely

strengthen the legitimacy of its formula within the international community, widen its

appeal to the people of Taiwan, and increase political pressure on the Taipei leadership.

However, by all estimates, the short-term impact of the handover on relations with

Taiwan would be mostly superficial and nominal. The major short-term repercussion for

Taiwan would be how to break out of its isolation in the diplomatic arena. The real

significance and consequences for Taiwan would be far-reaching and profound, and

likely to be felt much later. Much of that would be highly contingent on the final outcome

of the 'one country, two systems' experiment itself. In the meantime, Hong Kong's

middleman role would be more than sufficient.

Hong Kong earned its place in the cross-Strait relation on the basis of its unique locality,

status, and economic power. The instrumental value of Hong Kong had led both sides to

recognize that the Hong Kong-Taiwan relationship would be a key component of the

overall relationship. For both Beijing and Taipei, Hong Kong would continue to be an

indispensable intermediary in their economic exchange. At the same time, Taipei was not

yet ready to lift the ban on direct links. Taipei also wanted to reserve this option as its

prime bargaining chip for major political concessions from Beijing. It also feared that

once the floodgate was opened, there would be no way to close it again. Despite growing

discontent among Taiwan's business elite, the government only agreed to partial lifting of

the ban, that began with an oversea transshipping zone plan. Thus, Hong Kong remained

the equilibrium point as Taipei tried to reconcile the acute conflict between its political

agenda and economic interests.
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Since Taiwan depended on Hong Kong, it made Hong Kong even more useful to China.

This logic completed Hong Kong's role as a middleman. To Beijing, a continuation of
Hong Kong-Taiwan relationship served Beijing's strategy toward Taiwan well. As

expressed by Qian Qichen: "A triad strategy," which is "to blockade Taiwan

diplomatically, to check Taiwan militarily, and to drag along Taiwan economically"."'

Beijing was quite open about the political objectives of its trade and investment policy

towards Taiwan. In its official documents, it called "to peddle the (domestic) politics

through business; to influence the (Taiwanese) government through the people"

(yishangweizheng, yiminbiguan).232 Specially, Beijing tried to undermine Taipei's

bargaining position on one point: to promote the view that Taipei's persistence on

continuing the ban on direct trade and direct air and sea links was politically futile and

economi cal ly counterproductive.

Indeed, even if Taiwan decided to initiate direct links, Beijing also noticed that the

negotiation of air and sea links had always been a time-consuming process. Given the

political mistrust on both sides, negotiations would probably be protracted. The impact of
the opening of direct trade would, therefore, be very gradual. Hong Kong thus proved to

be an indispensable intermediary in the process of cross-Strait economic integration.

Beijing could use HKSAR as springboard for political infiltration into Taiwan. Beijing

could demand that Taipei open its door for Hong Kong-based firms and organizations, or

even semi-official representatives on the basis of reciprocity. Many of these firms and

agencies would be mainland-owned or subject to its political influence. After all, Taiwan

was becoming more vulnerable. Thus, Beijing would use Hong Kong as leverage over

Taipei in the diplomatic contest, where potential disruption to the prospect of a smooth

transition was to be kept to a minimum. Thus, Beijing had no intention of letting Hong

Kong. fail politically. It needed to do its utmost to maintain Hong Kong's free status, in

order to use Hong Kong as economic bait with regard to Taiwan and the cross-Strait

relationship.

"t China Daily (overseas edition), 17 May 1996.t" For instance, through the bilateral negotiation over Taiwan's admission into WTO, Hong Kong trade
representative has raised their concern about Taiwan's foreign investment regime, which prohibits any
overseas firms with more than 20Yo Mainland China ownership. See LI/all Street Journal, 5 March 1996,
A 16.
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Lastly, Beijing's Hong Kong policy was due to broader international political concems.

As a major Asia-Pacific nation, China could not maintain its isolation from the outside

world. Beijing's leaders recognized that as the Asian region grew in importance relative

to the rest of the world, it would be necessary for the PRC to demonstrate its willingness

to play a more constructive role in all aspects of international relations. During the

transition phase, Beijing's concerns were largely focused on the Sino-U.S. relations. The

delicate and fragile state of Sino-U.S. relations made it vulnerable to any major economic

and /or political set back in Hong Kong. America's fundamental approach to the Hong

Kong issue was reflected in the United States-Hong Kong Policy Act of 7992.233 h

provided the framework for the U.S. treatment of HKSAR based on the faithfulness of

Beijing's commitment to Hong Kong's autonomy. In fact, Beijing's decision to repair

relations with the British over Hong Kong in 1995 was, to agreat extent, a function of

Sino-U.S. relations' issues.

In this context, successful transition would alter American images of China in directions

more favorable for a closer, more trusting relationship across the board. Hong Kong

could thus play an important role in changing the perception of Beijing that became

deeply rooted in the American psyche as a consequence of the 1989 Tiananmen incident

and had created enorrnous domestic political obstacles to initiatives to building ties with

China ever since. Moreover, an American perception that Hong Kong's transition had

gone seriously awry could produce cascading problems that would severely strain all

aspects of the Sino-U.S. relationship, with wide-ranging repercussions throughout Asia.

This had been a period of time when other Asian countries began to worry about growing

Chinese strength and encouraged the United States to manage its China relationship

accordingly. During the years of transition, Beijing was quite worried that these other

233 The American Congress passed the United States-Hong Kong Policy Act in 1992 was to support
democratic institutions in the British colony. Based on Beijing's concept of 'one country, two systems'and
its pronrises of a high degree of autonomy for Hong Kong, this act stipulates that the United States will
continue to treat Hong Kong as a separate tenitory after reversion. This provision is extremely important to
Hong Kong's trade interests, its ability to acquire sensitive technologies baned from export to China, its
representation in international organizations, and its bilateral agreements with the United States on such

mafters as immigration, visas, educational exchanges, and the extradition of criminals. The United States-

Hong Kong Policy Act requires the president to withdraw this differential treatment if Hong Kong no

longer enjoys effective autonomy.
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pressures on the U.S. government could also be affected by the approach China took to

tlre HKSAR: the official designation of Hong Kong as of I July 1997. Clearly, Hong

Kong's prosperity and stability was extremely important to Beijing, which sought to

avoid any situation that could produce rancor and discord in its relationship with

Washington.

In sum, economic matters, the prospect of applying the 'one country, two systems'

formula to Taiwan in the future and the Sino-U.S. relationship motivated Beijing's

leadership to permit signihcant autonomy for Hong Kong and to exercise more caution

and self-restraint in managing the handover. In this sense, Hong Kong's importance to

Beijing increased rather than decreased during the transition period, and Beijing's

incentives to maintain maximum flexibility grew. Nonetheless, behind the rhetoric about

autonomy, Beijing's policy was to ensure that the SAR government's actions would not

be seen by the Communist party or its leaders as contrary to their interests. As long as

this was the case, Hong Kong would be allowed to run its own affairs.
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Chapter 4

Hong Kong: Another City of China

Five years after China resumed its sovereignty over Hong Kong, it is generally agreed

that Beijing has, thus far, maintained a "hands-off'policy with respect to the SAR. The

fundamentals of the Basic Law are working reasonably well. The mainland's strong

economic growth significantly strengthened Hong Kong's economy with regards to the

Asian financial crisis in 1998. At the same time, reliance on the mainland market for

trade, investment, and tourism to compensate for the decline in the U.S. market and other

international business opportunities, and massive official efforts to promote closer

infrastructure integration with the Pearl River Delta (which has always been Hong

Kong's natural geo-economic hinterland) has fostered a new undercurrent of uneasiness

among some HKSAR minds. It is feared that dependency on the mainland market

reinforced by increasingly extensive functional interfaces with the mainland, would result

in the HKSAR's being more fully absorbed into the orbit of a much more powerful, much

larger, and less liberal social and cultural sphere. Specifically, Hong Kong could

gradually lose its unique cosmopolitan outlook and treasured global linkages, and

eventually become just another city in China.

Governing the HKSAR and the Internal-External Political

Environment

On account of the short period existence of HKSAR, the ruling strategy of the Beijing

government in the current political environment is still evolving. Nevertheless, the central

features of the strategy are discernible. The objective of the governing strategy,

ironically, is to be invisible in the internal affairs of HKSAR. The goal is to prevent Hong

Kong from becoming an issue between the mainland and the West, especially the United

States while giving unswerving support to the Tung administration to maintain the status

quo and ensure that Hong Kong will not become a subversive threat to the socialist
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regime. Although to a great extent this strategy has been implemented since 1997,

indicating the sincerity of its commitment to Hong Kong, the strategy faced a major

challenge soon after the establishment of HKSAR.

In the immediate post-handover aftermath, Hong Kong was indeed in good economic

condition. Much of the pre-handover worries were brushed aside amongst glowing

reports of continuing economic prosperity. With Hong Kong govemment's first policy

announcement in early October 1997, which promised to address Hong Kong's long-term

problems, such as housing and education,234 the Chief Executive, Tung Cheehua's

popularity index soared to the record high of 89.0. The Hang Seng index also climbed

beyond the 16,000 level (compared to the low of 10,000 in 1996).235 Nonetheless, the

Asian financial crisis spread to Hong Kong and affected the territory.

The Asian financial crisis began with the depreciation of the Thai baht in July 1997, at

the time of the handover of sovereignty of Hong Kong. Hong Kong was caught in the

crisis on 23 October 1997 when cuffency speculators attacked the fixed exchange rate

between the HK dollar and the US dollar after Taiwan depreciated its cur.".r"y.23o In

order to defend the pegged exchange rate, inter-bank and other interest rates were

significantly increased leading to a sharp decline in the value of the stock market and a

decrease in property prices.237 As to the property prices, the promulgation of

govemment's housing policy made the situation even *orse.'38 The popular housing

t" "Building Hong Kong in a New Era", addressed by the Chief Executive, Tung Chee-hwa, at the
Provisional Legislative Council Meeting on 8 October 1997 Hong Kong SAR government.t" Hong Kong's well-known Chinese commentator, Willy Wo-Lap Lam, declared in Tokyo in November
1996, "|f the Hang Seng stock index doesn't rise beyond 15,000 by July 1997, Jiang Zemin will be in
trouble". "The prospects for post-1997 HK: The Chinese Perspective", The Nikkei Ll/eekly, Tokyo, l8
November 1996; Gungwu Wang and John Wong (eds.), Hong Kong in China, The Challenge of Transition
(Singapore: Times Academic Press, 1999):20.

"u Gao Sahngquan, "Hong Kong in China: Partnership as a New Pattern of Relations", in Andrew M.
Marton (ed.), Hong Kong in China, Perspectives from the Region (Singapore: Singapore University Press

Pte. Ltd., 1999): 18.
ttt lbid.
"t The Government's Housing Policy was to help all households gain access to adequate and affordable
housing and to encourage home ownership in the community. A White Paper on Long Term Housing
Strategy (LTHS) was published in February 1998 providing a blueprint for housing policy in the years
ahead and setting out the Government's housing targets. A series measures would be adopted by the
government to meet its housing policy targets, such as monitor the supply of land and supporting
infrastructure for housing, and maintain a long-term flat production program. Meanwhile, provide public
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policy ensured an annual supply of 85,000 private and public housing units, which was

introduced almost at the same time as the Asian financial turmoil started to hit Hong

Kong in early 1998. The housing policy quickly divided the society and immediately

caused the collapse of the private property market. The value of private property fell 40

percent within six months.2'n Unde. such circumstances, the post-handover euphoria

ftzzled out almost immediately.

In fact, the Asian financial crisis not only did tremendous damage directly to Hong

Kong's economy, but also indirectly burst Hong Kong's decade-long economic bubble. A

serious economic recession spread rapidly from the financial and property markets to

tourism and the domestic retail sectors.2oO E,ren so, the Hong Kong economy still ended

1997 with a 5.3 percent growth rate and 6 percent inflation. In 1998, however, the Hong

Kong economy plunged to a record 5.1 percent "negative growth" (contraction), with

creeping deflation. Whereas Hong Kong had for years experienced full employment with

acute labor shortages, by early 1999, unemployment had risen sharply to 6 percent; the

worst in about three decades.'o' As if economic and financial problems were not enough,

Hong Kong was also hit by a series of crisis, including the much publicized "bird flu"
(hundreds of thousands of chickens were improperly killed and treated) and the disastrous

housing at reasonable rents to those who cannot afford any other type of housing, etc. See Hong Kong
Information Services Department, January 2002, available online at: hftp://www.gov.hk/hb.
23') Accordingly, the government's firm commitment to direct the housing markeiby the annual provision of
85,000 housing markets was a case in point. The housing policy was regarded as direct intervention into the
housing market. It was criticized for disrupting the market principles of demand and supply. The property
market had enjoyed a significant growth in the previous ten years, and the public perceived private property
as a reliable source of saving and investment. This new government policy seriously shook this belief and
led to the sudden public reluctance to buying private properfy when Tung was the Chief Executive in
Designate. When the private property price fell to about HK$4,000 per square foot in 1998, Tung public
felt that it was a reasonable price in his mind. Regardless Tung's housing policy and public speeches
confused the public and developers about the role of government in the properry market as well as the
direction of the properfy market. This certainly affected investment confidence as well as destabilized the
propefty market in Hong Kong. See Lam, The Political Dynamics of Hong Kong under Chinese
Sovereignty, 53; 'Hong Kong officially in recession' , South China Morning Post, 28 August I 998.

'oo Gao, "Hong Kong in China: Partnership as a New Pattern of Relations", 18.
2ol Jennain T.M. Lam, The Potitical þnamics of Hong Kong under Chinese Sovereignty (New York: Nova
Science Publishers, Inc., 2000): 243-44.
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opening of the new Chek Lap Kok (CLK) Airport (the airport systems broke down on the

first day of its opening).'o'

These challenges placed pressure on the new administration to meet the demands of the

society and resulted in crisis of confidence in Tung leadership and, at same time, exposed

the weakness of the new administration. A public opinion survey conducted in July 1999

by the Hong Kong Policy Viewers revealed that more than 40 percent of people thought

the Tung administration had failed to govern effectively. Tung's popularity rating

dropped significantly from its record high of 89.0 in September 1997 to 58.1 in May

1999.243

Criticism was varied. First, critics felt that the Hong Kong govemment had reacted too

slowly to the financial turmoil and had under-estimated its impact on the Hong Kong

economy. Although the Asian financial crisis started in July and attacked Hong Kong in

October, the govemment had not done anything to prevent it from affecting Hong Kong

or to minimize its impacts on Hong Kong until February 1998.2a0 The government did not

provide any warning of the threat that Asian financial turmoil portended.

In addition, many believed that the government actions taken during the financial turmoil

seemed to be mainly reactive to the actions initiated by international speculators. For

242 Both incidents tested the ability of the SAR administration to respond effectively in a crisis situation. ln
particular, the crisis revealed key deficiencies in the coordination abilities of the administration with
responses from the Provisional Municipal Councils and government departments hampered by a lack of
information sharing and the dissemination of inaccurate data. See No Kwai-yan. "Official 'Bungling'
Attacked on Radio", South china Morning Post, 19 May 1998.
to'The respondents gave the administration befween zero and four marks the l0 when asked to assess its
performance. Only 28 percent of the respondents gave it six to ten marks. The governmentaveraged 4.7
marks. Only 16.9 percent of the respondents were satisfied with the performance of the government, while
about 46 percent were dissatisfied. Approximately 42 percent of the respondents were unhappy of the
living conditions in Hong Kong. See Lam, The Political þnamics of Hong Kong under Chinese
Sovereignly, 244.
2aa The Financial Secretary announced the 1998 Budget in February to reduce various taxed including
business tax, security stamp dufy, rates, airport tax, and property tax. With the concession of taxes, the
government estimated that the budget would still be a surplus budget. The objective of these tax concession
was to stimulate consumption, in view of a slow economic growth. A second and third round of rescue bid
was successively announced in June and October 1998 to save the economy by the government (detail see
Lam, The Political Dynamics of Hong Kong under Chinese Sovereignty, 49-51). However, the survey done
by the Universiry of Hong Kong showed that the rescue bid failed to stop support for Tung from plunging
to a new low in the public support rating.
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instance, the Monetary Authority drastically raised the inter-bank loan interest rate to 300

percent overnight after the HK dollar had been sold short in October 1997 . On another

occasion, the govemment injected HK$1,120 billion into the stock market after the stock

and future markets had been manipulated by international speculators in August 1998.

These two incidents seemed to indicate that the government was not well equipped with

the ability to anticipate problems and to discover inherent weaknesses within the financial

system.2as

Finally, some looked at the economic policies of the government and suggested that these

policies were inconsistent with the economic management principle of "positive non-

intervention". Critics saw the goverïrment's intervention in the housing market, as well as

the stock market in 1997 and 1998 as a departure from the principle of laissez faire in

I{ong Kong.2a6

Sing Ming, a professor from City University of Hong Kong, subsequently investigated

whether the Hong Kong government experienced a legitimacy problem as a result of the

events of 1997-1998. He found out that even though public confidence in the government

decreased to a low level in mid-l998, there had not been any sign of "a rejection of the

political structure as a whole." However, he pointed out: "if Hong Kong's prosperity

continues to falter, and the HKSAR government's performance remains largely

unsatisfactory, the legitimacy for the quasi-bureaucratic authoritarian system will very

likely become further eroded. The accumulated distrust directed towards government

tot rbid.,54.
2ao Beginning in July 1997, speculative pressures on the Hong Kong dollar caused the Hong Kong
Monetary Authority (HKMA) to spend HK$ I billion to pop up the currency. These pressures continued,
leading the HKMA in October 1997 to raise interest rates (to stop the capital flight), which subsequently
led to a nearly one-quarter drop in the Hong Kong stock market (the Hang Seng lndex) over a four-day
period. ln late August 1998, the Hong Kong government intervened in the stock market's decline by
spending HK$15 billion to purchase shares from 33 blue-chip companies that make up the Hang Seng
Index, which help raise the value of the shares by 24%. This act led the Heritage Foundation in its lg99
Index of Economic Freedom report to question whether Hong Kong should still be considered to be the
world's freest economy. See Wayne M. Morrison, "Hong Kong-U.S. Economic Relations" in S.G. Rioni
(ed.), Hong Kong in Focus, Political and Economic Issues (New York: Nova Science Publishers, Inc.,
2002):30.
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officials or its Head may be translated into that towards the system, thus raising the

likelihood of a legitimating probl em".247

As such, early in 2000, Beijing began to grow increasingly concerned about public

criticism of the Hong Kong government and the Chief Executive. According to one

observer, Beijing believed that Hong Kong's civil service had actually undermined

Tung's policies.2as Consequently, Beijing took some steps to try to reinforce Tung's

public popularity. In June 2000, the Vice Premier Qian Qichen voiced his public support

for Tung, and also expressed his hope that the HKSAR's business elite would fully

support its Chief Executive. Locally, several pro-Beijing Hong Kong elites publicly

extolled Tung's contributions to the HKSAR's economic prosperity and social

stability.24e

The reaction of the Beijing goverrìment and some pro-Beijing Hong Kong elites was

understandable partly because Tung's legitimacy crisis could plunge the HKSAR into

unprecedented instability. Most importantly, abandoning Tung would symbolize a severe

loss of face to Beijing leaders, who had designated and crowned him as the FIKSAR's

first Chief Executive.2so

Beijing's public support to Hong Kong was also addressed in local publications:

China has undertaken a series of measures to deepen the reform, reduce
government bureaucracy, reorganize the financial system, adjust economic
structures, enhance the basic structure of the investment environment, further
develop domestic demand, and increase export. China has a surplus in its
international balance payments and the RMB will remain stable. The
strengthening economy of mainland should be able to provide effective
suppoft for the Hong Kong economy. Whatever the cost, the central
government will continue to assist the HKSAR to adopt relevant measures to

tot By using a longitudinal date study of public opinions conducted by the Social Science Research Center,
the University of Hong Kong. See Sing Ming, "Problem of Legitimacy for the New Hong Kong Special
Administration Region Government," International Journal of Public Administration (N.Y.; Dekker
Marcel,200l).
"t Kerry Durnbaugh, "Hong Kong's Ongoing Transition: Implications of Chinese Sovereignty in 200 l" in
S.G. Rioni (ed.), Hong Kong in Focus, Political and Economic Issues (New York: Nova Science
Publishers, lnc., 2002): I l.
'oo Lo Shiu-Hing, Governing Hong Kong: Legitimacy, Communicaîion and Political Decøy (New York:
Nova Science Publishers, lnc., 2001): 154.

"o rbid. r54-55.
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maintain the stability ad development of finance and the economy, positively
support Hong Kong's enterprises to invest in Mainland China, develop
tourism, high+ech enterprises and the construction of basic infrastructure,
develop transshipment trade, the exchange of technology and international
cooperation.25l

During the crisis, as Asian countries saw their currencies devalue one after another, the

Chinese Renminbi (RMB) also encountered pressures to devalue. However, Beijing

indicated many times that the RMB would not be devalued because China's macro-

economic development remained stable.2s2 Although economic growth slowed somewhat,

it still grew and prices also remained relatively stable. Also, China's balance of

international payments remained favorable along with its sizable foreign reserves.

Although there were pressures on exports, the cost of labor in the exporting sectors was

still lower than Southeast Asian countries. Moreover, about 50 percent of China's exports

were actually reprocessed imports. As such, they were not affected by the exchange rate.

Maintaining a stable RMB exchange rate was a significant contribution to the economic

stability of Hong Kong. Regarding Beijing's stand on the currency and stock market

crisis besetting Hong Kong, Beijing announced that it would utilize its reserves to shore

up Hong Kong's defence against cuffency speculators if requested to do so by the SAR
. 2s3governmenr.

Nevertheless, Beijing had to take into consideration whether its assistance at this stage of

the crisis would be further interpreted as an indication of the inability of the Tung

administration to safeguard the interests of Hong Kong's business community. Such a

move could also be perceived as central government interference in the affairs of the

SAR, thus violating the various agreements. Beijing probably also had to keep in mind

the Taiwan factor. One scholar said that Beijing indeed found it painful to have to support

Tung openly, and risk the criticism of interference.2to This was a major concern in

"' Wen Hei Pao,6 July 2000.
ttt On l0 May 1998, Chinese Premier Zhu Rongji promised that the government would not devaluate Yuan
to incentive the export industry at Xinhua News Agency in Beijing. See China Daily, 1l May 1998, A5; On
2 July 1998, Vice-premier Qian Qichen quoted Premier Zhu's statement when meeting with the Chief
Secretary of H KSAR, Anson Chan. See Ming Pao, 26 July I 999.
253 Maggie Farley, "Rough Times Follow Hong Kong Handover", Japan Times, 3 July 1998.
25u Dumbaugh, "Hong Kong's Ongoing Transition: Implications of Chinese Sovereignty in2001",12.
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Beijing, especially as the circumstances and developments in the post-handover internal

and extemal political environment indicated that Beijing did not seek to deviate from

existing policy towards Hong Kong.

Internally, a relatively stable leadership in Beijing, had provided some assurance that

existing policy would not change. The relative ideological vacuum and the various

unintended consequences of reform, such as growing economic and social inequality,

budget deficits, corruption, the advent of the market as an altemative source of political

resources, and the decentralization of power confronted the central government. In

particular, Party decision-makers had been intent on filling this vacuum and re-

establishing more effective central control since the early 1990s, but had found the effort

diff,rcult. As China has become more involved in the global economy, Beijing faced other

challenges as well, especially the possible impact of China's joining the rWTO. Certainly,

membership would have both positive and negative implications, but the political

consequences seemingly represented a greater challenge to Beijing. Li Junru, a well-

known policy adviser to Jiang stated: "The biggest shock to us from joining the WTO

targets our government, and our goverrrment has for long time been under one-party

leadership. Thus, what is behind the shock is actually the ways of ruling and the

leadership of our Putty.-"t He further pointed out: "the open-door causes our Party to be

challenged, more directly than before, by hostile Western forces through their

'Westernizing' and'splitting-up' strategies and their ideologies".256

As a government with its primary goals of maintaining stability and encouraging the

economy to grow, balancing power within the parly became extremely important to

Jiang. His ability to "muddle through" is a function of "preserving elite consensus by

speaking in general terms in support of the economic reforms and, when necessary,

mouthing a bit of leftist rhetoric to pacifu those with lingering memories of revolutionary

25s lnterview of Li Junru (a vice president of the Central Parry School) by Liang Liping, "strengthening
construction of the ruling parry with the spirit of reform" (The National Forum for Party-State Officials,
September 200 l): 7; Guoguang Wu, "From the July I Speech to the Sixteenth Parly Congress, Ideology,
Party Construction, and Leadership Transition" in David M. Finkelstein and Maryanne Kivlehan (eds.),
China's Leadership in the 2l't Century (New York: M.E. Shape, 2003):169.
'5u Ibid.
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glory".tt' The leadership also has been aware that there is a need for some political

reform, but none within the inner circle wants to rock the boat by calling for significant

or radical political reform that would shake up the system, affect the dominant role of the

Party, and also might bring an end to Communism. Party elites are more than ever

committed to the proposition that they must hang tighter or they will hang separately.2ss

When speaking on the Jiang's "Three Represents" theory and the policy of party

recruitment,2se Wu Guoguang, a professor of Chinese University of Hong Kong, argued

that it is understandable to see Beijing use "national" things, either economic and cultural

factors or material force such as national capital against Westemization, and,

furthermore, attempt to use the "combination" of domestic power, both political and

economic, against what they see as the western "splitting-up" plot.260 He explained:

The program of Party recruitment could have two implications that would help of
increasing Chinese involvement in the world system and the invasion of foreign
capital in the Chinese economy. First, the eligibility recently given to private
entrepreneurs to join the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) will clear the way for
Chinese capitalist to begin to enjoy political privilege, and, eventually, political power
under the CCP regime. This, will no doubt, further stimulate the growth of national
capital. More important, this will stimulate the growth of the CCP's political power
and the newly developed national capitalists' business power. This will increase the
capability of the CCP regime to control the spread of international business ínfluence
in China.26r

"' Lucian W. Pye, "liang Zemin's Sfyle of Rule: Got for Stab¡lify, Monopolize Power and Settle for
Límited Effectiveness" in Jonathan Unger(ed.), The Nature of Chinese Politics From Mao toJiang(New
York: M.E. Sharpe, 2002):214.t" lbid.
"o A proposal was made in Jiang's speech celebrating the eightieth anniversary of the CCP on July I , 2O0l .
The "Three Represents" suggests that the CCP represents the requirements of China's advanced productive
force, the orientation of the development of the country's advanced culture, and the fundamental interests
of the overwhelming majority of the Chinese people. As the general secretary of the CCP, he recommended
that private entrepreneurs be allowed to join the party, the self-claimed vanguard political organization of
the workíng class. He claimed that entrepreneurs were among the new social strata making significant
contributions to the country's development and modernization, and, therefore, deserved a place in ruling
party. This was another step in Jiang's ongoing effort to revitalize the Party's official ideology and to
redefine the nature of this biggest political party in the world. See Bruce J. Dickson, "Economics as the
Central Task, do entrepreneurs matter?" in David M. Finkelstein and Maryanne Kivlehan (eds), China's
leadership in the 2 I th Century (New York: M.E. Shape, 2003): 186.

"'o Wu, "From the July I Speech to the Sixteenth Parly Congress, ldeology, Parfy Construction, and
Leadership Transition", 169.

'o' Ibid.
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Another reason party factions remain on good terms in recent years is explained by

professor Lucian W. Pye from Massachusetts Institute Technology. He indicates that as

China's problems accumulate and intensiflr, the elites naturally tend to have differing

views as to what should be done. Since many policy issues have no easy solutions, the

participants are subsequently less inclined to become passionate about their views. The

oveniding concern for stability and holding onto power becomes enough to hold in check

any drift toward significant factional clashes. Even Jiang's 2001 proposal that

entrepreneurs and thus capitalists be admitted to Party membership, a direct violation of
the tradition of the Party representing the proletariat, did not produce much of a reaction

from the Leftist elements in the Parly who once v/ere the guardians of correct ideology.262

Nevertheless, the point is that a fairly integrated leadership has given Beijing great

confidence and maximum flexibility when dealing with Hong Kong matters.

With regard to external considerations, the first is the inverted Taiwan factor. After the

hostilities of 1995-96, Beijing and Taipei seemed to be on friendlier terms until the

Taipei regime's mid-l999 advocacy of the special 'state to state' concept. In aJuly 1999

interview with a German radio network, former President Lee Teng-hui described cross-

strait relations as "a special state-to-state relationship." Lee claimed this was not a retreat

from the KMT's position that there is only one Chinese nation. However, Beijing

disagreed and accused Lee of seeking to split China. Lees' statement provoked stern

reactions from Beijing, and lead to the cancellation of scheduled cross-Strait visits and

bilateral talks.263

The victory of the Democratic Progressive Party (DPP)'s Chen Shuibian in Taiwan's

March 2000 presidential election further worsened cross-Straits relations. After the

election, Chen clarified and expanded his cross-strait policy. He offered a series of

concessions, known as the Five Nos26o to Be¡ing, while maintaining a firm bottom line:

t"t Py", "Iiang Zemin's Style of Rule: Got for Stability, Monopolize Power and Settle for Limited
Effectiveness" , 2l 5 .

"" Cal Clark, The 2000 Presidential Elections (New York: Asian Society, 2000): I 5.
264 President Chen Shui-bian's Five Nos policy: "As long as the CCP regime has no intention to use

military force against Taiwan, I pledge that during my term in ofäce, I will not declare independence, I will
not change the national title, Iwill not push forth the inclusion of the so-called "state-to-state" description
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any change in the status quo would require the approval of the Taiwanese people. Chen's

foreign minister, Tien hung-mao, outlined a foreign policy aimed at reducing tensions

between Taiwan and mainland. He said Taiwan would emphasize substantive relations

with nongovernmental organizations and third countries rather than seek to establish

formal diplomatic ties.26s Nonetheless, Chen's concessions had little impact in Beijing,

where Beijing leaders dismissed them as hollow and insincere. Beijing insisted that

Taipei accept the 'One China' principle as a precondition for any fuither talks.266

China's hard line definition of the'One China' principle reappeared in its February 2000

"White Paper on the One-China Principle and the Taiwan Issue". It states, "there is only

one China in the world. Taiwan is a apart of China and the government of the PRC is the

sole legal government representing the whole of China".267 Since it relegated Taiwan to

the status of a local government under the PRC, no Taiwanese government could accept

such a condition. Taipei argued that it should be an equal with China during cross-Strait

talks. As a result, Beijing's precondition for further official contacts toward cross-Strait

relationship presented an enorTnous stumbling block. Although Beijing had long doubted

the former President Lee's commitment to 'One China' as they defined it, the fact that the

KMT claimed to uphold the principle allowed the two sides to work around it. But

because the DPP never so much as paid lip service to 'One China', Beijing intensifìed its

pressure on Chen to accept the principle.

In fact, Taipei feared that if it accepted the 'One China's principle, the outside world

would assume that Taiwan had accepted the stricter definition and would see no role for

international pressure in maintaining Taiwan's autonomy. Thus Chen replied to Beijing

that he was willing to discuss 'One China', but he could not accept Beijing's version of

in the Constitution, and I will not promote a referendum to change the status quo in regards to the question
of independence or unification. Furthermore, the abolition of the National Reunification Council or the
National Reunification Guidelines will not be an issue." See Shelley Rigger, From Opposition to Power,
Taiwan's Democratic Progres.sive Party (Boulder London: Lynne Rienner Publishers, 2001):212.
2ós lbid.
'6u T.Y. Wang, "'One China, One Taiwan'": An Analysis of the Democratic Progressive Parry's China
Policy", Journal of Asian and African Studies,35, no. 1,2000, 196.
267 '(The One-China Principle and the Taiwan lssue," reprinted on the New York Times website, 22
February 2000, available online at: hftp://www.ny-times.com/library/world /asia/022200china-tiawan-
text.html.
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the principle as a precondition for talks.tó8 In response, Beijing denied Taiwan any room

in the international community. For example, Beijing insisted that all Taiwan related

information in international organizations must full under the heading of "Taiwan

province of China".'6e Mean*hile, Beijing cultivated good relations with non-DPP

politicians and individuals from Taiwan. High-level delegations from the KMT and the

New Party visited the mainland repeatedly in recent years, as did numerous business

leaders.270 In sum, the tension between Beijing and the DPP in Taipei created a very

difficult time in the cross-strait relations in post-1997.

Ironically, Hong Kong has indirectly benefited from rising tensions between the mainland

and Taiwan over the issue of national reunification. The more intense the hostility

between Beijing and Taipei, the greater the efforts Beijing exerted to ensure the effective

functioning of the HKSAR system with its high degree of autonomy in internal affairs. At

least, to Beijing, Taipei would not get the chance to use Hong Kong as an excuse to

create a cross-Strait confrontation. In addition, Taiwan's economic problems and the

Chen regime's worsening administration indicated Hong Kong's continued utility to the

mainland-Taiwan relationship. According to mainland statistics, in the first 10 months of

2001, indirect cross-Strait trade via Hong Kong totaled US$26.145 billion: a 4.6 percent

year-on-year increase. While mainland exports to Taiwan declined by 2.6 percent to

US$4.058 billion in 2001, imports from Taiwan increased by 6.1 percent and stood at

US$22.087 billion. The number of Taiwanese coming to the mainland via Hong Kong

and Macao exceeded 2.7 million: an 11.78 percent year-on-year increase.2Tl

Second, China's foreign relations with the West remained quite good after 1997. Many

high-level visits occurred, and more trade and economic links developed. Above all, good

relations with the U.S. continued. In the first year after the handover, the American

Chamber of Commerce (Hong Kong) Survey of Business Confìdence, December 1997,

tt" Ibid.
26e Taipei Times, 22 October 2000, available online at:
http://www.taipeitimes.com I newsl2000 I I 0/221 arliclel 000003 5723.
ttu Rigger, From Opposition to Power,214.
27r Wu Yaming, "Cross-Strait Relations: One-China Principle is the Focus", People's Daily,30 December
200 r.
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reported 95% of their members found the business environment in Hong Kong

"favorable".272 The report dispelled Beijing's previous worries about any political

pressure from the United States. During the late Clinton administration, Presidents Jiang

and Clinton met on the margin of the APEC leaders meeting in Auckland. U.S. National

Security Advisor Sandy Berger charccterized the one-hour meeting as "productive,

friendly, non-polemical and quite comprehensive." Berger also announced that relations

between the U.S. and China were "back on track, with, of course, many challenges still
,.273raclng us.

During the Bush administration, September I lth had broad implications for U.S. foreign

policy, intemational relations in general, and the development of Sino-U.S. relations in

particular. Washington gave particular attention to international cooperation in its efforts

to rally international support for the war against terrorism. It found China a useful and

cooperative partner. Former U.S. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger in a letter to the

Shanghai Media Forum 2002 declared: "Enhanced cooperation between China and the

United States can only benefit the cause of peace and progress in the worl.d".274 Giving

their shared interests in countering terrorism, Washington and Beijing have become even

more pragmatic in their dealings with each other.27s

Finally, as far as Hong Kong's direct relationship with the mainland, the HKSAR

government has been extremely careful in acting with due regard for the interests of

t" K"rry Dumbaugh, "Hong Kong's Reversion to China; Problems and Remedies for the United States" in
S.G. Rioni (ed.), Hong Kong in Focus, Political and Economic Issues (New York: Nova Science
Publishers, lnc., 2002): 64.
273 Available online at: http://www.bc.co.uk/l/hi/world/asial258053.html.
274 Avaílable online at: http://www.english.peopledaily.com.cn /200212106/eng20021206-108021 .shtml.
275 In post-September ll'r', China has been increasing its focus on the potential domestic security threats
posed by Muslim extremism. Ever since China took control of Xinjiang province ín 1949, Muslim
separatist movements have threatened the area. For more than 50 years there has been a rebel Muslim
separatist movement led by the indigenous Uighurs. Xinjiang is certainly not Beijing's primary concern
when compared to the Taiwan issue. However, the province is a microcosm of the largest problem facing
Beijing, maintaining intemal cohesion. To hold onto power, Beijing feels that it must repress its Muslim
communities and keep them separated from the other Muslim movements in Asia that are being labeled as

terrorist. Weakness with Muslim separatist demands would empower Tibet, Taiwan and other areas to press

for more autonomy, which Beijing cannot afford. Moreover, Beijing also may hope that by backing the war
against terrorism, Washington will be more sympathetic and accommodating to Chinese aspirations for
reunifoing the mainland and Taiwan. Beijing would like to see the U.S. exercise restraint in its arms sales
to Taipei and pressure Taiwan President Cheng Shui-bian to accept Beijing's 'One China' principle and
enter into negotiations with the mainland.
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Beijing. For example, the inclusion of national security considerations in laws regulating

parades reflects the HKSAR government's sensitivity to the Chinese leadership. Also,

Hong Kong withdrew from the Asian Productivity Organization beginning I July 1997

on the grounds that Taiwan was a member under the name of the Republic of China. The

removal of 'the Republic of China' flags, hoisted by the pro-Taiwan elements to celebrate

the 86th anniversary of a nation now confined to Taiwan, on 10 October 1997 was meant

to demonstrate to the central government the determination of the HKSAR government to

uphold the 'One China' principle. Moreover, the Chief Executive, Tung has been very

profuse in lauding the Beijing leadership, in propagating patriotic and nationalist

passions, and in underscoring the common interests between Hong Kong and the

mainland.

Nonetheless, in 2000 public complaints about Beijing's interference in Hong Kong's

internal affairs emerged. A senior official in the Liaison Offrce of the Central People's

Government in Hong Kong, formerly

News Agency, openly criticized the

independen ce.2'6 The public complained of losing their most basic freedom, and argued

that Beijing had changed its attitude toward the Hong Kong p.ess."t Tung sought to

appease both the Beijing government and public opinion in Hong Kong. He issued a

2t6 In April 2000, shortly after the Taiwan presidential election, the Beijing government became
hypersensitive over Taiwan issue, especially anything that appeared to support Taiwan independence. Hong
Kong's Cable Television interviewed the new Vice President, Annette Lu, who is perhaps a stronger
advocate of Taiwan independence than President Chen Shui-bian. As is its custom, the TV station
broadcast the interview many times over during the day. Later, this event was criticized by Wang
Fengchao, a deputy director of the Liaison Ofäce, who declared that the Hong Kong media "should not
treat speeches and views which advocate Taiwan's independence as normal news item, nor should they
report them like normal cases of reporting the voices of different pafties." He said the Hong Kong media
should consider the possible impact before they choose their interviewees. "Consciously or not, and no
matter what one's motive is, even a purely objective report still has its bias. I would like to remind all of
you to pay attention to this aspect." Mr. Wang was supported the following day, by the local communist
newspapers, Tai Kung Pao and l4/en Hei Pao in their editorials. At the same time, ofÏicial spokesmen in
Beijing echoed the same line. Clearly, Mr. Wang was not simply giving his personal view; he was
expressing a considered, offìcial, Chinese government position. See "Media Warned on Taiwan Reports,"
South China Morning Post, 13 April 2000.

"t Before the handover, Lu Ping, the director of the State Council's Hong Kong and Macao Affairs Office,
had warned that, after 1991 , the Hong Kong press would not be allowed to advocate Taiwan's
independence, but would be allowed to report the viewpoints of those who advocate Taíwan independence.
But, at the time, Mr. Wang was saying that even such reporting should be proscribed. See "Hong Kong:
Freedom with Limits," Far Eastern Economic Review,27 April2000.
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statement in which he pledged to uphold press freedom, but also wamed against

Taiwanese independence. When a senior member of the Executive Council, Leung Chun-

ying, was asked about Tung's speech as an obvious example of Beijing interference in

Hong Kong's internal affairs, he claimed that the HKSAR government had received no

instructions from the central govenìment.278 Even though the public saw the HKSAR

government's handling of such sensitive political issues as ambivalent, hesitant, and

ambiguous, all these actions did enhance the trust of the central government in Beijing.

ln sum, governing the HKSAR in the post-handover has not been easy for Beijing.

Fortunately, so far all the factors effecting Beijing have supported the existing policy

framework, which predates the re-assumption of Beijing's control. However, the future of
the government's framework is not assured. Significant, unpredictable changes in the

political, economic and social environments, internally and externally, might result in a

dramatic shift in policy. In fact, some problematic changes in the legal system of the SAR

have already developed.

Infiltration of the Legal System

Even if Beijing chooses to keep Hong Kong as an entrepreneurial business center,

Communist control has already begun to change the nature of Hong Kong. At the core is

the fundamental problems stemming from the differences between the two systems. The

PRC is a developing country, in which the government plays an enormous role in all

aspects of life and the economy. The Chinese media are less tightly controlled than

before, but they are still not free in any meaningful sense. The leadership tends to

discount the notion that stability and progress can result from the free flow of ideas and

market-determined successes and failures. Despite many years of market-oriented reform

and the loosening of controls over all aspects of society, China remains a system

governed by individuals, not institutions, or in Chinese, a system of renzhi, not fazhi.21e

"t Ibid.
zTeBenedict Stavis, China's Politicql Reþrms, An Interim Report (New York: Praeger, 1988): 3; Lau
SiuKai, and Kuan HsinChi, "Public Attitude toward Political Authorities and Colonial Legitimacy in Hong
Kong", Journal of Commonwealth & Comparative Politics, vol. 33, no. I (March 1995):79-102. Fazhi is an
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In particular, its own legal system is underdeveloped in comparison to Hong Kong's with

respect to contract, tort, property, and criminal law. Perhaps more importantly, it does not

share traditions of individual rights, due process, or an independent judiciary.

Currently, questions directly relate to the central issues of liberty and economics, and the

factors which made Hong Kong; an unobtrusive government, an honest civil service, and

an independent judiciary with an effective legal system. Along with predictability and

continuity in the business environment, these together provided commercial and social

stability. Several issues now confront Hong Kong, particularly with regard to the

relationship between the legal system and economic activities.

Corruption has become the most serious problem. Comrption has plagued mainland

China since the beginning of economic reform, despite a series of official anti-corruption

campaigns. It has, in turn, infected Hong Kong and eroded the rule of law. Corrupt

practices in the bureaucracy, especially the police and business were common in Hong

Kong until the creation of the Independent Commission Against Corruption (ICAC) in

1974. The ICAC, through community education as well as standardized enforcement

methods, enjoyed considerable success in reducing both the incidences of comrption and

people's perceptions of its presence. Recent years, however, have witnessed a dramatic

increase in reports of corruption to the ICAC, suggesting growing corruption in

business.2so Sorn* observers, including the ICAC Commissioner, have attributed the

increase due to increasing interdependence with the mainland economy.2sl Nonetheless,

ICAC surveys show growing numbers of people perceive an increase in corruption and

ambiguous term. lt can be translated as rule by law or rule of law. Rule of law is what we think of when we
see democratic institutions making laws that the citizenry see as binding and legitimate, because of the
procedures followed in their formulation. Rule by law can be understood to mean that the state uses the law
as a means of social control without to the process of its formulations. It can thus be harsh or strict, and
implies nothing about citizen rights or legitimacy. Rule by law has existed throughout much of China's
history and is reemerging in China today. Rule of law, however, has not been a part of China's legal and
political history to any significant degree. See the discussion in Bill Brugger and Stephen Reglar, Politics,
Economics and Society in Contemporary China (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1994): 176-83.

"o Horp4 Kong ICAC Reports 1990s,2000, and 2002. Hong Kong Government Information Service.
28' ln early I994, Hong Kong's anti-graft chief told the American Chamber of Commerce that growing
trade ties with China had caused a surge in corruption in Hong Kong. See "World Wire: Corruption in
Hong Kong",Ilall Street Journal, 18 January 1994, A13.
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an expectation that the incidence of comrption will increase further as economic

integration with the mainland continues.282

However, of real concern is that there are no effective ways to eliminate it, because the

process of reform in China's legal system has been limited. Beijing has been unwilling to

recognize that there is a systematic problem and has continued to rely primarily on

ideological exhortation and internal mechanisms such as the use of discipline inspection

commissions.2s3 But, implementation remains woefully ineffective and the commissions

have often been blocked from carrying out investigations at some local levels. Even

though the government has considered allowing the regional commissions to become

more independent and reporting directly to the central commission in the future, still

some wonder about a fundamental question 'Who will guard the guardians?'284

The impact of economic integration with Hong Kong has also not been entirely positive

for the development of China's legal system. Business people from Hong Kong, more

than those from the West and Japan, have been willing to adapt to the existing

institutional environment in China. Many business elites have worked hard to develop

good connections with local Chinese government officials and cooperated with local

Chinese in using legally ambiguous methods to obtain business benefits. For instance,

official Chinese policies require that foreign direct investment in the retail business must

be approved and licensed by the central government. But quite a number of Hong Kong

entrepreneurs have avoided this requirement.2ss More seriously, many Hong Kong

business people have been engaged in the bribery and comrption of Chinese officials. A

survey by the ICAC of Hong Kong companies doing business in China found that they

spend an average of five percent of their operational expenses on bribes (probably an

T t Hong Kong ICAC Reports 2000. Hong Kong Government Information Service.
283 The commissions were abolished in the Cultural Revolution and reestablished as the primary mechanism
for dealing with the discipline and monitoring abuses within the party. Accordingly, Parry disciplinary
commissions at various levels should strictly enforce the party's political dísciplines so as to provide a

powerful political guarantee for a sound environment to safeguard reform, development and stability.
"Senior party Official on Discipline Inspection" , People's Daily,2l August 2002.

"o Tony Saich, Governance and Potitics of China (New York: Palgrave, 2001): 303-04.

't Horg Kong ICAC Reports, t996. Hong Kong Government lnformation Service.
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understatement).286 Such behavior has, to some degree, worsened the problem of weak

legal institutions in China.

In the mainland's semi-reformed economy, business and government are not clearly

separated. Government organizations maintain a great deal of power over the economy

and frequently interfere with business activities. Indeed, this has been a major obstacle to

the rule of law in the Chinese economy. In this context, corruption is difficult to avoid.

As reforms deepened in recent years, they presented officials with greater opportunities

to engage in comrpt activities. As political and social controls relaxed and financial

decentralization occurred, it has provided greater motivation. The most publicized

example is the huge government project to dam the Yangtze River at the Three Gorges.

In July 2000 it was reported that 97 government officials involved in the project had been

found to have engaged in corrupt practices.287 Similarly, the huge corruption scandal that

unfolded in Xiamen during 2000 became embroiled in elite party politics.288

As Hong Kong's economy mixes further with China's, the fusion of politics and

commerce has gradually emerged in Hong Kong as well. In fact, a cozy relationship

between the central government and the business elites of Hong Kong already exists.

Currently, there is an increasing fear that Hong Kong's wealthy elites are growing

wealthier, more politically powerful, and less accountable to government. They have

desirable access to top Chinese leaders, and stand to benefit very much from "mainland

style" politics, which emphasize personal connection over institutional authority. Some

also fear that in light of widespread off,rcial corruption on the mainland, the great wealth

of Hong Kong business elites could be used to undermine the long tradition of the rule of

law in Hong Kong.

"" Mirp¡ Pao, 12 June 1996.
28t A project already billed at $72 billion, is designed to boost electricity by l0 percent and to tame
downstream flooding. This on-and-off-again project was a favorite of former Premier Li Peng, making the
discussion of associated corruption impossible. Since his move to chairthe NPC in spring 1998, slowly but
surely more information about the scale of corruption involved has been made public. See Saich,
Governance and Politics of China,302.

"t High-level politics became embroiled in the smuggling case of the Yuanhua (Farewell) Group based in
Xianmen. Political connections first led to the investigation being delayed and sidetracked and aftempt to
protect the image of Jiang Zemin protégé. See Saich, Governance and Politic.ç of China,305.
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In the HKSAR, some politicians and commentators viewed the Tung administration's

decision to grant the Cyberport's development to Rich Li Tzar-kai's Pacific Century

Group without any tender in 1999 as a proof of the intimate relationship between the

government and business elites.2se After the handover, the Tung administration also

created a public image of adopting a favorable attitude toward the business empire of

tycoon Li Ka-shing. For example, Li's Cheung Kong could develop a piece of land in Ma

On Shan at a very cheap price of HK$200 per square feet compared to HK$500 as the

average land price in 1998. Because the public suspected that the Tung administration

gave preferential treatment to the Li family, the government early on undermined its own

image, credibility and legitim acy.2e0

Today, while further economic interaction is anticipated, political disputes over rights of

way, redevelopment, and land sales, and corruption stemming from these and subsequent

construction contracts, and sales or rentals may be expected to occupy large amounts of

government time and energy on both sides of the border and river. Liaison with inland

cities and central government entities and interests will further complicate the

relationship and allow more opportunities for corruption. There will also be inevitable

disputes among the various authorities, who will have to be placated. Tradeoffs with local

parties in the sense of their participation in Hong Kong projects in order to buy

cooperation in projects on their turf are also likely. Overall, the process will slow,

become more complicated, and certainly provide more room for corruption. Moreover,

problems also stem from the legal ambiguities or outright illegality characterized by

many mainland activities in the Hong Kong economy.

Beijing recognizes the harmful consequences of these developments for the economies of

both Hong Kong and mainland. In a two-year clean-up effort from 1988 to 1990, the

Beijing government conducted investigations into the activities of many mainland

businesses in Hong Kong and closed some of them down. But that did not eliminate the

28e Next Magazine, no. 473,2 April 1999,32.

"o lv[ing Pao, 5 August 2001 , '17 .
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problem.2el In the last decade, especially after lgg7, with further economic

decentralization in China, it has become more and more difficult for Beijing to monitor

and control the numerous mainland enterprises in Hong Kong.

Indeed the integration of Hong Kong and mainland economies without integration of the

political authorities has led to great difficulty with cross-border law enforcement. For

instance, many mainland enterprises set up shell companies in Hong Kong and transfer

assets to them. These companies then invest some of these assets back in mainland as

"foreign capital" in order to obtain tax benefits for foreign investment.2e2 These "fake

foreign enterprises" have caused substantial tax and other losses to the Beijing

government.2e3 Moreover, Hong Kong imperceptibly provides a relatively safe haven for

other kinds of shady business deals between mainland companies and foreign business

interests.2eo Si.r"e 7997, as more inland companies easily reached Hong Kong, the

commercial network has become more intricate, and certainly more dishonest with

transactions covered up.tnt

These problems have also threatened Hong Kong's interests. For instance, Hong Kong

worried about its continued membership in international organizations and especially the

GATT. Membership in GATT was based on the ability of the member government

(relevant GATT article for Hong Kong's membership, Article 29, which specified

"government" not country) to differentiate its exports from those of any other source, and

on the willingness of importers to accept the differentiation. Under usual conditions a

to' Ellen Salem, "The China Syndrome: Peking Pours Money Into Hong Kong- For lts Own Benefrt", Far
Eastern Economic Review, 23 June 1988, 64-65; Elizabeth Cheng, "Under the Carpet", Far Ea.stern
Economic Review, I November 1990,58-60.
202 Companies operating in or from Hong Kong enjoy many tax advantages. Hong Kong does not have a
comprehensive system of taxation; instead it has separate schedules for the taxation of different types of
income arising or derived from Hong Kong. Capital gains and dividends are not taxed, and all offshore
income is outside the scope of Hong Kong tax.
to' Sale., "The China Syndrome: Peking Pours Money Into Hong Kong - For Its Own Benefit," 64-65.
too Kevin Platt, "ln China Political Rivalries Taint Efforts to Uncover Shady Deals", The Christian Science
Monitor, l4 November 1996, L

2e5 According to a report, two fake good producers registered a company in Hong Kong under the name of
Hong Kong Panasonic Co., Ltd, and trusted an enterprise in Shunde (a city in Guangdong) for manufacture,
then labeling its products with Panasonic trademark and dispatched to markets nationwide. ln fact, the
registered company had nothing to do with the renowned Panasonic Corporation. See "Double Standards
for Chinese and Foreign Big Brands?" People's Daily, 25 September 2002, available online at:

http://english.peopledaily. com.cn/200209/25/eng20020925_l03859.shtml.
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stamp reading "made in Hong Kong" should be sufficient.2e6 Since lggT it is conceivable

that unscrupulous actions might stamp export made on the mainland with the Hong Kong

rnark. Such misuse of the mark continued to be a criminal act under Hong Kong law in

post-handover, but whether it could be detected remains a concern.

Another problem is that the HKSAR will skew competition in favor of some state-owned

enterprises (SOEs). Enterprises owned by the central government, provinces, and towns

still account for major percentage of all business activity in China. Many of these

enterprises already have operations in Hong Kong, and it is likely that they will seek

advantages from the HKSAR in terms of tenders, restricted competition, and favors for

private firms with which they have business alliances. They also enjoy informational

advantages with respect to changes in public policy. In short, an uneven playing field has

resulted.

In this regard, the often talked about "princes pãrty", composed of the sons and daughters

of high-level cadres, are busily engaged in using their connections to obtain important

roles in the party, government and military, or head lucrative trading companies.tnt Some

of them definitely have the talent and are well educated and thus can make it on their

own, but the road to success for all of them has been made easier by their family

connections. So far, their business activities in Hong Kong generally have been viewed

by the public as both unfair competition and illegal activity. For example, some "prince

party" members were criticized for being involved with the so-called back door listing of

mainland companies in the Hong Kong Stock Exchange in the aftermath of the Asian

financial crisis.2es

lndeed taking advantage of inactive companies has long existed in Hong Kong. This

involves mainland companies taking over inactive companies already listed and then

2e6 "The Impact, Opportunities and Challenges for the Hong Kong Legal Services and Arbitration
Profession upon China's Accession to the WTO", a Speech gave by Stephen Kai-yi Wong, Deputy
Solicitor General of HKSAR, 24 February 200 l, Shenzhen.

"' China Brief,vol. l, no. 10,21 November200l ,available online at:
http',l I chínajamestown.orglpubs/view/cwe_0O I _0 l 0_003.htm.
2e8 Taipai Times,6 January 2002.
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substantially changing their business scope, management and assets. It enables mainland

companies to avoid the scrutiny of Hong Kong regulators. A related problem with

mainland companies listed in Hong Kong has been insider trading.2ee Given the political

and technical difficulties of investigating such illegal behavior and the pressure of

competition for mainland business, Hong Kong authorities have not been able to curb this

tendency effectively. As a result, the rule of law and the transparency of the Hong Kong

economy have been seriously impeded. Again, Beijing finds this development

troublesome, but its capability to respond effectively remains limited.

Finally, Hong Kong's legal environment has also been undermined by Chinese policies

and by the anticipation of the official transition to China. While the fusion of politics and

commerce has only gradually emerged in Hong Kong, the wall that insulated the polity

and society was finally broken down. Patricia Tse argued in 1995,

The dawning of the 1997 question... marked a sea change in Hong Kong's
political landscape, such that the polity and society can no longer be described
and understood as minimally integrated. Politics intrudes relentlessly into
ever.iday life, and the polity can no longer insulate itself from the social and
political demands of the populations as before. In such an environment, the
heightening of political consciousness and proliferation of social protests
forms an inevitable and irreversible trend.300

Indeed, to the people of the territory, short-term interest is by far the primary concern,

rather than the community's long-term stability. As a result, several effects have

especially damaged Hong Kong's legal environment. First, uncertainties about the future

have shortened the time horizons for both officials and business people in Hong Kong,

which in turn encourages shortsighted behavior. In so doing, many government and legal

workers have lost morale and discipline, and this also explains why the ICAC received

more complaints about corruption than anytime during the previous twenty years.

However, more problematic in recent years is that even some senior civil servants at the

upper level of the bureaucracy have been involved in scandals, while cases conceming

'oo Henny Sender, "Chinese Chequered", Far Eastern Economic Review, l0 February 1994, 50-53; For
discussion of Shougang as an illustration of this phenomenon, see Carl Goldstein "Well-Connected", Far
Eastern Economic Review, l0 February 1994,54-55; and Dave Lindorff, "The Mystery Behind the Kingof
Hong Kong's Backdoor Listings", Global Finance, April 1995, 14.
3oo Patricia Tse, "The Impact of 1997 on Political Apathy in Hong Kong", The Political Quarterly (United
Kingdom: Black Publishers, 1995).
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the questionable behavior of senior officials are numerous.'0' These facts seriously

undermine the public image of senior bureaucratic integrity as a whole, as well as the

credibility of the HKSAR government.

Second, the people of Hong Kong have not showed great enthusiasm about participating

in political issues. Although political apathy has been an enduring feature of Hong Kong

society, which an appeal to 'Confucian culture' may explain, its nature has charged

signifrcantly. According to Tse:

ln post-war Hong Kong, apathy is a product of the minimally integrated nature
of the colonial polity and the refugee society. Together with rapid
improvements in economic and social well being, it has fostered an
environment in which people do not have political needs that require political
agitation. The 1997 issues put an end to this non-political environment.
Apathy remains, however, because the emerging electoral structure is unable
to harness the participation of the politicized population. In other words,
apathy remains an overarching political fact even though it is no longer a

relevant social fact. Apathy is no longer a social but a political problem as

Hong Kong faces the run-up to 1997.3o2

Following the handover, people were not very worried about interference from Beijing,

and did not have high expectations for democracy. For instance, after the May 1998

legislative elections, the pro-democracy camp, in the wake of its electoral victory, called

for the acceleration of the direct election of the entire legislature and the Chief Executive.

The appeal did not even last one week. In September 2000, Hong Kong held its second

LegCo elections. In contrast to the first LegCo elections of 1998, when 53Yo of the

electorate voted, only 4357Yo of Hong Kong's 3 million registered voters cast ballots.

Martin Lee's Democratic Parly remained the largest party in LegCo with twelve seats,

but it picked up no more seats than it had in the 1998 elections, and its share of the total

3o' The former Director of the Inland Revenue Department (lRD), Wong ho-sang, was found to have a
conflict of interest when he handled a tax case involving a company where his wife was a director. In
August, the Bureau stripped him of the IRD's position; In December 2000, the Acting Commissioner of the
IRD, Agnes Sin Law Yuk-lin, was found guilty of false accounting and was given a nine-year prison
senterìce. See Julie Chu, "Top official guilty of home allowance theft," Hong Kong iMail, 23 November
2000, A9; Criticized by the mass media and politicians for "wasting public funds", the former Director of
the Social Welfare Department, Andrew Leung Kin-pong, and the former Director of the Urban Service
Department, Elaine Chung, were transferred to other departments respectively in 2000. See lïorld Jottrnal,
I July 2000, Al7.
'02 Tse, "The lmpact of 1997 on Political Apathy in Hong Kong."
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votes actually fell to 34.7o/o from 42.6%o in 1998. This was referred to in later press

accounts as a "severe setback" for the Democrats.303

Last of all, apathy has also led to the exodus of many of Hong Kong's best and brightest.

Today, the drain of talent in the business sector remains as one of the most serious

problems for the territory. The loss of capable personnel in both the public and private

sectors has created further difficulties in sustaining the rule of law in Hong Kong. It has

been said that the departure of Chief Secretary Anson Chan Fang On-sang in late April

2001 signals a "seachange" in Hong Kong as Chan has long been seen to be the

government's strongest advocate and defender of Hong Kong's autonomy.3oo This loss

may indicate that Hong Kong's government may become less open to criticism, less

responsive to public demands, and less resistant to the demands of those with powerful

personal connections.305

In Hong Kong, the important actors in economic integration include the Beijing

government, the business branches of the provincial and local goverrunents, the Hong

Kong government, and the business interests of Hong Kong. Just as in China, the Beijing

government has conflicting goals with regard to Hong Kong. On the one hand, it would

like to maintain the rule of law in the interest of economic prosperity in Hong Kong and

economic development of China. After all an effective legal system has been the lynch

pin of Hong Kong's economic success and international appeal. On this point, the interest

of the Beijing government and the Hong Kong government coincide.

On the other hand, Beijing is eager to build up the political and economic power of the

Communist Parly and to eliminate forces it sees as subversive to its rule. When the rule

of law in Hong Kong comes into conflict with this goal, Beijing has not hesitated to

undennine the Hong Kong legal system. For example, Beijing's political control indeed

has had a major influence in official selection in the SAR. The Chief Executive has had

to make sure that all of his recommended principle officials are acceptable to the central

'ot Chris Yeung, "Back to basics, vow Democrats; slide in support prompts soul searching by leaders...",
South China Morning Post, 12 September 2000, l.
304 Dumbaugh, "Hong Kong's Ongoing Transition: Implications of Chinese Sovereignty in 200 1", 14.

'ot lbid.
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government.306 In April 2001, when Hong Kong Financial Secretary Donald Tsang, took

the post of Chief Secretary formerly occupied by Anson Chan, Beijing checked Tsang's

background, and believed that he would be far less pro-Western than Chan. Later, former

President of the JP Morgan Chase Bank, Asian-Pacific sector, Anthony Leung Kam-

chung's nomination to succeed Tsang as the Financial Secretary that was soon accepted

by Beijing because he had atrack record of being politically loyal to the PRC.307 Indeed

it should be recognized that the real purpose of the 'one country, two systems' formula is

to serve the interests of the PRC rather than those of Hong Kong. Thus, capitalist Hong

Kong enjoys a high degree of autonomy only if by so doing it will enhance, not

undermine, the interests of the Communist party-dominated system in China.

Officially, China's economic reform program is not designed to bring capitalism to China

but rather to create a 'socialist market economy'. The Beijing leaders have always made

it clear that political liberalization is not a priority and would only be contemplated once

the country has reached full economic prosperity. This caution is not surprising. China

has recent memories of internal chaos, civil war and warlord-ism. Stability is highly

valued, not only by the leadership but also the vast majority of the mainly rural

population. China has also observed developments in Eastern Europe and former Soviet

Union and has concluded that the reform process undertaken in those countries resulted

in political instability with little economic payoff. Determined to modernize while

retaining power, the Chinese Communist Party will not allow economic progress to be

undermined by demands for political reform. One will continue to see the leadership in

Beijing cautious and conservative. Given the overwhelming power imbalance in favor of

Beijing, there has been precious little the Hong Kong government can do to resist

Beijing's policy choices.

If one recalls those essential elements at the base of Hong Kong's successful economy,

then the problems appearing in Hong Kong's legal system as discussed above have

undoubtedly disappointed any one optimistic about Hong Kong's future. While Hong

'ou Lo Shiu-hing, "Governing PostColonial Hong Kong and Political Decay" in S.G. Rioni (ed.), Horg
Kong in Focus, Political and Economic Issues (New York: Nova Science Publishers, lnc.,2002): l0l-2.
'ot lbid.
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Kong has reverted back to China because of its historical nature, it will have to step back

both politically and socially if it is to fit in as well. From an optimistic point of view,

Hong Kong will be perceived as the prototypical society for the rest of China. As Hong

Kong steps back, the rest of China moves up. Conversely, in many complicated ways in

China, Hong Kong will always be a central point and a target, and future political

instability in China, due to economic, political or social influence will have a significant

impact on Hong Kong. Hong Kong is much more vulnerable.

Hong Kong and lts Competitors

Some argue that the greatest threat to Hong Kong today comes not from China or the

transition per se. It is the threat within. Hong Kong's greatest value to China is its

economic success. However, with costs amongst the highest in the world, technological

inertia in industry, high inflation and less confidence within the business community over

long-term prospects, economists say Hong Kong could be losing its edge. With up-and-

coming regional rivals such as Singapore, Taipei, and mainland's coastal cities,

especially Shanghai and Shenzhen, competing in financial services, shipping and

manufacturing, Hong Kong cannot be complacent.

Although the changing nature of Hong Kong's economy from a manual economy to a

knowledge-based economy and from an enclave economy to a metropolitan economy has

left Hong Kong economy richer than before, it has also generated some doubt about its

ability to fight off competition. In many ways, the economic challenges with which firms

in Hong Kong are wrestling today are the result of Hong Kong's successes rather than its

failures. Among them, the most worrying is the extremely high cost of production. The

transformation of Hong Kong began in 1980s and the higher incomes generated created

pressures in terms of costs, the need for improvement in the efficiency of non-traded

sectors, and the need to develop a work force better able to work across cultures and act

independently. However, corporations are finding it too expensive to hire expatriates to

work in Hong Kong. Mangers and department heads can expect $6,400 - $10,250 U.S.

monthly. Compared with Hong Kong, the cost of salaries for expatriates in Singapore is
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around 9 percent lower, while in Shanghai it is around25 percent and Taipei 28 percent

lower.3o8

The root cause of high wages is partially due to inflated real estate prices. Skyrocketing

real estate prices in Hong Kong are well known. Houses are rare in Hong Kong; most

people live in high-rise condos, or flats. A 600 square feet apartment in a charmless

housing development far from the city center goes for as much as US$500,000.30e Office

rental and compensation package costs in Hong Kong are comparable or lower than in

Singapore and Tokyo, but are high compared to Shanghai, Sydney, and Taipei. High

prices and wages are affecting Hong Kong's competition for foreign investment and

talent.

Moreover, there is negative impact of moving manufacturing operations to the mainland

where factor costs, mainly labor and land, are much lower. Immediate gains in terms of
profit due to lower production costs are made at the expense of Hong Kong's long-term

industrial development. The availability of lower-cost production facilities outside Hong

Kong means less need for Hong Kong to improve its own technology. Hong Kong's

manufacturing sector has been able to raise its productivity at a relatively fast pace

compared with the other NIEs and emerging economies in Asia, but such productivity

improvements may be attributed mainly to management ingenuity rather than

technological innovations through Research and Development (R&D). For instance,

Hong Kong's stock exchange has been one of the best performers in Asia over the past

few years. Public shares of banks, property firms and diversified conglomerates have

raced ahead. But not all issues have followed. Hong Kong electronics stocks have been

caught in a prolonged, global slump. According to Asian Internet News, because of Hong

'ot The Bulletin, "Living the High (Cost) Life in HKSAR", Hong Kong General Chamber of Commerce
(HKGCC), March2002.
too Richard Hornik, "Who Needs Hong Kong?" Fortune,2 May 2002, available online at:
http://www.fortune.com/foftune/articles /0,1 5 I I 4,37 3469,00.htm1.
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Kong's traditional reliance on entrepreneurial expertise over formally conducted R&D,

Hong Kong manufactures seen at risk of losing hi-tech edge.3l0

In the long run, Hong Kong is lagging behind its competitors in terms of technology and

hence product development. With rising costs, the domestic industry will eventually

become non-competitive. Despite the fact that Hong Kong's new economy is taking

shape, more efforts need to be put into several areas.3ll According to a survey conducted

by the Education and Manpower Bureau, Hong Kong is now short of information

technology (lT) individuals by 1,700 to 4,000 and the gap will widen to between 17,000

and 50,000 in ten years. A survey conducted by the Hong Kong Productivity Council

indicates that the Internet adoption rate of local Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) is

standing at a meager 34.4 percent and most SMEs are still at the infant stage, as far as the

application of IT is concerned.3l2

Another major problem for Hong Kong is the high rate of inflation that, if unabated, will

sooner or later price Hong Kong out of the market vis-à-vis the other NIEs and emerging

economies. The fragility of consumer activity, moderating prices in the important

Chinese market along with monetary policy developments and the maintenance of a

pegged culrency results in inflationary pressures. Moreover, the mainland's export

product prices continue to increase, and with huge proportion of Hong Kong's export

coming from mainland, this situation will directly foster inflation in Hong Kong. Indeed

Hong Kong has lost its leverage against inflation because of the fixed rate of the Hong

Kong dollar to the US dollar, resulting in negative interest rates and skyrocketing real

t'o Hong Kong is well positioned to become the lnternet business hub of Asia, but is gradually losing its
competitive edge to other cities in the region such as Singapore, according to industry executives. Hong
Kong received high praise fiom a panel of executives from new economy companies for its entrepreneurs
and positive business climate, but was panned for high costs, lack of innovation and a deteriorating quality
of life. Asian Internet News,30 October 2000, available online at:
http://venuetba.com/archives/newsarchive I 030.htm.
3rr "Hong Kong at the Dawn of New Economy Era', The Chinese Manufactures Association of Hong Kong,
December 2000.
3'2 rbid.
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estate prices.3l3 All these factors could bring financial catastrophe, economic chaos, and

social unrest.

Currently, Hong Kong's economic growth has gradually recovered from the Asian

financial crisis. Hôwever, its impact was deep and the fallout has been painful. Tourism,

retail, hotels and housing sectors have all suffered. Interest rates have been pushedto2

percent higher than to the United States.3la Unemployment has also edged up. The stock

market remains unsettled. More companies in the financial sector may fold and more

white-collar workers will be laid off. Perhaps, the currency turmoil is a blessing in

disguise, at least for the Chief Executive, who wants a deflated economy to attract more

investment of a non-speculative nature. Nevertheless, the Tung administration has been

acutely aware of Hong Kong's weaknesses, and it has initiated reforms in many areas. It

cannot, however, escape responsibility for not managing the SAR well.3ls Each set of
reforms appears logical and necessary but also challenges a group of vested interests.

When many reform programs are implemented simultaneously in many sectors, the

cumulative problems may be too much for the government to handle.

Hong Kong is firmly committed to an open market policy and its economy is externally

oriented and dependent on trade with the rest of the world. Thus, foreign business

involvement is of most concern to Hong Kong. However, in the past twenty years of
economic integration with mainland and political transition, problems over Hong Kong's

legal system taken together with the threat of China influence has directly effected the

relationship between Hong Kong and the business community, especially the foreign

business sector.

Generally, the negative aspects of the transition to Chinese rule have not deterred

companies from locating in Hong Kong to do business in China. Companies are likely to

go anywhere money can be made and will endure difficult conditions- corruption,

inefficiency, biased courts, and unfair competition- for the sake of large prof,rts.

3'3 "Deflation in Hong Kong and lts lmplications", Economic Forum, December 200 l, available online at:
http://www.tdctrade.com/econforum/boc/boc0 I I 20 I .htm.

"o Hong Kong iMail, June 30 2002.
t't Lo, "Governing Post-Colonial Hong Kong and Political Decay", 105-7.
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Moreover, these conditions remain far worse on the mainland, so Hong Kong will have

an advantage over other Chinese cities, at least for the next decade or so. However, it is

unlikely that international companies will expose their regional operations to the risk of a

legal system that cannot protect their assets, a government that could blacklist them and

force them to lose their investments, to a competitive disadvantage in obtaining

information, to political uncertainty and, perhaps, to social turmoil. Many local and

foreign companies have already sensed the shifting landscape. Brokers have reported that

part of the rise in the Singapore stock exchange reflected transfers by Hong Kong

investors looking for a safe haven.3ló Reports that Hong Kong investment and production

companies were setting up overseas offrces accumulated.3lT

According to Red Flag over Hong Kong, a forecast of the territory's future based on

economic models published in the U.S., more than half the companies listed on the Hong

Kong Stock Exchange are legally domiciled outside Hong Kong.3r8 The famed

entrepreneur Li Kashing transferred a reported US$3 billion in assets to an offshore trust

in the Grand Cayman Island; a British territory in the Caribbean. Li's move generated a

trend widely viewed as a hedge against likely new kinds of tax claims in Hong Kong.3le

In 1998, Li complained about Hong Kong's politics and revealed his intention of

reducing his investments in the SAR.320 In August 2000, Li remarked publicly again that

he might withdraw his investments from the SAR due to the politically "undesirable"

circumstances produced by both the mass media and politicians.32l Hong Kong's

customers around the world, aware of the territory's deep dependence on the mainland

for its manufacturing activities, and ritually all-major regional operations in Hong Kong

''u The 2002 Singapore Budget Statement was delivered by the Singapore Deputy Prime Minister and
Minister for Finance Lee Hsien Loong on 3 May 2002. Hong Kong investors into Singapore would most
immediately be impacted by the reduction in the corporate tax rate, the removal of the imputation system
and the group relief proposals for losses. See "2002 Singapore Budget, Potential Impact on Hong Kong
lnvestors and Foreign Individuals", Ernst & Young,23 May 2002, available online at:
http://www.ey.com/GLOBAL/content.nsf/China_E/lssues_&_Perspectives_-_Article-23-05-2002.

"' Hong Kong Commerce and Industry, LegCo Question No. I I (Written Reply for Mr. Hon Hui Ceung-
ching), 27 February 2002.
t't Bruce Bueno de Mesquita etal, Red Flag Over Hong Kong (London: Chatham House Publishers, 1996):
134.t" Horg KongTai Kung. Pao, l8 July 1997.

"o Lo Shing-hing, Governing Hong Kong / Legitimacy,
Nova Since Publishers, Inc.,200l): l5l.
tt' rbid.
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have looked at, or are beginning to look at, moving out of Hong Kong in the next five or

ten years. Most have found it better in the short-term to remain there, but in the future,

there is likely to be a slow but steady - and quiet - exodus of regional operations to other

cities within the Asia-Pacific region.322

Nevertheless, for those who are optimistic about the short-term, the situation will not be

easy. For the past decade, Chinese leaders of consortia bidding for major infrastructure

projects, such as the second and third cross harbor tunnels and the airport, have teamed

up with mainland companies to try to gain access to the emerging power elite. This kind

of thing will become increasingly common. Foreign business in Hong Kong will have to

spend more time developing connections with Chinese companies, Chinese officials, and

senior members of the Hong Kong government. This, however, presents new challenges

and new problems for foreign businesses; new challenges because they are unlikely to be

as trusted as Chinese business people, and new problems because it injects a political

element into their business. Businesspeople will have to keep a sharp eye on the

Machiavellian politics in Beijing as well as in Hong Kong.

Competitors are improving and narrowing the gap with Hong Kong. First, Singapore has

developed a successful strategy that has been well marketed. The Singapore system, with

its reliance on overseas multinationals and government intervention, and its relative lack

of local entrepreneur-ship, is a very different one from that of Hong Kong. Each of the

two systems gains its strength from consistency. Even though in most areas of the

economy, Singapore serves different markets and is not a direct competitor, Singapore is

a direct competitor in Hong Kong as a base for regional headquarters and financial

service operations.323 Manufacturing in Singapore contributed much more to GDP than in

Hong Kong, reflecting the greater production of large multinationals in Singapore.3'o In

the past two years, Singapore has announced a series of measures to open further their

"t Hong Kong Commerce and Industry, LegCo Question No. ll (Written Reply for Mr. Hon Hui Ceung-
ching), 27 February 2002.
3t' Singapore's trade sector always has focused on Malaysia, lndonesia, and Thailand whereas Hong Kong
traders range over the Nanyang, China and Northeast Asia. See David R. Meyer, Hong Kong As A Global
Metropolis (UK: Cambridge University Press, 2000): 231.
t'o Ibid.
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financial sector to foreign participation.32t In addition, Singapore has officially launched

its bid to compete with other Asian countries to become the number one technology hub

in the region following a government announcement that it will inject S$7 billion into the

tech and science sectors over the next five y"ars.3'6 Last but not least, the 2002 Budget

clearly provided Singapore a competitive advantage in attracting foreign talent and

fbreign investment dollars, which directly challenges Hong Kong.327

Tailvan, although faced with major political obstacles, could also emerge as Hong Kong's

most direct competitor. Taiwan has explicitly targeted several industries and activities,

especially air and sea cargo, telecommunications, media and entertainment, and

multinational and regional headquarters, where Hong Kong is a regional leader and is

attempting to deregulate its economy to make it more attractive to local and overseas

firms.328 So far as Hong Kong is concerned, there is a fear that Hong Kong could be

seriously affected by the eventual building of "three links" between the two sides of the

Taiwan Strait.32e Accordingly, direct links between ports in Taiwan and those in the

mainland (between Kaoshiung and Yantian, for example) could result in shipping lines

realigning their routes that, in the long term, may divert some cargo away from Hong

Kong. Over time, Taipei may well become a major competitor with Hong Kong as the

premier business and financial center of the Greater China region.330 Currently, the cross-

Strait trade that goes through Hong Kong is about 35%o of all cross-Strait trade (the

others, primarily the trade with east or north China, go through Korea, Japan or other

places). In reality, the cross-Strait trade going through Hong Kong relates to the trade

with southern China, particularly the Pear River Delta. With "three Links", there would

"t Asia's New High Tech Competitors/Technology Infrastructure, U.S. National Science Foundation.
ttn Ary Wu, "Asian's Next Tech Hub: Singapore", Wired News, January 2002.
327 Accordingly, for foreign individuals, the reduction in personal income tax rates and the creation of a
new class of 'Not Ordinarily Resident' taxpayers in the Budget carrying with it certain potential tax
benefits relating to foreign eamed income could be said as Singapore's overt move to entice foreign talent
and businesses in its economic restructuring for a knowledge-based economy. See "2002 Singapore
Budget, Potential Impact on Hong Kong Investors and Foreign Individuals", Ernst & Young,23 May 2002,
available online at: http://www.ey.com/GLOBAL/content.nsf/China_E/lssues_&_Perspectives_-_Arlicle-
23-05-2002.

"t Victor Fung, TDC Chairman, "The Hong Kong Advantage: A Study of the Competitiveness of the Hong
Kong Economy", Far Eastern Economic Review, l5 February 1998,33-39.
32e "Three f inks'- direct cross-strait trade, transport and postal services. See Taiwan Headlines, l7 April
2003.
330 Report in July 2000, Hong Kong Trade Development Council.
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be more competition between Hong Kong and Shenzhen for such trade.33l Indeed Taiwan

has much potential. In 2001, Taiwanese investors injected a total of 232 million US

dollars into 724 projects in Xiamen in east China's Fujian Province, which replaced Hong

Kong for the fìrst time in history as the biggest investor in the City.332

While Hong Kong confronts its traditional competitors, the emerging economics of the

coastal cities of Mainland China is challenging Hong Kong in their own way. The coastal

zone of China, which creates more than half of total mainland GNP, is in the forefront of
reforms.333 The Yangtze River Delta, Pearl River Delta and Bohai Bay are three major

economic zones along the coast, which have been open to foreign investment. Many

well-know coast cities are located in these three economic zones, such as Guangzhou,

Shenzhen, Xiamen, Fuzhou, Yantai, Tianjin, and Dalian. The economy of these areas is

developing at an astonishing speed.

The expansion of Hong Kong's manufacturing industry into Guangdong Province,

especially Shenzhen, provided a tremendous opportunity for Shenzhen. Shenzhen's

"miraculous" transformation from a small rural town to a leading city of mainland has, to

a large extent, drawn on the Hong Kong model. However, it has also led to increased

competition for Hong Kong manufacturers, who at the same time are facing increased

rivalry from competitors in the world marketplace. The rivalry includes not only low-cost

production-drive competition from developing countries such as Malaysia, Thailand and

Philippines, but also technology and quality-driven competition from Korea, Singapore

and Taiwan. Since the rise of Shenzhen's high-tech sector in the early 1990s, the city has

witnessed dramatic growth in a short span of time. Shenzhen's hi-tech industry,

especially the five major sectors of electronic IT, bioengineering, integration of

"' K.C. Kwok and Lawrence Ngai, "The Impact of 'three links' on Hong Kong", Economic Forum, Hong
Kong Trade Department Council,3 I August 200 I .

"t "Tai*an Replace Hong Kong as Biggest Invest in Xiamen", People's Daity,3 December 2001 .

"t "Urban and Regional Development in Pacific Asia", Hong Kong. Institttte of Asia-Pacific Studies, 17

December 2002.
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machinery, electricity and lasers, have become the primary engine of the city's economic

growth.33a Shenzhen is now a leader in manufacturing IT products.33s

On the other hand, Shenzhen's progress has gradually changed it from a center serving

mainly Hong Kong's manufacturing industry to a national manufacturing center serving

the whole Chinese nation. Not only has Shenzhen's manufacturing industry demonstrated

its ability by repositioning itself in both the domestic and global markets, but also the

relationship between Hong Kong and Shenzhen has also taken on new dimensions.

Multinationals increasingly view Beijing, Shanghai, and Shenzhen as logical and cheaper

altematives to Hong Kong as their base of operations for China. Worse, from Hong

Kong's standpoint, is that investment in China is going up market. In March 2002, for

example, Oracle rejected high cost Hong Kong in favor of Shenzhen for an R&D center.

"Hong Kong is not on the mainland," Derek Williams, executive vice president of
Oracle's Asia Pacific division, told the press, "and we wanted to be where the action

is. "336

With reform and the open door policy passed its experimental stage and is being

implanted nationwide, China has continued to open up other parts of the country and

allowed them to take their own initiatives. In addition to the opening of more and more

coastal and inland cities and regions, the return of Hong Kong to China has also made

some feel that the SEZs may have lost their significance. China's progress means that it
just doesn't need Hong Kong as much.

The changes in the national and international environment pose a potential threat to the

position of Hong Kong as a SEZ. With globalization and the entry of China into WTO,

Hong Kong needs to f,rnd its own way to keep its unique position. Many things that

distinguished the city from other parts of the country are not special or that special

anymore. Hong Kong can no longer rely on its proximity to the lucrative Chinese market

and its role as an intermediary between China and rest of the world for its economic

330 People's Daily, 3 August 2000.
33s People's Daily,23 May 2001.
33n Richard Homik, "WhoNeeds Hong Kong?" Fortune,2May2002.
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growth. Indeed, Hong Kong's Financial Secretary Anthony

"With the mainland changing and growing so fast, we
,, 337

space

Generally, freer trade will enhance China's efficiency and growth, which will benefit

Hong Kong both directly and indirectly. However, since there will be fewer trade

barriers, other countries can trade directly with China without going through Hong Kong.

Thus there is likely to be a process of de-intermediation. In the deepening crisis of self-

doubt and lack of confidence in the SAR's uncertain economic and functional

transformation, this "China in WTO" image has also triggered in Hong Kong a new fear

that the once efficient, modern, and productive city dominating the Pearl River Delta will

soon be superceded by Shanghai at the apex of the much larger and richer Yangtze

Valley hinterland as the preeminent East Asian mega metropolis at the cutting edge of the

twenty-first century.

Shanghai is a direct rival to undertake the same role as Hong Kong. The widely

proclaimed competition between Shanghai and Hong Kong for the title of financial titan

of China receives as much attention from the observers as Hong Kong's battle with

Singapore for the top position in Asia.338 Shanghai is not a direct competitor to Hong

Kong. But, on going rapid changes are creating the possibility of Shanghai taking over

from Hong Kong.33e At present, Shanghai, as a metropolis of Central and North China,

remains a weak semblance of its past glory as the trade and finance center of China's

heartland, and most exports of Central China still exit through Hong Kong. However,

Leung was quoted as saying,

have to compete for shelf

"t F. Balfour and M.L.Clifford, "A City Under Siege", Business lleek, Asian Edition, 23 July 2001 .

338c¿HK vs. Shanghai - Competitors or Partners?" Hong Kong Trade Deparrment Council,lg March 200 I ;
33e Despite the city's delayed re-integration with the global economy, Shanghai's impressive achievements
have caught the world's attention. The city has found new opportunities for success in the 1990s with the
opening up of Pudong. In just a decade, Shanghai has successfully reshaped itself form a traditional
manufacturing-based city to a modern business center. The Lujiazui, Waigoqiao and Jiangqiao
development zones are now names representing finance, trade and manufacturing centers, respectively. The
majority of foreign direct investment went into the Pearl River Delta in the 1980s when the Chinese
mainland first opened. Hong Kong was the obvious place to look for legal advice, accounting practices, tax
consultancy and financial advice when venturing into the mainland. But, investment had now spread to
other regions as well, including the Yangtze River Region - Shanghai and its surrounding provinces of
Jiangsu, Zhejiang and Shandong. Hong Kong is no lager the only Eateway to the mainland. See "The Two
Cities: Shanghai and Hong Kong", Hong Kong Trade Developmenl Council,20 March 2001 .
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continued improvement of China's transportation and communications infrastructure in

Central and North China, upgrades to the physical infrastructure of Shanghai, and looser

restrictions on regulations, Shanghai may well return to its former position as the gateway

to Central and North China. Chinese intermediaries in the city, including private and

government firms, possess significant networks of social capital within China that have

made Shanghai the pivot of much of China.

To operate competitively, foreign intermediary firms dealing with those regions appear to

require a major operation in Shanghai. Following Siemens and GE move of their regional

headquarters to Shanghai in June 2002, Motorola's energy department set up Asian

Pacific Headquarters in Shanghai in July.3a0 According to Brain Santoro, Vice President

of the company, inland China is now one of their most important production bases and

R&D centers, and the new headquarters will help Motorola operate more efficiently by

getting closer to its customers and suppliers.3o' Motorola was listed hrst in foreign

companies with respect of sales volume last year. According to its plan, by 2006,

Motorola's output value and total investment are expected to reach l0 billion US dollars.

So far, more than 70 multinationals have set up their regional headquarters in Shanghai,

most of which concentrate on telecommunications, logistics and transport. Siemens plans

to move its handset Asia Pacific Headquarters from Hong Kong to Shanghai. Heinrich,

Chief Executive Officer of Siemens, considers the move a new opportunity to expand its

market share in China. He has also decided to increase investment in Shanghai by 60

million US dollars to raise the handset output to l4 million from the current 10 million

units.342

Yet, to see a future putative battle between Shanghai and Hong Kong misconstrues

reality. First, it seems more likely that as the mainland market expands, there will be a

great deal of business to go around. Hong Kong may not be able to retain its present share

of that business, but as the pool grows, the actual volume of business flowing into the

SAR should also grow. Hong Kong's entrepot trade illustrates this likelihood. Today, the

sao "Multinationals Swarm to Shanghai to Set up Regional HQs", People's Daily,20 July 2002.
'o' rbid.

'ot Ibid.
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mainland is developing a much better system of port and airport facilities, especially in

the South, which makes shipment through Hong Kong less attractive. Hong Kong's share

of trade flows to mainland is already declining. The SAR's Port Development Board

estimates that Hong Kong's share of the southem China market will dwindle from a

dominant one to around 77 percent in the year 2000 and to 55 percent by 2010.343

However, this does not mean that Hong Kong's port trade will decrease. On the contrary,

the government estimates a growth rate of almost 6 percent in the decade following the

handover.

As the spotlight has been on capital fund-raising for Chinese companies, there has also

been a steady growth in loan-raising, although most of this is done within China itself,

albeit with the assistance of Hong Kong-based financial companies acting as advisers or

syndicates for the loans. The loans raised so far are modest in international financial

terms but, as China aims to have the world's largest economy in the twenty-first century,

it will increasingly need to tap international finance markets. However, China will not

rely just on Hong Kong to finance its economic ambitions. It is also busy developing its

own financial markets, not least of all its equity markets. This, in essence, was the point

made by Chen Yuan, the deputy governor of China's Central Bank, when he met a group

of Hong Kong-based American bankers in 1996.344 They asked him whether Hong

Kong's role as a financial center for China would be overtaken by Shanghai. He replied

by asking them why it wasn't possible for China to have two centers, such as Hong Kong

and Shanghai, when in the United States there are a number of major centers, such as

New York, Chicago, Los Angeles and San Francisco.

At present, Shanghai still lags far behind Hong Kong. Most of its banks, if not all of
them, are technically bankrupt. Besides, authorities need to rectifr other weaknesses,

including the lack of qualif,red personnel to work in sophisticated firms, an inadequate

stock exchange, and financial and trade restrictions. This means there is still an open

to' Hong Kong Commerce and Industry, l0 January 2000.
3oa Central Bank Articles and Speech es, Bankfor International Settlements (BIS) Review.
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window of opportunity for Hong Kong to maintain its role as the financial center for

China.

When trade expands Hong Kong can gain more business in those areas that it has

comparative advantage. For example, Hong Kong has acquired significant experience as

an international financial center. Its stock market is well suited to help the mainland

privatize many of its SOEs and provide access to vast amounts of international capital.

Probably no other stock market in China or elsewhere in the world enjoys the same

combination of brand name, free market, a rigorous system of monitoring and

regulations, the availability of large pool of first-class financial talents, and cultural

affinity as Hong Kong.

Moreover, the WTO requires China to allow foreign banks to operate within five years of
membership. It is not clear whether Chinese banks can compete with foreign banks in

providing financial services in a free market. Probably some of them will lose out. In

contrast, some banks in Hong Kong are highly competitive, even in the world market.

There is further potential for them to expand in China or to engage in joint ventures with

other Chinese banks.

Finally, in contrast to Shanghai, Hong Kong's intermediaries represent the highest

capitalized. most-specialized bridges between the global economy outside Asia and the

economies of the Nanyang, China and Northeast Asia. Mainland Chinese and foreign

intermediaries, who need access to these wider global capital markets, will likely base

their premier offices in Hong Kong, not Shanghai.3a5 As of the late 1990s, Shanghai

remained a tiny replica of Hong Kong; total assets of foreign banks in Shanghai

amounted to only $18 billion US dollars compared to $678 billion in Hong Kong.3aó All

these developments indicate that Hong Kong will continue as the pivot of intermediaries

who control and coordinate exchange with South China; an economy that includes

345 "China's WTO Accession - Implication for Hong Kong as an International Business Center", Hong
Kong Trade Development Council, September 2001 .
346 "Arriving in a Trickle", Hong Kong Monetary Authority Annual Report 1997, ll8, 132.
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perhaps 400 million or more people, and with central China in competition with Shanghai

intermediaries

In sum, Hong Kong faces a double challenge. For its continuing survival, Hong Kong not

only has to stay "competitive" as an international city, but also has to meet its vital long-

term strategic needs of staying "relevant" to China. The competition between Hong Kong

and many others is certainly not a zero-sum game. But if Hong Kong does stagnate, then

many functions that it now serves will likely migrate to its major rivals in Asia, as

indicated above. In this case, it will become submerged within the Chinese state: just

another poft, and another financial center like Shanghai. It will still be important, but it

will not have that special role any more. Giving this point of view, Roberti wrote these

prophetic words:

Britain and China's failure to agree to a form of govemment that could uphold
the rule of law and act independently of China and in the best interests of
Hong Kong does not mean that the colony will founder after it returns to
Chinese rule in 1997. But it does mean that there will be major changes in the
business landscape that will affect all foreign and local companies operating
there. lt also means that Hong Kong's role as an international center is likely
to diminish and that it will become primarily a commercial and financial
center for South China.3a7

tot Robefti, The Fatt of Hong Kong, China's Triumph and Britain's Betrayat, 312.
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Conclusion

Towards A New Millennium

In the early post-revolution relationship between Hong Kong and China, Beijing's

accommodation of Hong Kong reflected their assessment of several key aspects of the

colony's status. One of these was the international nature of the Hong Kong question.

Other features that made Hong Kong special to Beijing were its freedom and geographic

convenience. For these reasons, despite the nationalistic, revolutionary and anti-

imperialist policy of the PRC for nearly thirty years, Hong Kong was not treated as an

adversary by the mainland. On the contrary, Beijing leaders took every effort to ensure

Hong Kong's stability and prosperity under British rule. Meanwhile, despite their claim

that Hong Kong is Chinese territory that could be recovered at any time, there had been

no attempts to implement that goal.

As China adopted the policies of reform and opening in the late 1970s, Hong Kong's old

entrepot functions revived, and it became an engine of growth for the economy of south

China and beyond. As Hong Kong succeeded economically and the mainland's socialist

development faltered, Hong Kong's indispensable economic value to the mainland

justified the preservation of its colonial status.

During the Sino-British negotiation period and the following thirteen years toward the

finally transition, Beijing's accommodation of Hong Kong continually put into effect its

over goals of blending socialism and capitalism under a solitary sovereign. Beijing

adopted its unprecedented policy of 'one country, two systems'. The principles of the

policy indicated the best Beijing could offer to accommodate the territory's uniqueness.

Meanwhile, Beijing sought to convince the Hong Kong people of its desire to preserve

the colony's way of life, continued to contribute to Hong Kong's prosperity directly and

indirectly, and asserted that the two basic elements of its policy, sovereignty and

preservation of prosperity and stability, were consistent. These efforts certainly showed
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Beijing's good intentions. Furthermore, the Basic Law, which spells out the legal and

constitutional framework of the post-l997 HKSAR government, was almost five years in

the making. The recruitment of Hong Kong people into the Drafting Committee, the

drafting process itself, the setting up of another committee to solicit input from the public

were all aimed at enhancing the legitimacy of the Basic Law, and have generally been

considered a successful practice of the 'one country, two systems' policy. Lastly, the

democratization of Hong Kong has evolved through several periods since the years of

transition. Beijing has responded to pressures by slightly increasing the pace of
democratization. Its Hong Kong policy indeed has become more flexible than ever,

although the Beijing goverrlment repeatedly emphasized that Hong Kong will always be

only an economic model for mainland.

In the last two decades, the mainland has achieved significant economic development.

Despite the more and more economic policy orientation, generally Beijing still largely

sees the role of Hong Kong from the point of view of its function and importance to

Taiwan and to the Sino-U.S. relations. One of the basic ideas of the concept 'one country,

two systems' is to set up a model for Taiwan, although Taiwan insisted that because of
the different history, the model of Hong Kong cannot be transformed to Taiwan. In order

to keep this model working, Beijing logically needs the stability and even the further

prosperity of Hong Kong. In order to maintain a relaxed atmosphere with the United

States and to show the whole world that the Chinese govemment keeps promises, Beijing

needs this stability and prosperity.

As time moves further into the post-handover era, there are adequate incentives for

Beijing to maintain Hong Kong's status quo. Meanwhile, the situation so far has

benefited China's image in the world; a country with a stable national leadership, a

relatively cordial relationship with the United States and other world powers, and an

almost uniquely strong and growing economy despite the Asian financial crisis. A stable

and confidence regime has enabled its leaders to speak with one voice, to actualize the

HKSAR's promised high degree of autonomy without being labeled as betraying Chinese

national interests, and to be flexible and even generous when dealing with Hong Kong
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issues. Friendly ties with the United States and the other Western industries democracies,

as well as glaring attention from the global media, have induced Beijing leaders to

respond cautiously to overt attempts to interfere in Hong Kong affairs, let alone to repress

local democratic forces. In short, Hong Kong is likely to benefit when Beijing is in a
more relaxed and tolerant mode.

Meanwhile, Beijing's leaders understand that the continuity of the existing market

economy not only rests upon more foreign investment but also a liberal environment

(including a neutral administrative machinêÍy, ã free press, freedom of information flow

and an independent judiciary) conducive to the maintenance of a free market economy. In

the past years, mainland enterprises have benefited from the good institutional framework

functioning in Hong Kong. Currently, the slow but clear movement in China towards

greater economic and political freedom cannot be denied. Maintaining Hong Kong's role

as the leading locomotive of economic reforms in China is highly valued. This reflects an

adept implementation of the policy of maximum flexibility within a rigid framework.

Moreover, the longer this policy applies, the less easy it is to "dis-apply,'.

However, despite these good signs and Beijing's positive influence in keeping Hong

Kong's international status, the situation will last only for a certain period. Serious

question remain about the SAR's economic future. Some negative aspects factors

developed in the time before the transition, which has undermined the rule of law within

the territory and put Hong Kong in a much vulnerable position. In addition, the entry of
China into WTO and the further opening up of the mainland economy has eroded Hong

Kong's role as China's window to the outside world. Globalization and increased

competition from neighboring countries and other major cities within the PRC have

already reshaped the HKSAR as an international financial center. With goods and

services becoming non-competitive due to its technological inertia, and with its currency

fixed, Hong Kong may cease to be an economically viable entity in a highly competitive

world and become more and more dependent upon China for its survival. After all, Hong

Kong might lose its economic importance both to Beijing and internationally, and turn

out to be just another city of China.
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By that time, should Hong Kong's role as a financial center be taken over by places such

as Singapore, Taiwan, or any China inland or coastal city, it would have completed its

historical mission in China's economic development, and whether or not it remained

prosperous would be of little consequence to Beijing. Even through it is true that Beijing

has ultimate political incentives especially regarding Hong Kong relations to Taiwan, as

well as other foreign policy concems, still, if in the future, Beijing were to deal with a

depressed, rundown, and inflationary economy in Hong Kong, Beijing may see Hong

Kong no long of much political value as well. After all, without some degree of economic

superiority, will it be meaningful to insist on "Hong Kong people ruling Hong Kong" or a

"high degree of autonomy"?

Certainly, Hong Kong's competitive edge over China in terms of institutional capability

and experience ensure that it will remain an asset for a fairly long time to come. Dynamic

economic competition is not necessarily a zero sum game. In the course of time, Hong

Kong can always adapt itself to work out a kind of economic symbiosis with its potential

competitors in China, which will benefit both parties. But the problem remains: What

should Hong Kong do in order to maintain its "bridging" role, and hence continue to

contribute to both the East and the West?

Beijing's historical relationship with British Hong Kong indicates its capacity for dealing

skillfully with the territory, and respecting the colony's unusual status while taking

advantage of the benefits it offers. However, the results of the experiment on which they

have embarked in the post-handover will be influenced by more than good intentions.

Both China and Hong Kong are currently undergoing dramatic and rapid change. To the

extent that Beijing leaders hope to inherit the "status quo" in Hong Kong, they will be

disappointed. Rather, the real test of Chinese policy will be whether the Joint Declaration

and Basic Law will stand up under changing political and economic conditions. This will

require considerable knowledge, flexibility and a willingness to compromise as the

"Hong Kong question" continues to dominate policy well into the future.
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How these problems are resolved to by the new HKSAR regime and between the

HKSAR and Beijing will be crucial to the process of further transformation leading to

Hong Kong's full integration with China by 2047. Hopefully, by then Hong Kong would

have made its greatest contribution to China by promoting balanced and enlightened

economic, social and political developments on the mainland. It will be under such

auspicious conditions that the end of Hong Kong's SAR status shall signal a full-scale

reintegration of the two prosperous, free, and democratic communities within one China.
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